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Abstract
It is increasingly recognized that the gravitational stability of volcanic jets is governed by
complex ash-pumice-gas (multiphase) interactions and the mechanics of turbulent entrainment in the lower momentum-driven (fountain) and upper buoyancy-driven (plume) regions of
these flows. We use analogue experiments on relatively dense particle-freshwater and particlesaltwater jets injected into a linearly-stratified saltwater layer to revisit, characterize and understand how transitions among Buoyant Plume (BP), Total Collapse (TC) and Partial Collapse
(PC) multiphase jet regimes in a traditional source strength ( Ri0 ) - particle concentration
( 0 ) parameter space are modified by particle inertial e↵ects expressed through a Stokes number (St) and particle buoyancy e↵ects expressed through a Sedimentation number (⌃). We
show that “coarse particles” (0.1  St0  10) modify significantly published conditions favouring BP and TC, causing the transition between these endmember regimes to occur smoothly
over a PC regime that represents the majority of the Ri0 $ 0 parameter for eruptions.
Large volume annular sedimentation waves excited periodically in PC and TC regimes produce terrace deposits and lead to “phoenix clouds” spreading at multiple altitudes. Consistent
with most eruptions having fluctuating source strengths, we carry out additional experiments
on “unsteady” jets. We identify an additional key source Pulsation number Pu0 and develop
a new Ri0 $ 0 $ Pu0 parameter space for jet regimes. Applied to volcanic jets generally,
and to data we recover from Doppler radar monitoring of two erupting volcanoes, we develop
a new set of conceptual models for steady jets in the BP, TC and PC regimes and for unsteady
jets in newly defined “Connected Thermals” and Discrete Thermal” regimes, all of which make
readily-tested links among source parameters, column heights, sedimentation processes, cloud
structures and deposit architectures. The predictions for cloud structures and deposit architectures agree with field-based and remote-sensing observations made for well-studied historic and
pre-historic eruptions and explain the origin of common but enigmatic near-field features of
explosive eruption deposits. The predictive power of our new Ri0 $ 0 $ Pu0 classification
for explosive eruptions provides exciting new pathways for future observational and modelling
studies.
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Lay Summary
Explosive volcanic eruptions can pose deadly hazards to local and global communities and
change Earth’s climate. The magnitude and character of these e↵ects depend on how erupted
mixtures of hot volcanic ash, rocks and gases are dispersed across Earth’s surface and within the
atmosphere and oceans. We use a combination of field and laboratory experiments combined
with simple computer simulations to show how eruption conditions at the vent determine how
erupted mass is transported away from the volcano. Our new conceptual models of explosive
eruptions make predictions for their mass transport styles, the structure of their ash clouds, how
volcanic rocks and ash settle to the ground and the architecture of the topography they create.
Crucially, our new view of explosive eruptions forms the basis for a new eruption classification
scheme that provides exciting new research pathways for the volcanology community.
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Preface
This thesis is the original work of Johanand T. Gilchrist. The work was guided by the
supervisory committee and assistance was provided by the collaborators listed below for
each chapter. This thesis includes one published manuscript, one manuscript accepted
for publication and two chapters that will be submitted for publication as two separate
manuscripts.
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feedback during writing of the manuscript. Kim Hatcher and Eric Newland assisted in
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scaling relationships with assistance from Dr. Jellinek. S. Wanket analyzed and created
DEMs of experimental deposits. Dr. Jellinek performed the spectral analysis of radial
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Dr. Hooft. I wrote the chapter with feedback from Dr. Jellinek. Preliminary results
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from this chapter were presented at the 2021 American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting
conference by myself with assistance from Dr. Jellinek and Dr. Hooft. We are preparing
a version of this chapter as a manuscript to submit for publication.
Jellinek, A. M., Gilchrist, J. and Hooft, E. E. E. (2021). Modeling the formation of
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Latchimy, J. P. Vinson, C. Caudoux and Frédéric Peyrin who collected the Doppler
radar and optical disdrometer data at Stromboli Volcano, Italy in 2015. I designed and
conducted the laboratory experiments with the assistance of Dr. Freret-Lorgeril, Dr.
Donnadieu and Dr. Jellinek at UBC’s Geological Fluid Mechanics laboratory. I assisted
in analyzing the Doppler radar data and developed the new theoretical model for ash
sedimentation from wind-a↵ected volcanic plumes. Dr. Freret-Lorgeril wrote the first full
draft of the manuscript and Dr. Donnadieu, Dr. Jellinek and I helped revise all sections
of the manuscript. I wrote the discussion section of the manuscript with assistance from
Dr. Freret-Lorgeril and feedback from Dr. Jellinek and Dr. Donnadieu. J. P. Vinson, C.
Caudoux, J. Delanoë, T. Latchimy, F. Peyrin, C. Hervier and Dr. Donnadieu calibrated
the instruments. J. Delanoë designed the Doppler radar instrument and wrote the code
to process the Doppler radar data. Dr. Freret-Lorgeril, Dr. Donnadieu, T. Latchimy and
F. Peyrin performed the initial processing and analysis of the Doppler and disdrometer
data.
Freret-Lorgeril, V., Gilchrist, J., Donnadieu, F., Jellinek, A.M., Delanoë, J., Latchimy,
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Chapter 5 is based upon field work to collect Doppler radar data of eruptions performed
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Chapter 1
Introduction to explosive eruptions:
Diverse behaviour unclassified
This doctoral dissertation includes one published paper, one manuscript accepted for publication
and two manuscripts in preparation. This introduction provides a detailed overview of the
motivation for all chapters, but in particular the last chapter, which represents the culmination
of the entire thesis by proposing a new framework for classifying explosive eruptions. As
such, the organization of this thesis follows a logical order of ideas that does not follow the
chronological order in which chapters were completed.

1.1

Challenges to classifying explosive eruptions

Explosive volcanic eruptions inject mixtures of rock fragments, pumice and ash (tephra), as well
as gas into the atmosphere or ocean as rising ash clouds (Buoyant Plume, BP regime; Figure
1.1a), collapsing ash clouds (Total Collapse, TC regime; Figure 1.1c) or partially collapsing ash
clouds (Partial Collapse, PC regime; Figure 1.1b; Woods, 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; White
et al., 2015a). Eruptive regimes are controlled by the mass flux at the vent, the geometry of
the vent, the particle volume fraction and the median grain size of the particle size distribution
in the erupted mixture (source parameters; Woods, 1995; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Cioni &
Pistolesi, 2015, Chapter 2). Eruption regimes are also modulated by the density stratification
of the atmosphere (equation 2.4), the ambient wind and the dynamic character of coupling
between the particles and fluid (equations 2.13 & 2.14; Carazzo et al., 2014; Jessop & Jellinek,
2014; Jessop et al., 2016; Aubry et al., 2017b). For the largest “Plinian” eruptions observed
in the 20th century, such as Mt. St. Helens, Washington (1980; Carey et al., 1990) and Mt.
Pinatubo, Philippines (1991; Holasek et al., 1996), the eruption source parameters are often
assumed to be approximately unchanging (steady) over time. The assumption of steady source
parameters greatly simplifies modeling of these eruptions (Woods, 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek,
2012; Cerminara et al., 2016a; Costa et al., 2016), and facilitates profound physical insights
into the dynamics that govern the partitioning of mass between buoyant rise and spreading in
the atmosphere versus collapse to spread along Earth’s surface. Understanding how erupted
1

mass is partitioned between atmospheric and along-ground transport mechanisms beyond the
vent is crucial to inform hazard assessment during and after eruptions (Folch, 2012; Tadini
et al., 2020) and to make explicit links among eruption source parameters, eruption regime,
and diagnostic cloud structures and deposit architectures (Figure 1.2a Cioni & Pistolesi, 2015;
Carey & Bursik, 2015; Houghton & Carey, 2015).
a)

b)

c)

Etna, Italy (2015)

Mt. St. Helens, USA (1980)

Santiaguito, Guatemala (2016)

Buoyant Plume
d)

Strombolian

Total Collapse

f)

e)

Stromboli, Italy (2015)

Plinian, Partial Collapse

Sabancaya, Peru (2018)

Vulcanian

Calbuco, Chile (2015)

Subplinian

Figure 1.1: Images of explosive eruption behaviours. a) Eruption of Mt. Etna, Italy (2015) in
the Buoyant Plume regime. Used with permission from Giuseppe Famiani. b) Plinian eruption
of Mt. St. Helens, USA (1980) in the Partial Collapse regime. Photo from the U.S. Geological
Survey. c) Eruption of Santiaguito, Guatemala (2016) in the Total Collapse regime. Photo courtesy
of CONRED, Guatemala. d) Strombolian eruption of Stromboli, Italy (2015; Chapter 4; FreretLorgeril et al., 2020). e) Vulcanian eruption of Sabancaya, Peru (2015; Chapter 5). f ) Subplinian
eruption of Calbuco, Chile (2015). Photo reprinted from Castruccio et al. (2016) by permission from
Springer Nature.

However, the majority of explosive eruptions occurring on Earth, such as Strombolian
(Figure 1.1d), Vulcanian (Figure 1.1e) and Subplinian eruptions (Figure 1.1f; Taddeucci et al.,
2015; Clarke et al., 2015; Cioni & Pistolesi, 2015), are smaller and more frequent than Plinian
eruptions. Crucially, these commonly occurring events have time-varying (unsteady) source
parameters that are challenging to characterize and model (Bonadonna et al., 2016; Manga
et al., 2017) and difficult to infer from deposit layering (stratigraphy; Figure 1.2b; Druitt
2

et al., 2002; Edmonds et al., 2006; Alfano et al., 2011; Wadge et al., 2014; Todde et al., 2017).
Moreover, observations of Plinian eruptions (Criswell, 1987; Carey et al., 1990; Holasek et al.,
1996) and deposit studies (Kaminski & Jaupart, 2001; Rosi et al., 2001; Houghton & Fierstein,
2004; Di Muro et al., 2008; Tani et al., 2008; Hildreth & Fierstein, 2012) suggest that Plinian
tephra-gas columns above the vent (eruption columns) have inherently unsteady processes
operating inside them, which lead to partial or complete gravitational column collapses and
episodic sedimentation events, despite evidence that their source parameters are steady, on
average. Thus, our inability to characterize intrinsic unsteady eruption column dynamics as
well as unsteady eruption source parameters represent two key knowledge gaps in our general
understanding of explosive eruption behaviours.
Popular approaches to classifying and building understanding of diverse explosive eruption
behaviours (Figure 1.1) are to assign average values to governing source parameters, most
commonly the mass eruption rate estimated from average ash plume height (Walker, 1980;
Bonadonna & Costa, 2013), estimate the total mass or volume of tephra erupted (Newhall &
Self, 1982; Pyle, 1989; Mason et al., 2004) or estimate the total area covered by the tephra
deposit (Walker, 1973). A single eruption can exhibit many of the diverse behaviours shown
in Figure 1.1 (Criswell, 1987; Corsaro et al., 2017) and individual eruptions can evolve among
the behaviours shown in Figure 1.1 (Criswell, 1987; Holasek et al., 1996; Druitt et al., 2002;
Corsaro et al., 2017). Therefore, assigning an average mass eruption rate, plume height, total
erupted mass or deposit area to classify an eruption in a single regime is challenging and
potentially fraught (Houghton et al., 2014).
Real-time observations of explosive eruptions are increasing in their diversity and sophistication (Donnadieu, 2012; McNutt & Roman, 2015; Carn et al., 2016; Corradini et al., 2016;
Delle Donne et al., 2016; Ramsey & Harris, 2020; Mittal & Delbridge, 2019; Maki et al., 2021)
and datasets are becoming rich and complex, in turn. Similarly, computer- and laboratorybased modeling of explosive eruptions are steadily increasing in spatial and temporal resolution,
as well as capacity to account for newly identified physical processes (Costa et al., 2016; Roche
& Carazzo, 2019). These developments in eruption modeling allow for more detailed investigations of eruption dynamics, such as exploration of eruption source parameter spaces for
eruptions that have never been observed with modern instrumentation (Costa et al., 2018). In
response to improvements of eruption monitoring and modeling, the volcanology community
has emphasized the lack of a self-consistent eruption classification, where steady and unsteady
eruptions can be classified in one parameter space, as a major obstacle towards progressing
our understanding explosive eruptions and our ability to predict their hazards (Bonadonna
et al., 2016; Manga et al., 2017). Ideally, a new classification would be formed on the basis
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of readily-available quantitative metrics that serve the needs of field, modeling and hazard
assessment studies. For example, goals of a new classification should include constraining the
eruption source parameters for specific eruption regimes and making explicit and reliable links
to specific cloud structures and deposit architectures. To make progress towards a new selfconsistent eruption classification that achieves these goals, this thesis investigates the following
overarching research questions:
1. For eruptions with relatively steady eruption source parameters, are there metrics formed
with source parameters that characterize inherent unsteady eruption column processes
and predict the character of resulting sedimentation processes in the Buoyant Plume,
Partial Collapse and Total Collapse regimes?
2. What characteristic time scales related to source and environmental conditions capture
unsteady eruption source parameters such that unsteady eruptions can be reliably classified into distinct dynamical regimes and linked to diagnostic deposit architectures?
3. With insights gained from addressing questions 1 and 2, are there eruption source parameter metrics that can be used to create a new self-consistent eruption classification that
makes testable predictions for links among eruption source parameters, sedimentation
processes, cloud structures and deposit architectures?
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a) Simple View - Steady

b) Reality in Nature - Unsteady
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Figure 1.2: Di↵erences in processes governing mass partitioning between rise and collapse for the
standard view of Steady explosive eruptions vs. a more complete view of unsteady explosive eruptions.
a) For steady eruptions, the volcanic jet transitions into a plume which transports the majority of
erupted mass to a spreading umbrella-shaped cloud. Particles settle individually from the umbrella
cloud and particle size decreases as a function of increasing distance from the vent. However, particles
can also settle as mixtures (fingers) that originate at the base of the umbrella cloud and fall faster
than individual particles. The near-field deposit is defined by the maximum distance from the vent
where large particles taking ballistic trajectories through the air are deposited (St >> 1, see Eq. 2.13
in 2.2.3). b) For unsteady eruptions with source mass flux fluctuating around the same mean source
mass flux as in the steady scenario, transport of mass is divided between partial collapse through the
action of sediment waves (Chapter 2) and simultaneous rise to spread into an umbrella cloud. The
near-field deposit is set by the maximum extent of PDC flows. The particle size change with distance
in the far-field deposit is complicated by sediment thermals falling from fingers (Chapter 4).
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1.2

A simple view of mass partitioning in explosive
eruptions: buoyant rise or dense collapse?
Buoyant Plume

Partial Collapse

Total Collapse

Umbrella Cloud
Level of Neutral Buoyancy

Plume
Entrainment

Jet

Erupted Mass Rises and Spreads in Atmosphere

Umbrella Cloud

Jet

Jet
Phoenix
Cld

PDC
Erupted Mass Partitioned Between Rise and Collapse

Phoenix
Cld

PDC
Erupted Mass Collapses to Spread on Earth’s Surface

Figure 1.3: Cartoons (top panel) and images (bottom panel) showing three regimes of explosive
eruptions. Left Buoyant Plume (BP) regime where erupted mass rises to spread in the atmosphere.
Used with permission from Giuseppe Famiani. Middle Partial Collapse (PC) regime where erupted
mass is partitioned between buoyant rise and dense collapse in the eruption column, feeding an
umbrella cloud and PDCs simultaneously. Photo from the U.S. Geological Survey. Right Total
Collapse regime where erupted mass collapses back to Earth to form PDCs. In the PC and TC
regime, phoenix clouds composed of micron sized particles may rise from PDCs to spread in the
atmosphere. Photo courtesy of CONRED, Guatemala.

Explosive eruptions are jets of hot (multiphase) mixtures of tephra and gases that are
injected as eruption columns into the atmosphere through an opening (vent) at the Earth’s
surface. Explosive eruptions present local and global hazards to life on Earth. These events
build topography and influence atmospheric and oceanic chemistry over historical and geologic
timescales (Langmann et al., 2010; de Silva & Lindsay, 2015; Robock, 2015a; de Ronde &
Stucker, 2015). The character and magnitude of e↵ects depend on how the erupted mass is
transported after leaving the vent. With sufficient atmospheric entrainment, jets can undergo
a buoyancy reversal causing the mixture to rise, after which it will continue to rise as a
buoyant plume (Figure 1.3, top left; Morton et al., 1956; Woods, 2010). This transition
from negatively buoyant (dense) jet to buoyant plume is a critical condition that determines
the partitioning of erupted tephra between the atmosphere and Earth’s surface (Sparks &
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Wilson, 1976; McCormick et al., 1995). Explosive eruptions are generally classified into 2
regimes (Woods, 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012): 1) The BP regime forms a gravitationally
stable eruption column that delivers erupted tephra tens to thousands of kilometers from the
vent in the atmosphere through the spread and advection of an umbrella cloud; and 2) the
TC regime in which a gravitationally unstable eruption column collapses to form devastating
Pyroclastic Density Currents (PDCs) that flow along the Earth’s surface and concentrate most
of the erupted tephra commonly within tens of kilometers from the vent (Figure 1.3; Dufek
et al., 2015). By assuming that there is a discrete transition from the BP to TC regime, it is
possible to define critical source (i.e. mass flux and particle volume fraction) and environmental
conditions defining this regime boundary (Woods, 1995; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012).
“Tephra fall” and PDC layers in explosive eruption deposits can be used to characterize
deposits in terms of BP or TC eruption dynamics, respectively (Houghton & Carey, 2015;
Dufek et al., 2015). In the BP regime, particles settle individually from the umbrella cloud
to form a tephra fall deposit that mantles topography and smoothly decreases in thickness
with increasing distance from the vent. Carazzo & Jellinek (2012) show that this is only
true for median particle size > 250 mm, whereas particle settling via fingering is favoured for
median particle size < 250 mm. Generally for BP deposits, median pumice, maximum lithic
and the standard deviation of particle size decrease with increasing distance from the eruption
source (Figure 1.2a; Papale & Rosi, 1993; Di Muro et al., 2008; Houghton & Carey, 2015). By
contrast, in the TC regime, mass is transported by PDCs over relatively shorter distances from
the source. PDCs can form layers with cross-cutting relationships (e.g. climbing dune forms)
indicating flow direction, fill in and jump local topographical lows and often show abrupt
changes in thickness radially and horizontally at a constant radius (i.e. laterally, e.g. Figures
1.2b and A.1; Cas & Wright, 1987). Median pumice, maximum lithic and standard deviation
of particle size may not decrease in PDC layers with increasing distance from the vent (Figure
1.2b). Exposure of the tephra fall unit in the deposit from Quilotoa (Figure 1.4a) display, e.g.,
a small standard deviation in particle size, whereas PDC deposits (“S” layers in Figure 1.4b)
have a larger value related to the transport and deposition of micron sized ash to meter sized
blocks, the latter of which otherwise follow ballistic trajectories and are not transported into
the umbrella cloud (Cas & Wright, 1987).
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Figure 1.4: a) Stratigraphic section representing general trend of the far-field Unit 1 tephra fall
sequence from the 800 BP Quilotoa eruption in Ecuador. Note the continuous change in median grains
size (Md). b) Alternating tephra fall and PDC layers in proximal stratigraphic section corresponding
to Unit 1. c) Sketch of proximal stratigraphic section showing alternation of tephra fall (“Fall”) and
PDC (“S”) layers for Unit 1. Reprinted from Di Muro et al. (2008) with permission from Elsevier.

1.3

A more complicated reality of mass partitioning:
simultaneous rise and collapse

Vertical and lateral variations in the structure and texture of deposits from a single explosive
eruption often record complex temporal eruption dynamics (Carey et al., 1990; Cioni et al.,
2003; Houghton & Fierstein, 2004; Hildreth & Fierstein, 2012; Pardo et al., 2014; Castruccio
et al., 2016). Figure 1.4a shows a vertical deposit section for the Quilotoa eruption, Ecuador
(800 BP) that exhibits a gradual reduction in median grain size moving higher in the section
for tephra fall layers sampled farther than the maximum extent of PDC flows (far-field, usually
>10 km from the vent; Figure 1.2b; Di Muro et al., 2008; Woods, 2010; Aubry et al., 2017b).
Vertical deposit sections sampled within the range of PDC flows (near-field, Figure 1.2b),
which are correlated to the same eruptive phase U1, contain tephra fall layers that alternate
with PDC layers (Figure 1.4b-c). According to the binary view discussed above, the nearfield vertical deposit structure implies abrupt alternation between source parameters leading
to the BP and TC regimes. This requirement, however, conflicts with the smoothly decreasing
median grain size in the far-field deposit that, instead, implies a smooth reduction in plume
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height and therefore, smooth transition in source parameters. A smooth transition through the
“Partial Collapse” (PC) regime, however, satisfies constraints from near- and far-field deposits,
indicating that the binary BP vs. TC view fails to fully describe tephra mass partitioning in
explosive eruptions (Kaminski & Jaupart, 2001; Neri et al., 2002a; Di Muro et al., 2008; Carazzo
& Jellinek, 2012).
The first eruptive episode of the 1912 Novarupta eruption, AK, also produced a far-field
tephra fall deposit with relatively unchanging median grain size, while simultaneously emplacing ⇠ 100 m thick PDC layers in the near-field. After this first phase, the second and third
phases produced alternating tephra fall and PDC layering in the near-field deposit (Fig. A.1
in appendix A; Hildreth & Fierstein, 2012). Thus, the data suggest that the largest eruption
in the 20th century erupted in the PC regime for almost its entire duration (60 hr), rather
than alternating between the BP to TC regime as the standard view assumes.

1.4

Deposits of Catastrophic-caldera forming
eruptions: Continuous or episodic collapse?

Catastrophic-caldera forming (CCF) eruptions are the rarest and largest explosive eruptions
identified in the volcanic rock record and have the potential to destroy civilizations (Rose
& Chesner, 1987; Druitt & Francaviglia, 1992; Wilson & Hildreth, 1997; Mason et al., 2004;
Self, 2006; Tani et al., 2008; Jessop et al., 2016). Despite their devastating potential, our
understanding of mass transport processes during CCF eruptions is relatively poor compared
to our understanding of Plinian eruptions (Oppenheimer, 2002; Houghton et al., 2014). The
Bishop tu↵ CCF eruption deposit shows, for example, alternating tephra fall and PDC layering
similar to Plinian eruption deposits, suggesting that CCF eruptions can occur in the PC regime
with evidence of an eruption column with relatively steady source parameters undergoing
episodic gravitational collapse (Wilson & Hildreth, 1997, 1998). This is in stark contrast to
CCF eruption deposits characterized by thick O(10) m PDC layers lacking distinct internal
layering, which are commonly assumed to be emplaced by a relatively low height TC eruption
column that “boils over” to feed PDCs with a relatively steady mass flux (Rowley et al., 1985;
Criswell, 1987; Hildreth & Fierstein, 2012; Dufek et al., 2015; Pacheco-Hoyos et al., 2018; Suñepuchol et al., 2019). Taken together, these examples demonstrate that where CCF eruption
source parameters are steady, column collapse can be continuous or episodic and it is unclear
what process in the eruption column controls these endmember behaviours.
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Figure 1.5: Bathymetry of CCF eruption deposits showing axisymmetric and regularly-spaced terraces. a) Bathymetry of Sumisu
caldera, Izu-Bonin arc (30-60 ka). Figure reprinted from Tani et al. (2008) by permission from Springer Nature. b) Radial deposit
bathymetric profiles marked 1 and 2 in a). c) Bathymetry of Santorini caldera, Greece (3.6 ka). Reprinted from Hooft et al. (2019)
with permission from Elsevier. d) Bathymetry of Macauley caldera, Kermadec arc (5.7 ka; Pope et al., 2018).

The submarine CCF deposits of Sumisu, Izu-Bonin arc (30-60 ka; Tani et al., 2008), Santorini, Greece (3.6 ka; Sigurdsson et al., 2006; Druitt, 2014; Hooft et al., 2019) and Macauley,
Kermadec arc (5.7 ka; Smith et al., 2003; Pope et al., 2018) are characterized by striking
axisymmetric and regularly-spaced terraces (Figure 1.5). This deposit architecture suggests
emplacement by PDCs originating from episodic and axisymmetric column collapses. Indeed,
the subaerial parts of the Santorini and Macauley deposits show multiple PDC layers (Smith
et al., 2003; Druitt, 2014), some of which are interpreted to have been emplaced simultaneously with tephra fall layers in the case of Santorini, indicating that the eruption column
collapsed episodically. The ancient CCF eruptions that emplaced these deposits may have
erupted through a shallow water layer, which can influence the eruption source parameters
(White et al., 2015b), generate tsunamis (Self & Rampino, 1981; Bougouin et al., 2020) and
cause PDCs to travel up to tens of kilometers along the water surface (Self & Rampino, 1981;
Carey et al., 1996; Dufek & Bergantz, 2007b). However, it is unclear how a shallow water layer
can influence collapsing column mixtures and spreading PDCs and whether this influences the
emplacement of axisymmetric and regularly-spaced deposit terraces.

1.5

Further complications for mass partitioning:
eruption source unsteadiness

Eruptions with unsteady source parameters are the most common on Earth (Taddeucci et al.,
2015). Behaviour ranges from “discrete” to semi-continuous “pulsating” eruptions that can
reach maxima in mass fluxes suddenly or gradually (Figures 1.1d-f and 1.5b; Druitt et al.,
2002; Webb et al., 2014; Taddeucci et al., 2015; Clarke et al., 2015; Cioni & Pistolesi, 2015;
Houghton & Carey, 2015; Houghton et al., 2015; Tournigand et al., 2017). Depending on
the distribution and magnitude of the mass flux as well as the character of the intermittency
of this flux (Figures 1.5c and 1.1d-f), events can inject ash-poor to ash-rich mixtures into the
atmosphere. Ash clouds from unsteady eruptions can spread at one or multiple altitudes in the
atmosphere to produce tephra fall deposits. They can also undergo partial or total collapse to
form PDC deposits (Figure 1.1f). Transitions among discrete, pulsating and semi-continuous
eruptive behaviour are observed at volcanoes worldwide and can occur smoothly or abruptly
(Druitt et al., 2002; Webb et al., 2014; Wadge et al., 2014; Stinton et al., 2014; Tournigand
et al., 2017).
The diversity of unsteady eruption behaviour evident at volcanic vents leads to continuous
(Figure 1.5a) or rapidly changing (Figure 1.5d) median grain size in vertical sections of tephra
fall deposits. Without continuous, direct observations of eruption column behaviour, it is
11
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Figure 1.5: (previous page) a) Vertical deposit section showing tephra fall sequence from the 1999
eruption of Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat. b) Map of Montserrat showing location of volcano
(red triangle) and sample location of a). Reprinted from Edmonds et al. (2006) with permission
from Elsevier. c) Simultaneous production of an ash cloud with multiple layers and PDCs from an
unsteady eruption on February 11, 2010 (from Wadge et al. (2014), Figure 1.28). d) Vertical variation
of layers A-O in far-field tephra fall deposits for the Chaiten eruption in e). Photo reprinted from
Alfano et al. (2011) by permission from Springer Nature. e) Simultaneous production of an umbrella
cloud and lower clouds (potentially due to documented PDCs) during the May 2008 eruption of
Chaiten Volcano, Chile (Folch et al., 2008). f ) Map of Chaiten, Chile showing location of volcano
(red triangle) and sample location of d). Scalebar is 6 km. Figure reprinted from Alfano et al.
(2011) by permission from Springer Nature. g-i) Time vs. mass flux as inferred from vertical deposit
structure for discrete eruptions with short time intervals, continuous and semi-continuous eruptions,
respectively. Reprinted from Houghton & Carey (2015) with permission from Elsevier.

difficult to infer whether discrete or semi-continuous eruptive mechanisms are appropriate for
describing the tephra fall deposits in Figures 1.5a and 1.5d (Andreastuti et al., 2000; Bonadonna
et al., 2002; Edmonds et al., 2006; Alfano et al., 2011; Wadge et al., 2014; Stinton et al., 2014).
A missing link between unsteady eruption dynamics and vertical and lateral variations in tephra
fall deposit architecture represents a key knowledge gap motivating this thesis. Figure 1.5g-i
show three di↵erent eruption scenarios with colored graphs representing time (i.e. height in a
section) vs. eruption intensity (i.e. column height Houghton & Carey, 2015). To illustrate this
challenge, the far-field deposit from the 2005 eruption of Montserrat in Figure 1.5a resembles
that produced during the waning eruption phase in Figure 1.5h. However, this eruptive phase
was observed to be emplaced by five discrete eruptions. Incorrect characterization of a tephra
fall deposit in this way for unobserved eruptions can lead to erroneous estimates of plume
height variation during an eruption, and in turn, to mis-characterization of eruption source
parameters and hazards.
Figure 1.5d shows a vertical deposit section emplaced in the far-field (Fig. 1.5e) during
the semi-continuous eruption of Chaiten, Chile (2008), which produced multiple cloud layers
in the atmosphere and included evidence for PDC activity (Figure 1.5f, Alfano et al., 2011).
Alfano et al. (2011) note the difficulty in inferring eruption dynamics:
“The explosive phase of the May 2008 Chaiten eruption deposited several tephra
layers of variable thickness that in some cases could not be isolated and correlated
with sufficient confidence to produce individual isopach [deposit thickness] maps...
Layers A-M can be related to a continuous emission of ash associated to a single
sustained plume with a variable MER [mass flux], or to several small plumes related
to di↵erent fall events.”
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Figure 1.6: Stratigraphic sections from the Greenish-Pumice deposit of the 16 ka eruption of Vesuvius Volcano, Italy. Inset map shows locations of samples. Reprinted from Cioni et al. (2003) with
permission from Elsevier.

Alfano et al. (2011) exemplify the difficulty in identifying which vertical deposit structures in
Figures 1.5g or 1.5i correlate with Figure 1.5d, potentially leading to incorrect characterization
of eruption continuity, correlation of deposit layers to produce thickness (isopach) maps and,
in turn, hazard assessment based on a volcano’s eruptive history.
Turning to another example, layers L0 -LF in the vertical deposit structure of the GreenishPumice eruptive unit from Vesuvius Volcano, Italy, display alternating tephra fall and PDC
characteristics that are radially and laterally discontinuous around the vent, indicating an
unsteady and unstable eruption column with preferred azimuthal direction for tephra sedimentation and column collapse (Figure 1.6; Cioni et al., 2003). Discontinuous, alternating
tephra fall and PDC deposit layering is also apparent in the near-field deposits for episodes two
and three of the Novarupta, 1912 eruption (Figure A.1b and A.1c in appendix A; Houghton &
Fierstein, 2004), and many eruptive units of Ruapehu, New Zealand (Figure A.3 in appendix
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A; Pardo et al., 2012). In addition to eruption column instability, these deposit structure
examples illustrate the challenges of characterizing unsteady eruption source parameters and
reliably linking them to deposit architectures. It is difficult to establish a link between unsteady source parameters and eruption deposit structure when the unsteady nature of the
source parameters is not well constrained or understood.

1.6

Popular classification schemes for explosive
eruptions

Explosive eruption classification schemes guide strategies for eruption monitoring, hazard and
climate impact assessments, modeling, deposit analysis and the overall direction of research
within the field. Eruptions should ideally be classified on the basis of evolution of source
parameters and column processes that govern mass partitioning and make predictions for
deposit characteristics. For example, as source parameters vary over time, abrupt or continuous
changes in eruption column behaviour must be traceable on a classification scheme to capture
unsteady behaviour and thus, the full range of behaviour during any single explosive eruption.
Currently, explosive eruptions are classified on the basis of their deposit area, particle size
distribution (PSD), median of PSD, volume, mass and, when available, the spreading height
of their ash cloud (Walker, 1973; Newhall & Self, 1982; Mason et al., 2004; Carazzo & Jellinek,
2012; Bonadonna & Costa, 2013; Jessop et al., 2016). Taken together, the methods put forth
by Walker (1973), Mason et al. (2004) and Jessop et al. (2016) use the deposit area, fraction
of deposit PSD comprising of particles smaller than 1 mm, deposit mass, deposit volume and
deposit volume filled with PDC flows to infer eruption source parameters. These metrics
are useful for classifying eruptions that were not observed and are only constrained by their
ancient deposits. However, only the most recent classification scheme provides insight into
column collapse and the e↵ect of source unsteadiness due to changing vent geometry and PSD
(Jessop & Jellinek, 2014; Jessop et al., 2016).
The most widely used classification scheme (Fragmentation-Dispersal classification scheme)
relies solely on spatially-averaged deposit characteristics (Figure 1.7; Walker, 1973). The
Fragmentation-Dispersal classification scheme plots the fine fraction of the PSD (Fragmentation Efficiency) in the deposit against the Dispersal Area of the deposit. Fragmentation
efficiency is assumed to be a function of the energy consumed to disrupt magma into fragments of glass (fragmentation) in the subsurface below the vent (volcanic conduit), with a
larger fragmentation efficiency value implying intensified disruption of magma into smaller
particles. Originally, more intense fragmentation was assumed to imply more extensive in15

Figure 1.7: Fragmentation Efficiency, F, vs. Dispersal Area, D. Dots represent eruption deposits
used to draw dotted lines marking regime boundaries (Walker, 1973). Reprinted from Houghton &
Carey (2015) with permission from Elsevier.

teraction with water (Walker, 1973). This assumption, however, does not account for other
processes, such as secondary fragmentation during ascent, which control the PSD erupted at
the source (Gonnermann, 2015; Dufek et al., 2012). Fragmentation efficiency also ignores particle attrition in the eruption column (Jones et al., 2017), secondary fragmentation during
deposition (Gonnermann, 2015), ash aggregation (Van Eaton et al., 2015) and ash loss due to
wind (Mingari et al., 2020), all of which lead to a measured PSD at the deposit that di↵ers from
the PSD erupted at the source. Therefore, there is no clear relationship between fragmentation
efficiency and the source parameters at the vent. Dispersal area of the deposit is a function
of the height of the spreading umbrella cloud, the flux of mass into it, settling processes that
remove particles from it and the ambient wind conditions (Figure 1.2b; Bonadonna & Phillips,
2003; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Houghton et al., 2014). Whereas dispersal area, adjusted for
wind e↵ects, may provide a crude constraint on umbrella cloud spreading height, it provides no
information about column dynamics nor their evolution in time, e.g. the mass of material that
spreads directly from the column into the atmosphere vs. flows in PDCs to rise after (Figure
1.3, phoenix cloud). Furthermore, the regime boundaries in Figure 1.7 were constrained by
few natural eruption deposits, most of which were not directly observed during emplacement.
Additionally, more than a hundred eruption deposits have been identified since this original
classification (see appendix 2 in Sigurdsson et al., 2015; Aubry et al., 2017b). As a consequence, unsteady eruptions, which include eruptions in the Hawaiian, Strombolian, Violent
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Strombolian (Valentine & Gregg, 2008), Vulcanian, Subplinian, Surtseyan and Phreatoplinian
regimes on the Fragmentation-Dispersal classification scheme (Figure 1.7), are poorly characterized with much debate as to their assigned eruption style according to this classification
scheme (Alfano et al., 2011; Houghton et al., 2014; Bonadonna et al., 2016; Manga et al.,
2017; Todde et al., 2017). Dispersal area, on its own, does not permit calculation of erupted
mass. Thus, fragmentation efficiency and dispersal area cannot constrain mass partitioning in
eruption columns and therefore cannot be used to compare eruption dynamics.
Another popular way to classify eruptions is with eruption magnitude (Mason et al., 2004),
M = log10 (mt )

7.

(1.1)

M can be constrained from the estimated total mass mt of eruption deposits or from mass
flux measured with real-time monitoring techniques (Mason et al., 2004; Ripepe et al., 2013;
Van Eaton et al., 2016a). Constraining M is a first step towards inferring mass partitioning
in eruption columns from their deposits.
Explosive eruptions with M
4 represent the largest and most destructive eruptions
documented (Pyle, 2015). The destructive potential of M
4 eruptions coupled with the
recognition of their areally extensive deposits (Self et al., 1984; Hildreth & Fierstein, 2012;
Williams, 2012a; Mastin et al., 2014) has motivated a subfield of volcanology to focus on
M
4 eruption column dynamics leading to collapse (Woods, 2010; Costa et al., 2016).
M
4 eruptions are commonly assumed to have steady source parameters on the basis of
an unchanging average eruption column height or umbrella cloud spreading rate for durations
of ⇠ 10 minutes or more (Woods, 2010; Castruccio et al., 2016; Costa et al., 2016). M
4
eruptions, however, are rare (<10 per decade; Pyle, 2015; Aubry et al., 2017b) and often only
observed via satellite. Satellite observations are limited to the tops of eruption columns and
the area of spreading umbrella ash clouds (Holasek et al., 1996; Van Eaton et al., 2016a). A
reduction in eruption column top height and umbrella cloud spreading can indicate column
collapse and is detectable by satellites (Holasek et al., 1996; Van Eaton et al., 2016a). For
the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo eruption (M ⇠ 6.4), the timing between PDC flows, inferred from the
vertical distance between PDC layers in the deposit, fell under 10 minutes, below the temporal
resolution, >10 min, of satellite monitoring (Rosi et al., 2001; Holasek et al., 1996).
Furthermore, satellite remote sensing techniques do not resolve the lower region of the
eruption column where mixing dynamics with the atmosphere determine the eruption regime.
The entrainment of ambient air into a dense volcanic jet changes its bulk density at the expense
of its upward momentum and determines whether an eruption column occurs in the BP, PC or
TC regimes and, in turn, its rise height (see section 1.2; Turner, 1986; Woods, 2010; Carazzo
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& Jellinek, 2012). The seminal work of Morton et al. (1956) characterized the entrainment
process by showing that the speed of ambient fluid drawn into a jet ue (z) is a function of the
vertical jet speed u(z)
ue (z) = ↵e u(z)
(1.2)
where ↵e is the entrainment coefficient. The value of ↵e is found to vary substantially between
0.06  ↵e  0.25 (Turner, 1969; Kaminski et al., 2005) and determining the correct value for
volcanic jets has proved to be challenging (Woods, 2010; Cerminara et al., 2016b; Costa et al.,
2016; Aubry et al., 2017b). Entrainment begins with the establishing of eddies at the edge of
an erupted jet, which penetrate, engulf and overturn atmosphere over a time,
⌧f =

L
V

(1.3)

where L and V are the characteristic diameter and speed scales of these overturning motions.
Taking L to be the vent diameter and V = u0 , respectively, for typical vent diameters and
exit velocities on the order of 10-100 m and 100 m/s, respectively (Woods, 2010; Cioni &
Pistolesi, 2015), ⌧f ⇠ 0.1 1 s which is challenging or impossible for satellite-based imaging
to resolve. Consequently, the processes governing collapse of M 4 eruption columns, and in
turn mass partitioning, remains unobserved and presents a key knowledge gap for constraining
the mechanism by which column collapse occurs.

1.7

Overview of the thesis and major contributions

Chapters 2 and 3 address the first overarching research question in section 1.1 and lay the foundation for addressing the third one. In the relatively long and thorough Chapter 2 (accepted for
publication in Bulletin of Volcanology, Gilchrist & Jellinek, in press), we review the extensive
dataset of Plinian eruption deposits showing alternating tephra fall and PDC layering to make
a case that rather than being the rare exception to the more commonly discussed BP and TC
regimes, the PC regime may in fact be the characteristic regime of Plinian eruptions. Building
on our previous work (Jessop et al., 2016), which demonstrates the importance of specific (inertial) particle sizes in governing the gravitational stability of eruption columns, we perform
analogue experiments that show inertial particles cause episodic collapses of multiphase jets
with steady source parameters. In the relatively shorter and more narrowly focused Chapter
3 (manuscript in preparation for submission to a high impact journal), we conduct similar
experiments to those in the previous chapter, but use a shallow water layer to simulate shallow
water CCF eruptions. Taken together, these experiments expand the source parameter range
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of the PC and TC regimes and demonstrate that multiphase jets transition smoothly among
the BP-PC-TC regimes as source parameters are progressively varied. In addition, we find that
multiphase jet collapse occurs as periodic and axisymmetric waves of particle-fluid mixtures
(sediment waves) descending alongside the jet, which is expressed through periodic oscillations
of jet heights, spreading of multiple cloud layers and emplacement of terraced deposits. With
insights gained from these experiments, we propose a new set of conceptual models for the
BP, PC and TC regimes of Plinian eruptions that make explicit links among eruption source
parameters, entrainment, column height oscillations, sedimentation processes, cloud structures
and deposit architectures. These chapters also propose new ways to monitor the gravitational
stability of eruption columns in real-time and highlight new research questions to guide future
studies of eruption column stability.
Chapters 4 and 5 combine field- and laboratory-based methods to address the second and
third overarching research questions in section 1.1 by taking advantage of the nature of my
co-tutorship Ph.D. that is part of a larger collaboration between UBC and the Université
Clermont-Auvergne (UCA), France. The team of my co-supervisor Dr. Franck Donnadieu,
based at the world renown Laboratoire des Magmas et Volcans (LMV) and Observatoire de
Physique du Globe de Clermont-ferrand (OPGC, both at UCA), have developed a new focusedbeam Doppler radar instrument that can detect volcanic ash clouds with unprecedented spatial
and temporal scale. In Chapter 4, we use the Doppler radar dataset from Stromboli volcano,
Italy to estimate the eruption source parameters and detect ash sedimentation at currently
unparalleled spatial and temporal scales. With this novel dataset, we observe new patterns
of sedimentation and put forward a new model for sedimentation from wind-a↵ected volcanic
plumes where ash fingering and sediment thermal processes can lead to enhanced fallout of
volcanic ash compared to models that assume ash particles settle individually. This model
is not restricted to relatively small Strombolian eruptions and has major implications for ash
sedimentation from larger and more hazardous eruptions. In Chapter 5, we conducted a field
campaign observing unsteady eruptions at Sabancaya volcano, Peru with this same Doppler
radar instrument to estimate unsteady eruption source parameters in-situ. We combine this
eruption dataset with a new dataset of analogue experiments on water plumes with unsteady
source parameters to test a new source Pulsation number metric that aims to characterize
unsteady source parameters for buoyant plumes, predict the rate at which they entrain ambient
fluid and, in turn, improve modeling of their rise and spreading heights. We show that the
source Pulsation number accomplishes these goals for our relatively simple laboratory plumes
and shows promise when applied to the Sabancaya eruption dataset. This newly developed
theory has implications for plume modeling far beyond the context of volcanic plumes, for
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example hydrothermal vent plumes in the ocean, meteorological clouds, plumes in industry
such as smokestack plumes and indoor ventilation and heating, as well as plume processes on
other planets and bodies in the universe.
The concluding Chapter 6 reviews progress made in this thesis to address the overarching
research questions posed in section 1.1. To address the third overarching research question in
section 1.1, which is perhaps the most challenging yet impactful question posed, we focus on
key pieces of theory developed in this thesis to create a framework for a new classification of explosive eruptions. This new eruption classification, combined with the demonstration of novel
instruments to detect eruption source parameters in-situ and in real-time, facilitates classification of all explosive eruption behaviours on one self-consistent three-dimensional Eruption
Stability Diagram. We show the advantages of the Eruption Stability Diagram over existing
ones and demonstrate how it opens many new paths of research for volcanologists specializing
in field-, laboratory- and computer-based methods. We end this chapter with a plan for the
next generation of analogue experiments combined with sophisticated computer models that
aim to investigate previously unexplored eruption source parameter spaces in the Eruption
Stability Diagram.
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Chapter 2
Sediment waves and the gravitational
stability of volcanic jets
2.1

Introduction

Explosive volcanic eruptions inject columns of rock fragments, pumice and ash (tephra), and
volcanic gases into the atmosphere and ocean (Figure 2.0a-c; Woods, 2010; White et al.,
2015a)). Extensive studies carried out over the last few decades show that the proclivity
of such events to lead to devastating Pyroclastic Density Currents (PDCs) or to long-lived
umbrella-shaped clouds of ash, pyroclasts and entrained gas (umbrella clouds) is governed by
spatially-averaged ”source parameters” including the mass flow rate, mixture density, particle
volume fraction and particle size distribution (PSD), time-averaged ”environmental conditions”
including the atmospheric density stratification and wind stress conditions (e.g. Woods, 1995;
Suzuki, 2005; Woods, 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Degruyter & Bonadonna, 2013; Suzuki
& Koyaguchi, 2013; Cioni & Pistolesi, 2015; Roche et al., 2013; Aubry et al., 2017b), as well as
the mechanics of atmospheric entrainment and mixing, which are governed by lateral variations
in velocity, mean density and median particle size across jet edges (Figure 2.0 Morton et al.,
1956; Turner, 1986; Carazzo et al., 2010; Jessop & Jellinek, 2014). However, in addition to
these source and environmental conditions, recent work also highlights key microphysical and
vent geometrical controls on eruptive behavior, which arise in response to the characters of
particle-size distributions and the subtle dynamics of particle $ fluid and particle $ particle
interactions (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Carazzo et al., 2014; Girault et al., 2014; Jessop &
Jellinek, 2014; Lherm & Jellinek, 2019).] Crucially, as our understanding of the major controls
on eruption behavior grows, an acute emerging issue is that our ability to predict confidently
whether a given eruption will more likely produce PDCs, tropospheric or stratospheric ash
clouds or combinations of all three behaviors is unclear. Consequently, our ability to forecast
or assess, for example, PDC hazards to local populations (Dufek et al., 2015; Cole et al., 2015),
short-term ash hazards to air travel (Prata & Rose, 2015), longer term contributions to decadal
or millenial climate variability (Robock, 2015b; Ridley et al., 2014; Aubry et al., 2016; Prata
et al., 2017) as well as the reality of profound volcanically-induced shifts in Earth’s climate and
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biosphere (M.R Rampino & S. Self, 1992; Huybers & Langmuir, 2009; Schmidt et al., 2010,
2012; Black et al., 2015; Newhall et al., 2018) is limited.
The character, magnitude and longevity of volcanic e↵ects depend on how the erupted mass
is transported after leaving the vent. It is widely-recognized that with sufficient atmospheric
entrainment, volcanic jets can undergo a buoyancy reversal, causing the otherwise dense mixture erupted as a momentum-driven fountain to continue rising as a turbulent buoyant plume
(Figures 2.0a & 2.0g; Morton et al., 1956; Turner, 1966; Woods, 2010). Where buoyant plumes
rise to a Level of Neutral Buoyancy (LNB) height in the atmosphere, their momentum causes
them to oscillate (“overshoot” and “undershoot”) about this LNB height as they spread as a
gravity current (Figure 1g; see oscillation of initial spreading of pink cloud in Supplemental
Video 4; see supplemental videos in Carazzo and Jellinek, 2012). We will use ”volcanic jet” to
refer to the upward flow of material forming the eruption column, ”fountain” and ”overshoot
fountain” to refer to the momentum-driven lower part and overshoot region of the volcanic
jet. We use ”plume” for the part of the jet that is buoyancy-driven (Figure 2.0g). Consistent with the expectation of a discrete fountain-plume transition, evident in experiments on
particle-free and particle-laden analog jets, explosive eruptions are generally classified into two
end-member regimes (cf. Woods, 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Jessop et al., 2016): 1) the
”Buoyant Plume” (BP) regime where the volcanic jet rises as a plume to form a gravitationally
stable and long-lived atmospheric umbrella cloud (Carey & Bursik, 2015; Bonadonna et al.,
2015); and 2) the ”Total Collapse” (TC) regime in which a gravitationally unstable volcanic jet
rises as a fountain that collapses to form devastating PDCs and more dilute pyroclastic surges
(both referred to as ”pyroclastic flows” hereafter) (Figures 2.0c & 2.0i; Dufek et al., 2015). A
key new prediction from the experiments in this study is that particle-laden jets entering a
stratified environment akin to Earths troposphere will collapse to varying extents in periodic
and aperiodic (intermittent) annular waves of particles and entrained jet fluid (sedimentation
waves) that descend around the volcanic jet (marked SW in Figure 1e-f; Supplemental Video
#4; Section 3.2).
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Figure 2.0: (previous page) Top Panel: Images of natural eruptions showing three regimes of explosive eruptions: Buoyant Plume (left column), Partial Collapse (middle column) and Total Collapse
(right column). a) Buoyant Plume (BP) regime where erupted mass rises to spread in the atmosphere
as an ”umbrella cloud” (December 4, 2015 eruption of Mt Etna, Italy; photo courtesy of Giuseppe
Famiani). b) Partial Collapse (PC) regime where erupted mass is partitioned between buoyant rise
and dense collapse in the eruption column, feeding an umbrella cloud and pyroclastic flows simultaneously (April 22-23, 2015 eruption of Calbuco Volcano, Chile). Reprinted from Castruccio et al. (2016)
by permission from Springer Nature. c) Total Collapse regime where erupted mass collapses back to
Earth to form pyroclastic flows (August 16, 2016 eruption of Santiaguito Volcano, Guatemala; Photo
courtesy of CONRED, Guatemala). Middle Panel: Color inverted images of experiments with
multiphase jet columns in the BP, PC and TC regimes. Black arrows mark Sediment Waves (SW)
and dashed line marks outer boundary of enhanced settling annulus (ESA). Particle-fluid mixtures
appear blue and spreading jet fluid appears pink. d) Jet in the BP regime where the injected mass
spreads into an umbrella cloud before particles settle individually to the tank base. e) Jet in the PC
regime where jet mixture is partitioned simultaneously between dense collapse via sediment waves
and buoyant rise to spread into clouds. f ) Jet in the TC regime where > 90% of the jet mixture
collapses to the tank base via sediment waves. Sediment waves transform into gravity currents along
the tank base with phoenix clouds ascending above and spreading into phoenix cloud layers. Bottom
Panel: Conceptual models of multiphase jet regimes. g) Sketch of eruption column in the BP regime.
Lower dashed line marks boundary between jet and plume regions of the column where a buoyancy
reversal of the mixture occurs and above which entrainment is enhanced (↵jet < ↵plume ). The BP
mixture ascends above the Level of Neutral Buoyancy (LNB) and enters the Overshoot (OS) region.
The mixture then descends to the LNB to spread away from the jet axis into an umbrella cloud. h)
Jet in the PC regime with an overshoot region above the LNB that where mixture is simultaneously
partitioned into a spreading umbrella cloud and collapse around the column. The collapsing mixture
descends to the ground and spreads as pyroclastic flows with phoenix clouds ascending above. i) Jet
in the TC regime with spreading pyroclastic flows and ascending phoenix clouds, but no umbrella
cloud. For all sketches, arrows on left side show direction of jet mixture flow through the overshoot,
umbrella cloud, LNB and phoenix cloud regions. The boundary of the jet is marked by diagonal
dashed lines extending from the nozzle at the tank base.
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Caption on next page
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Figure 2.1: (previous page) Three well-studied subplinian/plinian eruptions with climactic phases
occuring in the PC regime. Top Panel: Mt. St. Helens (1980), Middle Panel: Pinatubo (1991)
and Bottom Panel: Calbuco (2015). Columns from left to right are images of eruption column,
stratigraphic features linked to PC regime, plume height and umbrella cloud spreading rate time
series, and inferred MER. Photos of Mt. St. Helens (1980) and Pinatubo (1991) are from the U.S.
Geological Survey. Photo of Calbuco (2015) reprinted from Castruccio et al. (2016) by permission
from Springer Nature. Plume height graph for Mt. St. Helens (1980) reprinted from Carey et al.
(1990) with permission from Elsevier. Plume height graph for Pinatubo (1991) reprinted from Holasek
et al. (1996) with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Umbrella cloud spreading graph for Calbuco
(2015) reprinted from Van Eaton et al. (2016b) with permission from John Wiley and Sons.

Assuming that there is a discrete transition from the BP to TC regime makes it possible
to define critical source and environmental conditions defining this regime boundary (Woods,
1995; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). Distinct tephra layers in explosive eruption deposits can be
used to characterize deposits in terms of BP or TC eruption dynamics (Houghton & Carey,
2015; Dufek et al., 2015). In the BP regime, depending on their size, pyroclastic particle loss
from umbrella clouds is by individual settling particle aggregation or by convective fingering
processes (Hoyal et al., 1999; Durant et al., 2008; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012, 2013b; Manzella
et al., 2015; Scollo et al., 2017). Although both processes produce tephra fall deposits that
mantle topography, individual settling of larger than order 100 µm particles produces a deposit
that smoothly decreases in thickness with increasing distance from the vent (e.g. Lirer et al.,
1973; Bonnecaze et al., 1995; Bonadonna et al., 1998; Hoyal et al., 1999), whereas convective fingering or di↵usive convective loss of ash and fine produce deposits that can thicken or
thin over distances of kilometers both with distance from the vent, as well as with azimuth.
Generally for BP deposits, median pumice and maximum lithic size, as well as the standard
deviation of particle size, decrease with increasing distance from the eruption source (Walker &
Croasdale, 1970; Walker, 1973; Papale & Rosi, 1993; Di Muro et al., 2008; Houghton & Carey,
2015). By contrast, in the TC regime, mass is transported predominantly by pyroclastic flows,
which can form laterally continuous or discontinuous layers with characteristic features including cross-cutting relationships indicating flow direction. Deposits can have thicknesses that
vary abruptly both in the direction of flow and in cross-flow directions, fill local topographical
lows and thin over local topographical highs. In addition, median pumice size, maximum lithic
size and their standard deviation do not vary systematically with distance from their vent
(Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012, 2013b).
However, despite the existence of compelling examples of sharp BP-TC transitions related
to some of the largest events in the geological record (Hahn et al., 1979; Aramaki, 1984;
Fisher et al., 1993), such discrete transitions are not general features of deposits related to
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Figure 2.2: a) Stratigraphic section S71 illustrating general trends in the texture of the distal Unit 1
tephra fall sequence from the Quilotoa eruption in Ecuador (0.8 ka). Normally-graded deposits, with
median grain size (Md ) decreasing upwards, are characterized by particle size distributions with nearly
constant standard deviations ( ), consistent with expectations from sedimentation by individual
particle settling in a BP regime. b) A proximal exposure coeval with S71 section with alternating
and sharply-bounded tephra fall and pyroclastic flow layers. c) Sketch of proximal stratigraphic
section, from a location on the opposite side of the volcanic vent from exposure in b), showing
alternating tephra fall (”Fall”) and pyroclastic flow (”S”) layers for Unit 1. Reprinted from Di Muro
et al. (2008) with permission from Elsevier.

well-documented explosive volcanic eruptions (Carey et al., 1990; Wilson, 2001; Cioni et al.,
2003; Houghton & Fierstein, 2004; Hildreth & Fierstein, 2012; Castruccio et al., 2016; Edgar
et al., 2017). The 0.8 Ka Quilotoa, Ecuador eruption is a prime example of a complex BP-TC
transition. Although exposures of distal tephra fall units in the deposit are typical air-fall units
produced in a BP regime (Figure 2.2a), proximal exposures are constructed of alternating airfall and pyroclastic flow units that record intermittent as well as abrupt BP $ TC transitions
to transient eruptive conditions of varying longevity (Di Muro et al., 2008). Such textural
oscillations over the full height of these deposits cannot be easily reconciled with sedimentation
predominantly in either BP or TC regimes but is consistent with the majority of this eruption
operating in a PC regime in which both behaviours occur (Neri & Dobran, 1994; Kaminski &
Jaupart, 2001; Neri et al., 2002a; Di Muro et al., 2004; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012).
Further evidence for the existence and persistence of a PC eruption column regime is
reviewed by Kaminski & Jaupart (2001), who compile observations of deposit architectures
for ten well-studied eruptions that all display alternating air-fall and pyroclastic flow layering
in proximal deposits, which are defined to be within the furthest lateral extent of pyroclastic
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flow units (Fisher & Schmincke, 1984; Cas & Wright, 1987; Houghton & Carey, 2015; Brown
& D. M. Andrews, 2015). Examples include the Bishop Tu↵ (0.76 Ma; Wilson & Hildreth,
1997), Fogo A (4.6 Ka; Walker & Croasdale, 1970), Taupo (1.8 Ka Wilson, 1993), Veusvius (1.9
Ka; Shea et al., 2011), Novarupta (1912 Hildreth & Fierstein, 2012), Mount St. Helens (1980
Carey et al., 1990) and El Chichon (1982; Sigurdsson et al., 1987) plinian eruption deposits.
In addition to these eruptions and the 0.8 Ka Quilotoa eruption discussed above, the eruption
deposits of Las Cañadas caldera on Tenerife, Spain (312 Ka), Mt. Pinatubo, Philippines
(1991) and Calbuco Volcano, Chile (2015) also exhibit alternating air-fall and pyroclastic flow
layering in proximal deposits (Rosi et al., 2001; Castruccio et al., 2016). Furthermore, visual
observations of the eruptions of Mt. St. Helens (1980), Mt. Pinatubo (1991), and Calbuco
(2015) record simultaneous spreading of an umbrella cloud at the top of the eruption column,
multiple underlying ash cloud layers and pyroclastic flows at the base of the eruption column
(first column in Figure 2.1; Lipman & Mullineaux, 1981; Castruccio et al., 2016). Since,
Edgar et al. (2017) describe twenty-two intercalated air-fall and pyroclastic flow layers in
the 312 ka eruption deposit of Las Cañadas caldera on Tenerife, Spain. Taken together, these
observations indicate that alternating air-fall and pyroclastic flow layering are common features
of proximal sub-plinian and plinian eruption deposits and suggest that pyroclastic flows occur
intermittently or periodically with locations that vary around the vent during these eruptions.
In addition, the simultaneous sedimentation by air-fall and pyroclastic flow processes makes
any recognition of distinct airfall deposits challenging (Valentine & Giannetti, 1995; Wilson &
Hildreth, 1998). This property suggests that proximal deposits characterized by pyroclastic
flow layers are not strictly linked to the TC regime. More insightful, real-time observations (e.g.
first and third column in Figure 2.1) show that the underlying eruption dynamics can occur
concurrently, which is in marked contrast to conventional explanations involving an eruption
column alternating between the end-member BP and TC regimes in response to periodic shifts
in, say, source parameters (Woods, 2010).
Alternating air-fall-pyroclastic flow layering in proximal deposits, together with inferred
approximately constant eruption source parameters (Carey et al., 1990; Holasek et al., 1996;
Rosi et al., 2001; Castruccio et al., 2016; Van Eaton et al., 2016b), support a hypothesis that
the simultaneous production of multiply-layered ash clouds and pyroclastic flows are inherent
features of the dynamics of quasi steady-state volcanic jets operating in a PC regime (Neri
& Dobran, 1994; Kaminski & Jaupart, 2001; Neri et al., 2002a; Di Muro et al., 2004, 2008;
Ogden et al., 2008; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Van Eaton et al., 2012; Suzuki et al., 2016).
Neri & Dobran (1994) was first to address the extent to which this combined behavior may
be a consequence of the multiphase character of volcanic jets. In numerical simulations of
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monodisperse particle-gas fountains under conditions appropriate for a range of plinian eruptive
behaviors, they identify periodic oscillations of mixture density, velocity and particle volume
fraction excited both within and along the edges of model eruption columns. These authors
attribute this behavior to e↵ects of the re-entrainment of collapsing material in a zone of
recirculation adjacent to the jet (see figures 5 and 6 in their study). However, power spectra of
velocity oscillations at the top of the collapsing column shows multiple distinct peaks that are
not harmonics, suggesting that multiple underlying processes are at work in their simulations.
More recently, Veitch & Woods (2000) revisit e↵ects of a plume re-entraining particles
settling from a spreading umbrella cloud (see Figure 1 in their study) in analogue experiments
on multiphase buoyant plumes. They show that when source parameters are near the BP-TC
regime boundary, periodic column collapse can occur potentially as a result of destabilizing
buoyancy e↵ects arising through the re-entrainemnt of dense particle-fluid mixtures descending
along the plume margins. In experiments on multiphase jets near the BP-TC regime in 2-layer
systems, Carazzo & Jellinek (2012; see their Figure 6) show that “late collapse” of initially
stable umbrella clouds can occur where the flow rate of entrained particles delivered by jets
from the overshoot region into gravitationally unstable particle boundary layers forming at the
cloud base is sufficiently large.
Visual observations during the onset of the eruptions of Mt. Pinatubo (1991) and Calbuco
(2015) show multiple ash clouds and pyroclastic flows spreading from the lower half of the
eruption column before significant air-fall from the overlying umbrella cloud interacts with the
lower half of the column (see eruption column images in Figure 2.1 and video of eruption:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsUKMtpq3w8). These observations indicate that partial collapse of approximately the lower half of the eruption column, which involves the fountain
region of the column, occurs before significant re-entrainment of air-fall from the overlying umbrella cloud occurs. Further evidence for partial collapse prior to air-fall re-entrainment can
be found in the proximal deposit stratigraphy where, in both cases, pyroclastic flows were
emplaced directly on pre-eruption material (e.g. bedrock or lahar deposits), indicating that
either pyroclastic flows were active prior to the deposition of initial air-fall, which agrees with
visual observations discussed above, or that pyroclastic flows scoured initial air-fall layers (Rosi
et al., 2001; Castruccio et al., 2016). Rosi et al. (2001) note that ”This is a feature of many
other eruptions producing significant volumes of intraplinian flows such as the Bishop Tu↵
(Wilson and Hildreth 1997) and the Taupo AD186 eruption (Wilson and Walker 1985)”. The
occurrence of partial collapse, combined with the simulations of Neri & Dobran (1994) provide strong evidence that oscillations in mixture density, velocity and particle volume fraction
occur in the fountain region of an eruption column, which in turn lead to oscillations in the
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source parameters of the plume region of an eruption column, in contrast to the assumption
of steady source parameters for the plume region in the re-entrainment model of Veitch &
Woods (2000). Consequently, the mechanical link between the proposed mechanism for particle re-entrainment and partial column collapse is unclear and a basic question remains: What
process drives the initial partial collapse of the lower fountain region of eruption columns in
the PC and TC regimes and does this process continue to operate thereafter?
A clue for one underlying process is the recognition that turbulent fountains with
statistically-steady source parameters undergo periodic height fluctuations (see Supplemental Video 1 in Hunt & Burridge, 2015; Turner, 1979; Baines et al., 1990; Bloomfield & Kerr,
2000; Ogden et al., 2008; Burridge & Hunt, 2013; Suzuki et al., 2016). Mingotti & Woods
(2016) perform analogue experiments on saltwater fountains and on monodisperse particlefresh water fountains to investigate whether the presence of low concentrations of 18-106 µm
particles modifies this oscillatory behavior. These authors find that, for populations of particles with settling speeds that are much smaller than the mean fountain rise speed, particles
remain entrained and fountain height oscillations and resultant mixture collapses are similar to
particle-free cases. Applied to the dynamics of the lower fountain region of volcanic jets, these
results suggest that whereas fine ash will not significantly a↵ect the partial collapses related to
jet height oscillations, the steady loss of larger particles may a↵ect the buoyancy flux carried by
descending pyroclastic density currents. Although insightful, Mingotti & Woods (2016) focus
on particle buoyancy e↵ects neglects well-known, potentially major e↵ects of particle inertia,
which will a↵ect the character of particle-fluid coupling and, consequently, the distribution of
particle mass loading and mixture buoyancy even in very dilute fountains (Crowe et al., 1995;
Elghobashi & Truesdell, 1993; Crowe et al., 1997; Raju & Meiburg, 1997; Hwang & Eaton,
2006; Balachandar & Eaton, 2010; Crowe et al., 2011; Hoque et al., 2016; Mallouppas et al.,
2017; Del Bello et al., 2017).
Deposits emplaced by submarine caldera eruptions exhibit curious features that may provide important clues for building understanding of the predominant source condition controls
on the lower fountain dynamics of column collapse in a TC regime. In particular, the surface topography of the proximal submarine deposits of Santorini, Greece ( 1.8 ka), Macauley
Caldera, Kermandec Arc (5.7 Ka) and Sumisu, Izu-Bonin Arc (30-60 Ka) are each characterized by concentric terracing and are composed of unconsolidated and relatively coarse tephra
(Wright et al., 2006; Tani et al., 2008; Hooft et al., 2019). Jessop et al. (2016) show that Catastrophic Caldera-Forming (CCF) eruptions have an increased tendency towards total collapse
than eruptions from stratovolcanoes, as evinced by the relatively large ratio of pyroclastic flow
volume relative to total erupted volume for CCF eruptions. The regular striking spacing of
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Figure 2.3: Inverted color image of a multiphase jet in the BP regime with coarse particles 1.2 
St  4.9 appearing blue, particle-free jet fluid appearing pink and coarse particle deposition on the
tank base appearing blue-green. ff tn and fOS are the frequencies of oscillation in two regions of
the jet column, above the source (subscript 0) and above the umbrella cloud spreading LNB, where
the competing momentum, M0 , and buoyancy fluxes, B0 drive fountain dynamics. The jet region is
outlined with diagonal dashed lines and the horizontal dashed line marks the LNB. The maximum
extent of blue-green particle deposition on the tank base indicates maximum distance of particle
transport via the umbrella cloud from the jet axis.

concentric terracing in submarine CCF deposits suggests a periodic rather than intermittent
depositional process that potentially reflects expected fountain collapse dynamics discussed
above. Forming reliable links between the architecture of CCF eruption deposits and the dynamics of their ancient eruption columns is key for hazard assessment of the largest explosive
eruptions documented on Earth. However, to our knowledge, only one study (Pope et al., 2018)
has investigated the emplacement mechanism of these striking deposits using insights gained
from studies of turbidity currents to develop a conceptual model of terrace formation. Pope
et al. (2018) refer to submarine concentric terracing features as “sediment waves”. However,
we reserve this term for the dynamic process of waves of sediment descending intermittently
or periodically around jet columns.
In addition to the source parameters, entrainment of ambient air governs the evolution of
the mean density of a turbulent volcanic jet as it rises and thus exerts a strong control over
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eruptive regime (Turner, 1986; Woods, 2010). The amount of air entrained into and mixed
across an initially dense volcanic jet before the jet exhausts its intial momentum determines
whether a jet undergoes a buoyancy reversal to rise as a plume. In turn, this can cause the
jet to transition to buoyant rise and a↵ect the proclivity for BP, PC or TC behavior (Figure
2.0g-i). In developing the ”entrainment hypothesis” Morton et al. (1956) proposed that the
rate of entrainment at any height is proportional to the mean rise speed of the plume
ue (z) = ↵e u(z).

(2.1)

Here, ↵e is a constant entrainment parameter and is generally order 0.1. Extensive measurements of ↵e in particle-free jets show that the entrainment speed into plumes can be a factor
of 2 larger than into fountains (Figure 2.0g; Turner, 1966; Bloomfield & Kerr, 1998; Linden,
2000; Wang & Law, 2002; Lin & Armfield, 2004; Kaminski et al., 2005; Carazzo et al., 2006;
Burridge & Hunt, 2013). More importantly, recent studies show that ↵e for multiphase jet
analogues of eruption columns also varies significantly depending on particle inertial e↵ects
expressed through a Stokes number we discuss below (section 2.2.3). In particular, simplified analogue experiments and numerical simulations show that whereas coarser particles (e.g.,
lapilli, 0.1 < St < 10) can enhance entrainment and increase a likelihood for buoyancy reversal
an eruption in a BP regime, fine particles (e.g., ash, St < 0.01) act to inhibit entrainment,
enhancing a tendency for partial or total collapse (Jessop & Jellinek, 2014; Cerminara et al.,
2016b; Jessop et al., 2016; Lherm & Jellinek, 2019).
To make progress on key mechanical controls over the characters of multiphase jets erupting
in BP, PC and TC regimes as well as expressions of these eruption dynamics in deposits, we
use analogue experiments, spectral analysis, scaling theory and simple models to address the
following questions:
1. What critical source conditions, environmental conditions, particle volume fractions and
median particle sizes reliably define BP and TC regimes and over what range of these
conditions will transitional PC behavior occur?
2. How is a plausible BP-PC-TC regime diagram modified by variations in entrainment
rates that depend on the presence and size of particles?
3. How are the di↵ering dynamics of BP, TC, and PC regimes reliably distinguished in the
structure of spreading ash clouds and architectures of resulting deposits?
We will show that the transition from BP to TC regimes occurs smoothly and over a broad
PC parameter space. In particular, a principal discovery in experiments predominantly with
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coarse particles (1.2 < St < 4.9) is that descending annular “sediment waves” of varying size
in all three regimes govern column collapse extent, cloud structure and deposit architecture.
To facilitate a discussion of sedimentation near the edge of experimental jet columns, it will
be useful to define an “enhanced settling annulus” region with an inner diameter bounded by
the jet edge (cf. Turner, 1966) and an outer diameter set by the maximum radius of falling
sediment waves (marked ESA in Figure 2.0d-f). Hereafter, the extent to which a jet occurs in
the BP, TC or PC regime will be referred to as “jet stability” with gravitationally “stable” jets
occurring in the BP regime and jets becoming progressively more “unstable” as they occur
in the PC and TC regimes. We focus our quantitative analysis on entrainment of ambient
fluid into the jet column mixture, jet height fluctuations and sediment wave dynamics within
this enhanced settling annulus. We also discuss qualitative observations of cloud and gravity
current dynamics outside of the enhanced settling annulus and provide diagnostic links between
jet regimes and distinct cloud structures and deposit architectures.
We organize our paper by introducing the experimental setup, scaling considerations and
a 1D integral plume model for estimating jet properties above the source (section 2.2) in
the next section. We then discuss qualitative observations of jet collapse behavior in each
regime focusing on the dynamics of sediment waves, gravity currents, cloud structure and
resulting deposit architecture. Next, we analyze time series of sediment wave and jet properties
quantitatively. We then discuss our constraints on volcanic jet stability and behavior across a
new regime diagram that identifies BP-PC-TC regimes as a function of source parameters and
median particle size. Finally, we revisit four well-known eruptions to verify our predictions for
erutpion dynamics and their expression in deposits (section 2.5.6): 1) Pinatubo, Philippines
(1991), 2) Quilotoa, Ecuador (0.8 Ka), 3) Calbuco, Chile (2015), and 4) Sumisu, Izu-Bonin
Arc (30-60 Ka).

2.2
2.2.1

Methods
Experimental Setup

Building on Carazzo & Jellinek (2012), Jessop & Jellinek (2014) and Jessop et al. (2016), we
carry out analogue experiments on axisymmetric particle-laden (multiphase) freshwater and
saltwater jets (i.e. jets with buoyant and dense interstitial fluid, respectively) injected from
below into a 1 m ⇥ 1 m ⇥ 1 m ambient layer of salt water with a linear density stratification
(Figure 2.4a and Table 2.1 Oster & Yamamoto, 1963). In the majority of jet mixtures, the
particle phase is approximately monodisperse “coarse” silica sand with a median diameter
dcp = 225 µm, density of ⇢cp = 2693 kg/m3 and a median terminal settling velocity in pure
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Exp #
13
14
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
26
27
28
29
30
32
35
36
39
42
43
46
48
49
50
51
52
54

N
(s 1 )
0.12
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.00
0.09
0.10
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.11

0
gf,0
(m s 2 )

1.4 ⇥ 10
2.3 ⇥ 10
5.0 ⇥ 10
8.9 ⇥ 10
6.6 ⇥ 10
5.2 ⇥ 10
3.6 ⇥ 10
6.2 ⇥ 10
8.1 ⇥ 10
7.3 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
2.3 ⇥ 10
1.7 ⇥ 10
2.1 ⇥ 10
3.5 ⇥ 10
3.6 ⇥ 10
4.1 ⇥ 10
3.8 ⇥ 10
2.4 ⇥ 10
2.3 ⇥ 10
3.4 ⇥ 10
3.9 ⇥ 10
3.8 ⇥ 10
1.8 ⇥ 10
4.2 ⇥ 10
2.4 ⇥ 10

f p,0

1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1

2.2 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
–
–
–
1.9 ⇥ 10
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.9 ⇥ 10
–
–
3.8 ⇥ 10
5.4 ⇥ 10
–
–
–

Q0
(m3 s)

cp,0

(–)

(–)
2
2
2

2

2

2
2

2.0 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
–
1.2 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.8 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
6.6 ⇥ 10
1.5 ⇥ 10
2.8 ⇥ 10
–
–
5.1 ⇥ 10
4.9 ⇥ 10
3.3 ⇥ 10
3.3 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
1.8 ⇥ 10
2.4 ⇥ 10
2.9 ⇥ 10
3.1 ⇥ 10
–
–
2.5 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
5.0 ⇥ 10

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2

3.0 ⇥ 10
8.6 ⇥ 10
7.5 ⇥ 10
3.1 ⇥ 10
9.1 ⇥ 10
8.7 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
5.9 ⇥ 10
5.6 ⇥ 10
8.8 ⇥ 10
5.5 ⇥ 10
5.7 ⇥ 10
3.8 ⇥ 10
5.4 ⇥ 10
9.8 ⇥ 10
9.2 ⇥ 10
9.2 ⇥ 10
8.7 ⇥ 10
5.9 ⇥ 10
5.4 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
4.8 ⇥ 10
6.0 ⇥ 10
4.7 ⇥ 10
8.1 ⇥ 10
9.9 ⇥ 10

M0
(m4 s 2 )
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
5
5
5
5
5

2.9 ⇥ 10
2.3 ⇥ 10
1.8 ⇥ 10
3.0 ⇥ 10
2.6 ⇥ 10
2.4 ⇥ 10
3.3 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
2.5 ⇥ 10
9.5 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
4.6 ⇥ 10
9.0 ⇥ 10
3.0 ⇥ 10
2.6 ⇥ 10
2.6 ⇥ 10
2.4 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
9.3 ⇥ 10
2.8 ⇥ 10
4.8 ⇥ 10
7.2 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
6.9 ⇥ 10
2.1 ⇥ 10
3.1 ⇥ 10

B0
(m4 s 3 )
5
4
4
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
4
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
5
4
4
5
4
5
4
4

1.4 ⇥ 10
3.0 ⇥ 10
8.6 ⇥ 10
8.3 ⇥ 10
9.6 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
9.2 ⇥ 10
1.6 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
2.7 ⇥ 10
2.4 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
8.8 ⇥ 10
3.4 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
1.5 ⇥ 10
1.4 ⇥ 10
6.2 ⇥ 10
1.5 ⇥ 10
2.3 ⇥ 10
2.1 ⇥ 10
1.9 ⇥ 10
7.8 ⇥ 10
2.4 ⇥ 10
9.4 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
5.4 ⇥ 10

5
5
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
6
5
5

Table 2.1: Brunt-Väisälä frequency of the background stratification and source parameters for
0
experiments in this study. gf,0
is the e↵ective gravitational acceleration of the interstitial jet fluid.
B0 is the source buoyancy flux of the mixture.
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a) Front view experiment apparatus

b) Key experiment regions

c)

Buoyant Plume

Total Collapse

Jet

Overshoot

zmax= 70 cm

ρa(z)

Fluid

LNB

Ambient Fluid

ParticleFluid
Jet

Undershoot

100 cm
Particles

Umbrella Cloud

z0= 0 cm

r0= 0.32 cm

Phoenix
Cloud

Ftn
Collapse

10

0c

m

10 cm
Deposit

Gravity
Current
Deposit

5 cm

Figure 2.4: a) Front view of jet mixture delivery bucket with stirrer on the left and 3D water
tank on right. Fluid dyed green, particles appear brown and particle-fluid mixture appears yellow.
3D tank dimensions marked with white lines and red line marks saltwater density decreasing with
height. Tank is illuminated from the left and right side. b) Color inverted images halfway through
experiments with jets in the BP regime (left) and TC regime (right). Key regions of each regime
are marked with white labels. Fountain region marked by “Ftn”. Jet boundary in both regimes and
Level of LNB in the BP regime are marked with dotted black lines.

water us,cp = 2.93 ⇥ 10 2 m/s (see Table 2.1 in Jessop & Jellinek, 2014). In a smaller suite of
experiments the particle phase in the jet is composed of “fine” silica particles with a median
diameter df p = 100 µm, density of ⇢f p = 2525 kg/m3 and a median terminal settling velocity in
pure water us,f p = 1.34 ⇥ 10 2 m/s. In a few experiments we inject approximately bidisperse
jets with particle phase drawn from these two populations. Our choice of particle size and
density is motivated by scaling considerations we discuss in Section 2.2.3.
Prior to the start of each experiment, a 10-20 L volume of jet mixture with prescribed
physical properties is prepared and stirred vigorously in a delivery bucket that is perched above
the top of the ambient fluid layer (Table 2.1 and Appendix A). We introduce fluorescein dye
to this mixture to distinguish the interstitial fluid from the suspended particle phase (Figure
2.4a). At the start of each experiment, a valve at the base of the delivery bucket is opened and
the particle-fluid mixture (Table 2.1) is injected through a nozzle with a radius r0 = 3.2 ⇥ 10 2
m (Figure 2.4a). We vary the height of the delivery bucket to attain a range of jet mixture
injection rates. Although the mean injection velocity declines approximately with the square
root of the jet mixture layer height, this change is < 1% for the duration of an experiment and,
thus, the injection rate is approximately constant (Table 2.1 & 2.2). Experiments generally
begin with a 5-10 s long “transient” period in which the injected mixture rises to a maximum
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height and descends back down to a LNB or to the tank base. After this initial period, jet
column height oscillations become quasi stationary with an approximately constant mean and
relatively much smaller fluctuation. We make measurements during subsequent “steady-state”
periods that persist for 35-60 s.

a)

c) Wavelength
Background
subtraction

measurement

λsw

Color inversion

b) Frame differencing method
t2

t1
SW

SW

5 cm

Figure 2.5: Image post processing method. a) A background image is subtracted from all images,
which are then color inverted so that particles appear blue and fluid pink. b) Images are frame
di↵erenced to highlight motion between frames. Sediment waves (SW) marked by black arrows. c)
Sediment waves are identified in frame di↵erenced images and vertical wavelengths between them are
measured.

2.2.2

Visualizing and analyzing analogue jets

The tank is illuminated on two sides and time series of images are captured with as many as
3 DSLR cameras at a frame rate of 1-3 Hz (Fig. 2.4a). On the basis of the main qualitative
features in these image data, it will be useful to define characteristic steady-state geometric
properties of the experimental jets to which we will refer below. The “jet” is the inverted
cone bounding the upward flowing mixture injected into the tank. In BP experiments (left
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side of Figure 2.4b), jet mixtures ascend above the LNB and enter the “overshoot” region.
Where mixture descends below the LNB, it enters the “undershoot” region next to the jet
boundary (cf. Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). For coarse particle experiments, the undershoot
height is defined as the height where particle-fluid separation occurs.
The height at which interstitial jet fluid spreads as a “gravity current” to form an umbrella
cloud marks the LNB for the experiment. For experiments in the TC regime (right side
of Figure 2.4b), collapsing jet mixtures reach the tank base before particle-fluid separation
occurs and spread as gravity currents along the tank base. As particles are deposited, buoyant
interstitial fluid ascends to form “phoenix clouds” above the gravity current (Dobran et al.,
1993; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). In experiments where buoyant interstitial fluid escapes from
collapsing mixtures before reaching the tank base, we refer to this escaping buoyant fluid as
phoenix clouds. The height to which phoenix clouds rise and spread as “phoenix cloud layers”
marks the characteristic LNB for TC experiments (see Figure 2.10c, TC column in Figure 2.10c
and section 2.3.3). This height marks the base of the overshoot region in the jet. For jets in
the PC regime, all of the features in figure 2.10c can exist simultaneously. The sedimentation
of particles form deposits at the tank base of varying architecture in all regimes and we will
discuss characteristics for BP, PC and TC regimes, in detail.
Images of each experiment are post processed to highlight and measure various jet and particle settling dynamics. First, a background image is subtracted to highlight the jet, intruding
fluid layers and particle deposit. Then, frames are color inverted so that particles appear blue
and fluid appears pink on a white background (Figure 2.5a). Individual particle settling is
assumed where coarse particles are observed by eye to settle through the ambient without
carrying dyed fluid. Blue or blue-green colors on the tank base represent coarse particle deposition and the maximum extent of this region indicates the maximum distance coarse particles
are transported from the jet axis by the umbrella cloud. At a given height, a sediment wave
appears as an intermittent or periodic increase in the radius of the downflow next to the jet.
To highlight motion beside the jet edge, images are frame di↵erenced, which allows sediment
wave fronts to be tracked as sediment waves descend (Figure 2.5b). The average jet radius, at
the LNB height for BP and PC jets and at the average jet top heights for TC jets, as well as
the average jet top height are measured using the color inverted images (see Section 4.2).
We measure the instantaneous height and radius of sediment waves at each instance in time
in successive color-inverted and frame di↵erenced images to constrain the average sediment
wave descent speed uSW , distance between succssive wave fronts (approximate wavelength)
max
SW , and maximum radius rSW . We track these properties as sediment waves descend from
their initial appearance in the overshoot region to the height at which wave speeds are suffi-
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ciently small that particles settle from the mixture (BP and PC) or where imaging is occluded
by gravity currents at the tank base (PC and TC; cf. sediment thermal dispersal height in
Bush et al. 2003), for sediment waves around jets in the BP regime. We define a characteristic
frequency for sediment waves as the inverse of an advective time scale
fSW =

uSW

.

(2.2)

SW

We will distinguish “large” and “small” sediment waves on the basis of their radial symmetry and size. Large sediment waves are axisymmetric whereas small sediment waves have
complex, non-axisymmetric shapes.
Spectral analysis of jet height oscillations
We will show that distinctive spectral properties (spectral slope and frequency properties) of
steady-state jet height (see “Jet” label in Figure 5b for instantaneous jet height measurement
and “havg ” label in Figure 20 for average jet height) oscillations in BP, PC and TC regimes
provide insight into the underlying multiphase dynamics governing the excitation of sediment
waves in both the lower jet and overshoot fountain regions, as well as entrainment and mixing into the column. Accordingly, to characterize and understand the periodic parts of this
behavior we obtain spectral estimates from demeaned, detrended tapered data using a standard Thompson multitaper algorithm (cf. Thomson 1982). We construct representative power
spectra for BP, PC and TC regimes by averaging the power spectra of all experiments within
each regime.

2.2.3

Scaling natural volcanic jets to the laboratory setting

Consistent with published studies, we present scaling considerations that use externallycontrolled source parameters and environmental and particle physical properties to define
a set of dimensionless parameters that enable us to map laboratory analogues across a wide
range of natural conditions (Morton et al., 1956; Woods, 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). We
focus our investigation on ranges of source parameters similar to Carazzo & Jellinek (2012,
see Figures 3a & 3c in their study; Tables 2.1, 2.2 & 2.3), and Jessop et al. (2016), which
overlap with the ranges expected for Plinian eruptions. In addition, we will introduce useful
scales for jet height and jet height oscillation frequency that will enter into our characterizations of jet column gravitational stability and sedimentation regime and will provide insight
into key underlying processes such as turbulent entrainment, related environmental conditions,
and expected rise height (Morton et al., 1956; Turner, 1966; Burgisser et al., 2005; Carazzo &
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Jellinek, 2012).
It is important to note here the challenges of comparing scaled laboratory jets to volcanic
jets. The eruption source parameters for volcanic jets are notoriously difficult to constrain.
Although the source mass flux exiting a volcanic vent can be constrained from estimates of
total deposit mass and eruption duration (Carey & Sigurdsson, 1985), source mass flux alone
is insufficient to capture the full dynamics governing eruption column collapse (Woods, 2010).
In addition to source mass flux, independent estimates of vent diameter and exit velocity
are required to capture volcanic jet strength (Equation 2.5 in section 2.2.3 Woods, 1995;
Carazzo et al., 2008; Koyaguchi & Suzuki, 2018) and, in turn, the tendency of volcanic jets
to occur in the BP, PC or TC regimes. Yet, estimates of vent diameter and exit velocity are
rare (Aubry et al., 2017b), and how these change during an eruption rarer still. For these
reasons, the ranges of eruption source parameters are relatively large compared to the range
investigated in this study. Even for well-studied eruptions, such as the 1980 eruption of Mt. St.
Helens, uncertainties in vent diameter and exit velocity can lead to uncertainties in jet strength
(Equation 2.5) over two orders of magnitude (Carey & Sigurdsson, 1985; Andrews & Gardner,
2009; Jessop et al., 2016). Nonetheless, our experimental investigation provides a method
to quantitatively constrain volcanic jet source parameters on the basis of observations of jet
column regime, measurements of jet height oscillations and observations of deposit architecture,
all of which are currently available for volcanic jets (Carey et al., 1990; Koyaguchi & Tokuno,
1993; Holasek et al., 1996; Kaminski & Jaupart, 2001; Rosi et al., 2001; Di Muro et al., 2008;
Tani et al., 2008; Van Eaton et al., 2016b; Pope et al., 2018; Hooft et al., 2019).
Jet mixture properties and dynamics
The volume fraction of the solid particle phase contributes to the bulk density of well-mixed
multiphase jets (Jessop et al., 2016). Consequently the particle volume fraction , which can be
constrained for both natural eruptions and specified in laboratory experiments, is typically one
control parameter used to characterize their dynamics (Woods, 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012;
Jessop et al., 2016). For quasi-steady vent source parameters, the likelihood that multiphase
jets will rise in BP, PC or TC regimes depends on their turbulent entrainment and mixing
properties. The self-similar rise of turbulent, axisymmetric, Boussinesq jets in the lab and in
nature consequently depend on the volume, momentum and buoyancy fluxes carried by these
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flows (Morton et al., 1956; Woods, 2010)
Q(z) = ⇡r(z)2 u(z)

(2.3a)

M (z) = ⇡r(z)2 u(z)2

(2.3b)

B(z) = ⇡r(z)2 u(z)g 0 (z).

(2.3c)

where r(z) is the jet radius at any height. For steady jets, time-averaged values of these
properties are conveniently specified at z = 0 and we will use the subscript ‘0 ’ to indicate these
“source parameters”. Here, the e↵ective gravitational acceleration for the particle-fluid mixture
g 0 = g ⇢(z)/⇢a (z), with g the full gravitational acceleration and ⇢(z) = (⇢a (z) ⇢(z)). The
density di↵erence at any height depends on the strength of the imposed stratification, which
is given by the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, N
N=

s

g d⇢(z)
.
⇢0 dz

(2.4)

Before conducting an experiment, we measure d⇢(z)/dz at 5 cm depth intervals in the ambient
tank layer to ensure a linear density stratification over the depth of the water column.
The extent to which large overturning billows forming the edges of our analog jets can
deform, entrain and mix ambient fluid depends on the vertical mean rise speed of the jet and
on the stabilizing density di↵erences across a characteristic eddy scale L depends on height.
A well-established metric for this process is a local Richardson number
Ri(z) =

g(z)0 L(z)
,
U (z)2

(2.5)

which through a ratio of restoring gravitational to driving turbulent accelerations indicates
the mechanical work that can be extracted from the velocity field for entrainment and mixing
(Linden, 1979; Holford & Linden, 1999; Kaminski et al., 2005; Jessop & Jellinek, 2014; Lherm
& Jellinek, 2019). For a multiphase jet, Ri(z) can be calculated with the mean jet mixture
buoyancy and velocity at a given height with the aid of a 1D integral model (Appendix B;
Kaminski et al., 2005; Carazzo et al., 2008). The “source Richardson number” Ri0 can be
defined with Equation 5 by taking the jet mixture buoyancy, velocity and radius at the source.
Whereas Ri(z) tracks local entrainment as a function of height in the jet, Ri0 provides a useful
global measure of jet strength at the source and the proclivity for buoyancy reversal and gravitational collapse, (Fischer et al., 1979; Woods, 2010; Carazzo et al., 2008; Carazzo & Jellinek,
2012). Where |Ri| < 0.1 extensive turbulent entrainment and mixing is expected and approxi40

mations including the entrainment hypothesis discussed above are justified (Turner, 1986). In
addition, buoyancy-driven (plume) dynamics dominate where Ri0 > 0, and momentum-driven
(fountain) dynamics where Ri0 < 0.
The mean rise height and its fluctuation will provide important additional diagnostics for
the mixture dynamics that give rise to BP, PC and TC behavior. The rise height of a jet
injected vertically into a stratified environment is readily predicted on dimensional grounds
(Morton et al., 1956; Turner, 1986; Linden, 2000; Woods, 2010). For buoyant plumes (B0 > 0)
Hpl = Cpl ⇥ ↵

1/2

|B0 |1/4 N

3/4

,

(2.6)

where from laboratory measurements for particle-free flows (Turner, 1986) Cpl ⇡ 2.8 for the
maximum height of rise and from measurments and numerical calculations Cpl ⇡ 2.1 for the
LNB height. We test the accuracy of Equation 6 using Cpl = 2.8 for predicting maximum jet
rise heights by comparing these predicted heights with measured maximum rise heights of our
multiphase jets in the BP and PC regimes (section 2.4.2).
For momentum-driven fountains, B0 < 0 and M0 > 0 and the rise height (Morton, 1959;
Turner, 1966; Bloomfield & Kerr, 1998)
3/4

Hf tn = Cf tn ( )M0 |B0 |

1/2

,

(2.7)

where Cf tn ⇡ 1.9 is again for particle-free flows and
=

M02 N 2
|B0 |2

(2.8)

is a measure of the initial buoyancy force acting on the mixture at the source and the buoyancy
force acting on the mixture as it rises through the ambient stratification. Bloomfield & Kerr
(1999) find
Cf tn ( ) = (1.9 4 + 3.0 4 ) 1/4
(2.9)
works well for all values of . In the limit ! 1 jet height is controlled by M0 and N,
whereas for ! 0 jet height is controlled by M0 and B0 , recovering the common fountain
rise height scaling for particle-free flows. We test the accuracy of Equation 7, using constant
values for Cf tn and values that depend on source parameters (Equations 8 and 9), for predicting
maximum jet rise heights and comparing these with measured maximum rise heights of our
multiphase jets in the BP, PC and TC regimes (section 2.4.2).
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Exp #
13
14
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
26
27
28
29
30
32
35
36
39
42
43
46
48
49
50
51
52
54

Ri0
1.7 ⇥ 10
1.5 ⇥ 10
6.6 ⇥ 10
9.2 ⇥ 10
4.1 ⇥ 10
5.0 ⇥ 10
2.7 ⇥ 10
2.4 ⇥ 10
1.8 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
4.5 ⇥ 10
1.9 ⇥ 10
5.0 ⇥ 10
7.0 ⇥ 10
3.4 ⇥ 10
6.3 ⇥ 10
5.9 ⇥ 10
3.0 ⇥ 10
2.3 ⇥ 10
4.6 ⇥ 10
8.2 ⇥ 10
3.2 ⇥ 10
2.3 ⇥ 10
3.5 ⇥ 10
3.0 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
1.8 ⇥ 10

Stf p,0

0
3
4
5
4
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
4
4

4.2 ⇥ 10
2.5 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
3.7 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
6.6 ⇥ 10
1.5 ⇥ 10
2.8 ⇥ 10
–
–
5.1 ⇥ 10
4.9 ⇥ 10
3.2 ⇥ 10
3.2 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
1.8 ⇥ 10
4.3 ⇥ 10
2.9 ⇥ 10
3.1 ⇥ 10
3.8 ⇥ 10
5.4 ⇥ 10
2.5 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
5.0 ⇥ 10

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1.8 ⇥ 10
5.5 ⇥ 10
4.8 ⇥ 10
–
–
–
6.3 ⇥ 10
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
3.6 ⇥ 10
–
–
3.2 ⇥ 10
4.0 ⇥ 10
–
–
–

1
1
1

1

1

1
1

Stcp,0

⌃f p,0

1.4
4.0
–
1.4
4.3
4.1
4.6
2.8
2.6
4.1
2.6
–
–
2.5
4.7
4.5
4.5
3.9
2.8
2.6
4.5
6.0
–
–
2.2
3.8
4.8

6.7 ⇥ 10
2.3 ⇥ 10
2.7 ⇥ 10
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
3.8 ⇥ 10
–
–
4.3 ⇥ 10
3.4 ⇥ 10
–
–
–

⌃cp,0
3
3
3

3

3
3

5.2 ⇥ 10
1.4 ⇥ 10
–
3.8 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
1.4 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
2.1 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
2.2 ⇥ 10
–
–
2.3 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
1.4 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
2.0 ⇥ 10
2.3 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
–
–
2.6 ⇥ 10
1.5 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10

Table 2.2: Dimensionless parameters and jet regime.

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2

↵e

Regime

–
1.31 ⇥ 10 1
8.5 ⇥ 10 2
–
9.0 ⇥ 10 2
–
8.4 ⇥ 10 2
8.0 ⇥ 10 2
–
–
5.1 ⇥ 10 2
7.4 ⇥ 10 2
5.5 ⇥ 10 2
5.2 ⇥ 10 2
–
1.18 ⇥ 10 1
1.08 ⇥ 10 1
8.2 ⇥ 10 2
7.7 ⇥ 10 2
6.8 ⇥ 10 2
7.8 ⇥ 10 2
1.01 ⇥ 10 1
5.8 ⇥ 10 2
4.1 ⇥ 10 2
6.6 ⇥ 10 2
9.0 ⇥ 10 2
8.7 ⇥ 10 2

PC
PC
BP
PC
BP
BP
PC
PC
BP
BP
TC
BP
TC
TC
TC
PC
PC
PC
PC
TC
PC
BP
PC
PC
PC
BP
PC
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Parameter [Units]

Experiments

Natural eruptions

dp [m]
ff tn [s 1 ]
r0 [m]
u0 [m/s]
up [m/s]
Hf tn [m]
Hpl [m]
HOS [m]
N [s 1 ]
µ [kg m 1 s
⇢a [kg m 3 ]
⇢f [kg m 3 ]
⇢p [kg m 3 ]

10 5 10 4
10 2 10 1
3.175 ⇥ 10 3
10 3 10 2
0.1 1
0.1
0.1
10 2 10 1
10 1
10 3
998 1040
998 1050
2525 2693
10 3 10 2
3000 12000
1.3 6.5
10 5 10 3
0.2 6.0
10 3 10 2

10 6 10 2
10 4 1
10 102
10 1 102
101 102
103 104
103 104
103 104
10 2
10 5
10 3 1
0.1 1
750 2500
10 4 10 1
107 109
107 109
10 3 10
10 2 102
10 3 1

0

Re0
Rep
Ri0
St0
⌃0

1]

Table 2.3: Parameter ranges for experiments versus natural eruption. Re0 is the source Reynolds
number of the flows calculated at the tank nozzle for experiments and the volcanic vent for eruptions.

Where jets rise as fountains with B < 0 at their maximum heights (B(Hf tn,max ) < 0),
oscillations driven by the intermittent buildup and downward collapse of volumes of relatively
dense fluid occur with a frequency set by the ratio of the jet source buoyancy and momentum
fluxes (Burridge & Hunt, 2013)
|B0 |
ff tn = Ff tn
(2.10)
M0
where Ff ⇡ 0.7 (see Figure 11 in their study). However, if ambient fluid entrainment causes
a buoyancy reversal with B(Hf tn,max ) > 0 & B(Hpl,max ) < 0 such that the mixture overshoots
the LNB to form an “overshoot fountain” (Figure 2.3; Turner, 1966; Baines et al., 1990), the
mean rise height of this “upper fountain” will be set by
3/4

HOS = Cf tn ( )MLN B |BLN B |

1/2

,

(2.11)

and will oscillate about this mean height with a frequency
fOS =

1 |BLN B |
.
2 MLN B

(2.12)
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Here, BLN B and MLN B are the buoyancy and momentum fluxes of the jet mixture at the
observed LNB of the interstitial jet fluid (see Appendix B) and can be used to find for
equations 2.8 & 2.9.
Particle-fluid stress coupling
Recent studies highlight that particle inertial e↵ects can have a strong influence on the structure
of eddies forming jet edges and, thus, on the entrainment parameter in Equation 2.1 (Jessop
& Jellinek, 2014; Cerminara et al., 2016b). Consequently, the behavior of jets is incompletely
characterized in a Ri0 $ 0 parameter space contructed on the basis of average jet mixture
properties. In addition, particle gathering within turbulent billows (Balachandar & Eaton,
2010; Crowe et al., 2011) and particle loss through various sedimentation mechanisms can
modulate inertial e↵ects and also give rise to local buoyancy e↵ects within multiphase jets that
remain poorly understood. Nevertheless, to account for particle-scale inertial and buoyancy
e↵ects we introduce two additional dimensionless parameters.
Depending on the particle volume fraction , the extent to which particle inertial e↵ects
modulate jet behavior is captured by the Stokes number, St, formed by the ratio of the particle
response time ⌧p to the characteristic fluid flow time, ⌧f ((Elghobashi, 1994; Burgisser et al.,
2005))
⇢p d2p U
⌧p
St =
=
(2.13)
⌧f
18fp µf L
where µf is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid phase and fp is a drag factor that is a function of
the particle Reynolds number, Rep , for the conditions in our experiments (see Equations B.3
and B.4 in Appendix A; Burgisser et al., 2005). We define St0 at the source with µf = µf,0 ,
U = u0 and assuming the scaling L ⇠ r0 . With this choice of scales at the source, St0
describes the coupling of particles to the largest eddies developing just above the source in the
jet. Where St
1 particles are “decoupled” from the flow and they follow ballistic trajectories
that can enhance turbulent mixing. By contrast, where St ⌧ 1 particles are “fully coupled”
to the flow and inhibit turbulent momentum and energy exchange as well as entrainment
and mixing (Mallouppas et al., 2017; Lherm & Jellinek, 2019). In natural volcanic jets, ashand lapilli-sized fragments with St ⇠ 0.1 1 comprise the major volume of erupted material
and are the predominant component in dilute suspensions forming jet edges. Recent work
suggests that whereas lapilli-size particles carried by entraining eddies forming jet edges can
contribute angular momentum that increases entrainment, casuing ↵ to rise, entrained ash can
be highly dissipative, causing ↵ to decline from particle-free values (Lherm & Jellinek, 2019).
Accordingly, our experiments will use mono- and bi-disperse suspensions of “coarse particles”
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(1.2  St0  4.9; Table 2.1) and “fine particles” (0.2  St0  1.4; Table 2.1) and we will refer
to these jets as “coarse particle jets” and “fine particle jets”.
Whether significant particle inertial e↵ects occur for any St depends partly on the residence times of dense particles compared to the turnover times of eddies in which they are
entrained. The significance of particle loss by various sedimentation mechanisms depends on
the Sedimentation number (Burgisser et al., 2005; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012)
⌃=

⌧f
⌧s

(2.14)

where ⌧s = Us /L is the particle settling time with Us the particle terminal settling velocity.
Particles settle out of the flow where ⌃
1, remain in suspension where ⌃ ⌧ 1 and can create
local regions of high where ⌃ ⇠ 1. We define ⌃0 at the source with L = r0 and U = u0 (Table
2.1). To characterize the extent to which particle loss contributes to the dispersal of sediment
waves within the ambient layer, or their descent to, and spread at the floor, in addition to ⌃
it will also be useful to introduce an internally-determined sediment wave Strouhal number
Str =

fsw
.
N

(2.15)

Where StrSW > 1, sediment wave mixtures descend to the tank base before dispersing whereas
for StrSW  1 sediment waves may disperse above the tank base.
Interstitial fluid buoyancy
The local buoyancy of a fluid jet depends on the sign of the e↵ective gravitational acceleration
gf0 = g(⇢a ⇢f )/⇢a and influences the efficiency of entrainment (Kaminski et al. 2005; Carazzo
et al. 2008a). Entrainment into fountains is generally less than into plumes (Turner 1979;
Kaminski et al. 2005; Carazzo et al. 2008a). Figure 7 shows the force resulting from the
dynamic pressure gradient across the jet boundary, which drives entrainment of ambient fluid
into plumes and fountains. Generally, where jet fluid is buoyant, resulting vertical accelerations
enhance entrainment and plume rise. By contrast, where jet fluid is relatively dense, retarding
buoyancy forces inhibit entrainment into fountains and modulate fountain rise. However, for
jets that are concentrated mixtures including dense 0.1 < St < 1 and ⌃  1 particles and
buoyant interstitial fluid, because of the complex local dynamics related to particle gathering
(Jessop and Jellinek, 2014; Lherm and Jellinek) and sedimentation it is unclear whether the
average negative buoyancy of the mixture or the positive buoyancy of the interstitial fluid
governs the efficiency of entrainment of ambient fluid.
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The buoyancy of the interstitial gas in
z
natural eruption columns can increase sigPlume
Fountain
nificantly through the transfer of heat from
erupted ✏0 < 1 ash- and lapilli-sized parFg
ticles to entrained cold atmosphere (Woods
-Fg
and Wohletz 1991; Woods 1995). Thermal
equilibration occurs over a time scale d2p /
Fp
and is generally much smaller than the time
Fp
scale for jets to exhaust their initial momentum flux u0 /g00 (Valentine and Gregg 2008;
Woodhouse et al. 2013). Thus, depending on the particle loading, through this proU0
cess initially dense particle-fluid mixtures can
evolve to be buoyant plumes through a well- Figure 2.6: E↵ect of fluid buoyancy on entrainknown buoyancy reversal, a process that has ment into a buoyant plume (left) and a fountain
(right). Solid lines indicate instantaneous boundbeen explored in isothermal laboratory experary and dashed lines mark time-averaged boundiments (Woods and Caulfield, 1992; Kamin- aries. Left: The force resulting from the dynamic
ski et al., 2005; Carazzo and Jellinek, 2012). pressure of the jet flow, Fp , drives entrainment
of ambient fluid and is enhanced by the positive
Additional unexplored complications to this
buoyancy force, Fg , acting on the interstitial plume
well-studied process can arise in multiphase fluid. Right: Entrainment of ambient fluid driven
jets where the thermal response times of en- by Fp is inhibited by the negative buoyancy force
acting on the interstitial plume fluid.
trained particles is similar to their inertial responses times. How this coupling a↵ects the
process of buoyancy reversal or the extent and likelihood that interstitial fluid will rise and
detrain from the mixture is unclear and beyond the scope of this work.
Although thermal buoyancy generation plays a key role in determining whether an erupted
mixture undergoes a partial or complete buoyancy reversal (cf. BP versus late collapse in
Carazzo and Jellinek 2012), this e↵ect is secondary to the contribution of the particle volume
fraction to the mixture bulk density and the initial momentum flux driving the development
and efficiency of entrainment below the momentum exhaustion height (Woods 1988, 1995, 2010;
Carazzo and Jellinek, 2012). Our isothermal experiments consequently address the source parameters and specifically the novel multiphase flow dynamics that govern entrainment and
column collapse. Our experiments simulate, in part, the net e↵ect of thermal buoyancy generation by using interstitial fluid that is buoyant at the source in several of our experiments. Our
Boussinesq experiments do not capture more complex e↵ects related to mixture compressibility
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on the flow dynamics above the source (Valentine and Wohletz 1989; Koyaguchi and Suzuki
2018), to latent heat release from water vapor condensation, which is unclear (Glaze et al 1997;
Aubry and Jellinek 2018), nor the e↵ects of wind stress on entrainment (Aubry et al. 2017).

2.3

Qualitative observations: Sediment waves, cloud
intrusions and deposit architecture among regimes

We first characterize the main controls on the dynamics of jet stability, cloud structure and
particle sedimentation in a broad Ri0
0 parameter space. The majority of our experiments
are either on monodisperse coarse particle jets (1.2  St0  4.9 & 10 2  ⌃0 < 10 1 ; Table
2.2) or fine particle jets (0.2  St0  1.4 & 10 3  ⌃0 < 10 2 ). To understand aspects of
the sensitivity of our results to particle size distribution, which will be complex in natural
volcanic jets, we carry out an additional small number of experiments on jets with prescribed
mixtures of coarse and fine particles. Our aim here is to identify and describe key underlying
processes acting within the jet, at the jet edge, within the overshoot region and at the tank
base. From these data we summarize the principal observations of coupled jet dynamics and
particle settling processes, that govern processes including entrainment of ambient fluid and
time-dependent changes in jet top height, as well as expressions of these dynamics in deposit
architectures. We analyze these processes quantitatively in section 2.4.

2.3.1

Ri0 -

0

Regime Diagram: Overall Classification

Strong jets in the BP regime injected under low Ri0 conditions ( Ri0 < 2.2 ⇥ 10 4 ) and
with 0 < 3.5 ⇥ 10 2 produce well-known umbrella clouds with a distinctive overshoot region,
consistent with previous studies (BP experiments in Table 2.2; Figure 2.7a; Sparks, 1986;
Woods, 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). In this end-member regime, descending fluid from
the overshoot region spreads to form an umbrella cloud that oscillates across the LNB into and
out of the undershoot region (Figures 2.4 & 2.8). By contrast, weak jets with Ri0 > 2.7⇥10 4
and 0 > 2.4 ⇥ 10 2 in the TC regime produce collapsing fountains (TC experiments in Table
2.2; Figure 2.7c; Carey et al., 1988). In this end-member regime, the collapsing particlefluid mixture spreads as intermittent gravity currents along the tank base. Entrained buoyant
interstitial fluid ascends from the gravity currents as phoenix clouds (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012),
which spread into a single “phoenix cloud layer” below the maximum height of the jet.
An extensive transitional PC regime fills the space between the BP and TC end-member
regimes with 2.4⇥10 5 < Ri0 < 1.2⇥10 3 and 6.0⇥10 3 < 0 < 5.7⇥10 2 (PC experiments
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in Table 2.2; Figure 2.7b; Neri & Dobran, 1994; Di Muro et al., 2004, 2008). In this regime,
depending on the proximity of Ri0 $ 0 conditions to the BP or TC regimes, a variable
fraction (10 90%) of the injected mixture volume is visually observed to form an umbrella
cloud. Simultaneously, any remaining injected volume collapses and spreads as particle-laden
gravity currents along the tank base. Ascending phoenix clouds of buoyant interstitial fluid rise
from from spreading gravity currents rise to form phoenix cloud layers below the umbrella cloud
(Supplemental Video 4, see appendix D for descriptions of supplemental videos). In general,
as Ri0 and 0 are increased across this regime, more of the injected mixture collapses and
spreads as gravity currents (Figure 2.10b).
Two fine particle jet experiments with 7.7 ⇥ 10 5 < Ri0 < 4.9 ⇥ 10 4 and 3.7 ⇥ 10 2 <
2
begin in typical BP regimes but evolve in a way that is distinct from the
0 < 5.6 ⇥ 10
coarse particle jet experiments (# 49 and 50 in Table 2.2; Figure 2.7). Although the mixture
descending from the overshoot region spreads at the LNB in the usual way, oscillations of the
umbrella cloud centerline into the undershoot region next to the jet are relatively large (see
Supplemental Video 2). Late in the experiment, jet mixture descends into the undershoot
region and down along the jet edge to the tank base. This behavior is described as “late
collapse” in Carazzo & Jellinek (2012) and we classify these jets into the more general PC
regime. This late collapse property is not a general feature of BP jets: Another experimental
jet with only fine particles occurs in the BP regime ( Ri0 = 6.6 ⇥ 10 5 and 0 < 1.2 ⇥ 10 2 ).
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Jet Regime Diagram
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Figure 2.7: Regime diagram showing the Ri0 $ 0 parameter space for our experiments (Equation 2.5; Table 2.2). Jets in the BP,
PC and TC regimes with coarse particles are represented by pink, green and blue circles, respectively. Dots mark jets with mixtures
of fine particles and circles with an inner dot mark jets with fine and coarse particles. Particle-free jets marked with an X. Gradient
of background color shows qualitatively the continuum of jet behavior between the BP and TC end-member regimes that defines the
transitional PC regime. Dotted line encircles jets with buoyant interstitial fluid. (Insets) Pink, green and blue arrows point to color
inverted images of experiment represented by the data point they extend from. a) Color inverted image of a jet in the BP regime.
Pink and blue colors indicate jet fluid and coarse particles. b) Image showing a jet in the PC regime with a multiply layered cloud. c)
Image showing a jet in the TC regime with phoenix clouds beginning to ascend from ground-hugging gravity currents. Black arrows
point to discrete collapses of jet mixture falling around the jets and pink arrows point to spreading cloud layers.

b)

a)

t = 14 s

10 cm

t = 29 s

Figure 2.8: Color inverted images of experiment #16 with fine particles occurring in the BP regime
at two di↵erent instances. Black arrows point to mixtures spreading into the umbrella cloud while
oscillating into the undershoot region next to the jet edge.

Three experimental jets (#14, 20 and 43 in Table 2.2 and circle markers filled with a dot in
Figure 2.7) were laden with fine and coarse particles (bi-disperse). During the first 5 seconds
of experiment #43, with Ri0 = 4.6 ⇥ 10 4 and 0 = 4.3 ⇥ 10 2 , the entire injected mixture
collapses and spreads out axisymmetrically as gravity currents along the tank base (Figure
2.11a and Supplemental Video 3). Rising mixtures of fluid and fine particles obscure the view
of the jet column for the remainder of the experiment. We classify this jet in the TC regime
on the basis of the initial total collapse observation of the jet column (blue circle filled with
dot in Figure 2.7). During experiments #14 and 20, with 1.1 ⇥ 10 4 < Ri0 < 3.2 ⇥ 10 4 and
2.1 ⇥ 10 2 < 0 < 4.3 ⇥ 10 2 , injected mixture spreads simultaneously into an umbrella cloud
and gravity currents along the tank base. Therefore, we classify these jets in the PC regime
(green circles filled with dot in Figure 2.7).
Two particle-free experiments are conducted with 2.1 ⇥ 10 4 < Ri0 < 5 ⇥ 10 4 (Table
2.2; Figure 2.7). In experiment 28, all of the jet fluid spreads to form an umbrella cloud and
we classify this jet in the BP regime. In experiment 29, the majority of the jet fluid collapses
to the tank base before rising and spreading into phoenix cloud layers. Therefore we classify
this jet in the TC regime.

2.3.2

Periodic sediment waves and the delivery of material to
umbrella clouds and gravity currents

In all coarse particle jets we observe particle-rich “sediment waves” (that are “large” or “small”
and we define these classifications below) falling periodically from the LNB and overshoot
regions (see arrows in Figures 2.7a-c and blue features in Figures 2.10 and 2.10a and in Supplemental Videos 4 & 5). The formation and descent of both classes of sediment wave excite
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Front View

Top View
10 cm

10 cm
Figure 2.9: Front and top views of a ground-hugging gravity current spreading axisymmetrically
from the base of a jet in the TC regime while an annular sediment wave descends around the jet.
Solid and dotted black arrows show flow direction of ground-hugging gravity current and descending
sediment wave, respectively. Although this jet was injected through an annular nozzle, this large
annular sediment wave is representative of those observed to descend around TC jets injected through
cylindrical nozzles. In bottom right of front view, tape on the front of the tank partially obscures
view of ground-hugging gravity current front.

distinctive oscillations at the tops of the jet columns to which we will return in section 2.4.3. In
general, approximately annular, “large” sediment waves descend from the jet overshoot regions
of coarse particle jets in the PC and TC regimes (black arrows in Figure 2.7b-c and marked
”Lrg SW” in Figure 2.10b-c). Relatively low frequency and large amplitude oscillations in jet
height are observed to be concurrent with large sediment waves descending from the jet top
(see Figure 20 in section 4.4). These axisymmetric flows sink to the tank base, where they
spread as particle-driven gravity currents. Sedimentation from these flows releases trapped
buoyant interstitial fluid, which rises as Phoenix clouds to form layers beneath the LNB.
In addition to these impressive features, quasi-periodic lower volume ”small” sediment
waves (black arrow in Figure 2.7a and marked ”Sml SW” in Figure 2.10) descend from the
LNB and overshoot regions of coarse particle jets in all three regimes and, compared to large
sediment waves, excite relatively higher frequency and lower amplitude jet height oscillations,
in turn. In contrast to large sediment waves, these features are generally asymmetric and
descend down one side of the jet to the tank base, where they spread as gravity currents.
A defining characteristic of descending small sediment waves is that they descend sufficiently
slowly that coarse particles can decouple from the flow before reaching the tank base, where
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they settle individually, causing the waves to disperse (Figures 2.7a and 2.10a). For jets in
the BP regime, the lowest height at which sediment waves disperse marks a boundary below
which individual particle settling is the only mechanism by which particles are carried to the
tank base (Figures 2.7a and 2.10a).
Coarse particle jets in the BP and TC regimes are also distinguished on the basis of where
the majority of the erupted buoyancy flux is delivered. In the BP regime the majority of the
injected mixture is delivered into a spreading umbrella cloud whereas only a very small fraction
of the injected volume is partitioned into predominantly small sediment waves that disperse
entirely before reaching the tank base (Figures 2.7a and 2.10a).
In the TC regime, by contrast, > 90% of the injected mixture volume collapses to the
tank base via predominantly large sediment waves (Figure 2.7c; blue features around jet in TC
regime in Figure 2.10a). Figure 2.10c shows a sequence of images tracking a large sediment
wave that descends next to the jet edge. The sediment wave deposits a large fraction of its
sediment load on reaching the tank base and then continues to flow radially outward as a
gravity current until the remaining sediment load is deposited. Subsequent sediment waves
periodically generate axisymmetric gravity currents. Small sediment waves are observed to fall
in between large sediment waves (Figure 2.10c).
A key characteristic of jets in the intermediate PC regime is that the injected mixture
is simultaneously and variably partitioned into the spreading umbrella cloud and sediment
waves descending next to the jet edge, depending on Ri0 and 0 (Figures 2.7 and 2.10b;
Supplemental Video 4). For a constant 0 , as Ri0 increases, a greater fraction of sediment
load is removed by increasingly large sediment waves (Figure 2.10a). A unique feature of both
large and small sediment waves in the PC regime is that they can undergo ”partial dispersal”
where parts of descending sediment waves farthest from the jet edge can spread into phoenix
cloud layers before reaching the tank base (shown by pink arrows for sediment waves marked
1 & 2 in Figure 2.10b) while the parts of sediment waves closer to the jet edge reach the tank
base to spread into gravity currents (shown by blue arrows for sediment waves marked 1 &
2 in Figure 2.10b). The partial dispersal of a single sediment wave can generate spreading
phoenix cloud layers at intermittent heights underlain by gravity currents spreading along the
tank base. Similar to the TC regime, small sediment waves fall between large sediment waves.
Finally, although the majority of our experiments are on coarse particle jets, we find that
fine particle jets in the same Ri0 $ parameter space show additional behaviors not evident
in coarse particle jet experiments. In particular, quasi-periodic partial collapses of the mixture
on alternate sides of the jet excite additional oscillations at the top of the jet column and feed
non-axisymmetric gravity currents including the late collapse discussed above (cf. Carazzo &
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Jellinek, 2012). Detailed visual observations of these flows are, however, challenging because
the jet column and jet mixture collapsing from the overshoot region is occluded by the particlerich spreading umbrella cloud and individually settling particles below it. We return to the
e↵ects of these processes on jet top height oscillations in section 2.4.3.
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c) Total Collapse Regime
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Figure 2.10: Color inverted and frame di↵erenced images showing temporal evolution of Sediment
Waves (SW) and Phoenix Clouds (Ph) in each regime. Sediment waves, as well as the gravity currents
and phoenix clouds they produce, are numbered to track them through the sequence of images. Blue
arrows indicate paths of sediment waves and subsequent Gravity Currents (GC). Large and small
pink arrows indicate the paths of the spreading Umbrella Clouds (Um) and phoenix clouds. In the
last column the horizontal black line marks the LNB at which the umbrella cloud spreads and the
horizontal dashed line marks the LNB at which phoenix clouds spread (LNBPhx ). Vertical dashed lines
mark the outer radius of the enhanced settling annulus (SA, see section 2.3.4). a) Large sediment wave
leading to individual particle settling and a phoenix cloud for jet in the BP regime. The horizontal
dashed line marks the height at which the particle settling regime changes to individual particle
settling. b) Sediment wave leading to a gravity current and two phoenix clouds for a jet in the PC
regime. Dashed boxes track phoenix cloud fronts that originate from marked sediment wave. Note
the interactions between phoenix clouds from separate sediment waves. c) Sediment wave leading to
a gravity current and phoenix cloud for a jet in the TC regime.
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Continuum of Observed Behaviour Across Regimes
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Figure 2.10: (previous page) Table presenting the di↵erence in jet processes for each jet regime.
Each row represents a feature and each column has a representative image from each regime. a) Color
inverted and frame di↵erenced mages with the jet subtracted to highlight sediment waves. Sediment
wave size and velocity are described below each image among jet regimes. b) Inverted images of
spreading clouds from each regime. Pink and purple arrows indicate phoenix cloud and umbrella
cloud layers respectively. c) Inverted images of resultant deposits formed in each regime. Concentric
ring features are marked with red arrows. Description of deposit shape and presence of rings provided
below each image. Six small circles around the nozzle in right two images are depressions in the
deposit above the nozzle bolt holes. d) Color inverted, frame di↵erenced and zoomed images focusing
on pairs of sediment waves. First image (t1 ) shows sediment wave pair at a high position next to
the jet and the second image (t2 ) shows same pair at a lower position. Numbers at top left of each
box describe frequency of interactions. e) Stack of two color inverted, frame di↵erenced and zoomed
images showing individual sediment waves at two distinct times (t1 : top blue feature; t2 : bottom
blue feature) with a blue arrow indicating motion. A pink arrow indicates motion of a phoenix cloud
from a previous sediment wave. Numbers indicate importance of interactions for the deformation of
sediment waves.

2.3.3

Phoenix clouds

In all three regimes, buoyant interstitial jet fluid is carried below its LNB by descending
sediment waves and, thereafter, rises as “phoenix clouds” (Figure 2.10; cf. Dobran et al.,
1993; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). Phoenix clouds spread to form internal cloud layers where
the LNB of the buoyant interstitial fluid is between the jet top height (TC regime) or umbrella
cloud LNB (BP regime) and the tank base. In general, phoenix clouds originate from two
sources: 1) Through the dispersal of particularly small sediment waves above the tank base
in BP and PC regimes and 2) as a result of particle sedimentation from gravity currents
flowing along the tank base in PC and TC regimes. In the context of volcanic eruptions, our
definition of phoenix clouds includes co-ignimbrite plumes rising from PDCs (Dobran et al.,
1993) and clouds spreading due to detrainment of plume fluid from the eruption column below
the umbrella cloud LNB (Mittal & Delbridge, 2019).
In more detail, in typical BP and PC jet regimes close to the BP-PC regime boundary,
as sediment waves descend, their radius increases as they flatten through entrainment and
mixing while their fall speeds decline accordingly. As these features approach an evident LNB,
they spread to form internal layers. Where particles detrain, entrained interstitial fluid also
rises, mixes with ambient layers that are more dense than layers at the umbrella LNB, spreads
laterally and can form additional internal layers (Figure 2.10a-b). This process occurs even in
the very strongest (smallest Ri0 ) jets in the BP regime, although phoenix cloud layers are
difficult to distinguish from the main umbrella cloud (Figure 2.10d). This behavior is in marked
contrast to TC and PC regimes close to the PC-TC regime boundary where sediment waves
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descend to the tank base to release buoyant interstial fluid in a spatially-varying buoyancy flux
that reflects time-dependent sedimentation from spreading gravity currents (Figure 2.10b-c).
The way in which phoenix clouds and associated internal cloud layers are produced in the
PC jet regime varies across a very extensive Ri0 $ parameter space. In particular, phoenix
clouds and cloud layers can emerge simultaneously as a result of buoyancy fluxes delivered
through the partial dispersal of descending sediment waves and through sedimentation from
particle-driven gravity currents at the tank base. For example, in Figure 2.10b the descent and
flattening of a large sediment wave (marked “1”) is associated with the lateral spreading of
interstitial fluid away from the particle-fluid mixture that defines the wave to form a phoenix
cloud layer (pink feature marked “Phx Cld” at t = 0.4 s in Figure 2.10b). However, when the
sediment wave reaches the tank base and spreads as a gravity current, the remaining buoyant
interstitial fluid ascends as a phoenix cloud that mixes with relatively dense ambient layers
to form a phoenix cloud layer (pink feature marked ”Phx Cld” at t = 5.2 s in Figure 2.10b)
below the previous phoenix cloud layer. Thus, a single sediment wave can produce two classes
of phoenix clouds spreading into distinct phoenix cloud layers.

2.3.4

Periodic sediment waves, the “enhanced settling annulus”
and deposit architecture

In all regimes, sediment waves descending next to the jet deposit the majority of their particle
load within the “enhanced settling annulus” (region marked as SA in last column of Figure
2.10). In PC and TC regimes, the majority of sedimentation occurs where large sediment waves
impact the tank base, with the remaining entrained solid fraction transported and deposited
beyond the enhanced settling annulus by gravity currents. In these regimes, the maximum
distance that gravity currents carry particles marks the outer edge of the ”proximal” deposit.
In the BP regime, most sedimentation is confined within the enhanced settling annulus and is
time-dependent occurring by individual settling of particles detrained from dispersed sediment
waves.
In all regimes, jets emplace deposits with a thickness that decreases, on average, monotonically from the source. Coarse particle jets in the TC regime and in the PC regime near
the TC boundary (Figure 2.7) are marked by step-wise changes in deposit thickness (see red
arrows in Figure 2.10c). These “terraced” deposits, are overall, axisymmetric and spaced
quasi-periodically in radius from the nozzle. However some terraces merge or diverge at various positions around the deposit. Terraces can also show relatively small variations in radius
expressed as scallop features at their terminii (black arrows in Figure 2.11b). In an experiment
on a bidisperse jet in the TC regime, fine particles settle over two days after the experiment
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to mantle the underlying terraced deposit with a uniformly thick fine particle layer (Figure
2.11b-c). Therefore, terraced deposits are a robust characteristic of jets in the TC regime.
Overall, deposits become less steep and more broad as jet source parameters vary from the TC
to BP regimes (Figure 2.10c).

a)

b)

10 cm

6 cm

c)

6 cm

Figure 2.11: a) Bidisperse experimental jet in the TC regime (Supplemental Video 3). The top of the
jet grows and collapses (horizontal arrow) periodically. Gravity currents spread out axisymmetrically
from the jet source with phoenix clouds ascending above the gravity currents to create a veil around
the jet column. Phoenix clouds spread into a single phoenix cloud layer at a height below the average
height of the jet column. Overshooting phoenix cloud tops are marked with vertical arrows (cf. Figure
2 in Herzog & Graf, 2010). b) Top view of terraced deposit emplaced by bidisperse jet in the TC
regime. c) Oblique view of terraced deposit in b).

2.3.5

Interactions between sediment waves and phoenix clouds

During coarse particle jet experiments that occur in the BP-PC-TC column regimes, we observe
several types of interactions among sediment waves and phoenix clouds that are diagnostic of
eruption regime: 1) Successive descending annular sediment waves interacting with each other
and with smaller non-axisymmetric sediment waves; 2) descending sediment waves interacting
with ascending phoenix clouds; and 3) ascending phoenix clouds interacting with spreading
phoenix cloud layers. We summarize these interactions in Figure 2.10d, which shows two
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sequential color inverted and frame di↵erenced images of a pair of sediment waves from four
experiments.
For jets in the TC regime and jets in the PC regime near the TC boundary in Figure 2.7,
sediment waves do not interact as they fall. For jets in the PC regime near the BP boundary
in Figure 2.7, pairs of sediment waves can interact as they fall: the higher sediment wave
merges into the lower sediment wave before the pair reach the tank base (Figure 2.10d). This
process can cause sediment waves to grow in volume and descend more quickly to the tank
base to produce relatively more voluminous gravity currents. Sediment wave interaction can
also occur for jets in the BP regime, causing sediment waves to grow and descend relatively
lower and disperse closer to the tank base than non-interacting sediment waves. This process
is rare for jets in the PC regime near the BP boundary in Figure 2.7 and more common for
jets in the BP regime.
Figure 2.10e shows a stack of two (sequential) color inverted and frame di↵erenced images exhibiting interactions between ascending phoenix clouds and descending sediment waves
from each regime. For jets in the TC regime, phoenix clouds ascend (pink arrow) above gravity currents flowing along the tank base outside of the enhanced settling annulus and do not
interact with descending sediment waves (blue arrow). For jets in the PC regime near the TC
boundary, some phoenix clouds ascend within the enhanced settling annulus and subsequently
interact with descending sediment waves (Figure 2.10c), which can lead to unsteady buoyancy
fluxes to growing phoenix cloud layers, to particle detrainment and settling, and to dispersal
of the descending wave. For jets in the PC regime near the BP boundary, these interactions
are more common and deformation of descending sediment waves is more pronounced; the corresponding image in Figure 2.10c shows more extensive deformation of a descending sediment
wave than for the sediment wave in the previous example. For jets in the BP regime, phoenix
clouds ascending from dispersed sediment waves interact with subsequent sediment waves; the
corresponding image in Figure 2.10c shows the most extensive deformation of a descending
sediment wave by an ascending phoenix cloud as opposed to the previous examples in the PC
and TC regimes. These interactions are most frequent and extensive in the BP regime.
As phoenix clouds ascend and spread into phoenix cloud layers, they can interact as shown
in Figure 2.10b. At t = 1.2 s, buoyant interstitial fluid spreads from the second small sediment
wave (marked “2”) to produce another phoenix cloud. At t = 3.6 s this phoenix cloud merges
with the phoenix cloud that spread directly from the previous large sediment wave (marked
“1”), demonstrating that phoenix clouds spreading from separate sediment waves can interact.
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2.3.6

Principal qualitative results: A summary

1. As Ri0 and 0 increase from 1.4 ⇥ 10 5 and 6 ⇥ 10 3 to 1.2 ⇥ 10 3 and 6.0 ⇥ 10 2
among experiments that span the BP, PC and TC regimes in Figure 2.7, we observe
gradual changes in overall sediment wave behavior, column height fluctuations, umbrella
and phoenix cloud structures and deposit architecture (Figure 2.10).
2. In all regimes, jet mixture periodically collapses from the overshoot or LNB region of the
jet column as large and small sediment waves.
3. The maximum radius that sediment waves extend from the jet axis marks the boundary of
the enhanced settling annulus, beyond which only continuous individual particle settling
is observed for coarse particle jets.
4. In the BP regime,
(a) Asymmetric small sediment waves disperse before reaching the tank base. Detrained
particles settle individually thereafter.
(b) Buoyant interstitial fluid carried by descending sediment waves can spread to form
cloud layers below the umbrella cloud.
(c) Deposit thickness decreases monotonically and smoothly away from the vent over
the whole tank base.
5. In the TC regime,
(a) Annular large sediment waves descend around the jet column and carry buoyant
interstitial fluid to the tank base.
(b) Sediment waves spread as particle-driven gravity currents along the tank base.
(c) Particle sedimentation from gravity currents releases buoyant interstitial fluid that
ascends as phoenix clouds that spread as phoenix cloud layers.
(d) Terraced deposits are a characteristic feature of the TC regime.
6. In the PC regime,
(a) The injected mixture is partitioned into a spreading umbrella cloud and descending
sediment waves simultaneously.
(b) Sediment waves descend around the jet column and can carry buoyant interstitial
fluid to multiple heights between the LNB and tank base.
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(c) When sediment waves reach the tank base, they spread as gravity currents.
(d) Phoenix clouds ascend above gravity currents.
(e) Buoyant interstitial fluid can spread from the outer part of sediment waves or from
dispersed sediment waves to form internal phoenix cloud layers.
(f) Multiply layered clouds are another characteristic feature of this regime.
(g) As Ri0 and 0 increase from 2.4 ⇥ 10 5 and 6.0 ⇥ 10 3 , terraces in the proximal
deposit within the enhanced settling annulus become more pronounced.
7. Descending sediment waves in the BP and PC regime can merge, causing sediment waves
to descend farther and faster than they would without this interaction.
8. Ascending phoenix clouds in the BP and PC regime can interact with descending sediment waves and cause them to disperse. Phoenix cloud interaction with sediment waves
in the TC regime is less important as it is limited to the outer part of sediment waves
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2.4

Quantitative Results: Links between source
parameters and sediment wave dynamics

The mechanical links among jet source parameters, jet structure, column height oscillations,
sediment wave dynamics and deposit architectures are critical for reconstructing eruption dynamics and evolution on the basis of remote sensing observations and analyses of deposits in
the field. Accordingly, in this section we use the summary in section 2.3.6 to guide a more
rigorous analysis aimed at probing some of the main underlying processes at work to control
these links in our Ri0 $ $ St parameter space. As we discussed in the Section 2.1, a
critical control on jet regime for given source and environmental conditions is the rate at which
ambient fluid is entrained into particle-laden jets (cf. Equation 2.1). Thus, our first step will
be to use a conventional one-dimensional integral model to determine an e↵ective entrainment
parameter for each experiment (cf. Morton et al., 1956; Turner, 1966; Jessop & Jellinek, 2014).
We next apply these and other results to broadly compare jet heights predicted from scaling
considerations to measured average jet top and umbrella cloud LNB heights. We then focus on
a characteristic jet in the TC regime alone and compare time series of periodic jet top height
oscillations, of annular large sediment waves, and of the structure of terraced deposits. In a
subsequent section we more broadly characterize the spectral properties of periodic jet height
oscillations in each regime. In particular, we show that predominant oscillation modes for each
regime are consistent with theoretical expectations on the basis of the source parameters and
that these modes are generally similar to observed frequencies for sediment waves. From the
distinct characters of average power spectra for each regime, we also constrain key di↵erences
in the way turbulent kinetic energy is dissipated in BP, PC and TC regimes. Last, we conclude this section with a characterization and comparison of a number of aspects of sediment
wave dynamics across the three regimes: descent velocity, wavelength between pairs and their
radius. From these results we infer properties including the average sedimentation number
of particles in descending sediment waves and consequently constrain novel e↵ects related to
both particle and interstitial fluid buoyancy.
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2.4.1

E↵ective entrainment parameter
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Figure 2.12: Source Richardson number plotted against the e↵ective entrainment parameter in log
space for all experiments in this study (Table 2.2). Coarse particle (cp) experiments (open circles),
fine particle (fp dots), bidisperse (filled circles) and particle-free (X). Blue and black solid lines, with
shaded uncertainties, give the e↵ective entrainment parameters for momentum-driven fountains from
the experimental results and analytical model of Kaminski et al. (2005) and from experiments and
an empirical model in Fischer et al. (1979). The pink line is the e↵ective entrainment parameter for
buoyant plumes along with shaded experimental uncertainties from Linden (2000). All constant ↵
values are for particle-free flows. Blue cross marker from Wang & Law (2002) and pink cross marker
from Burridge & Hunt (2013). Majority of previous studies investigate entrainment into jets and
plumes with Ri0 > 10 2 (black arrow), outside of the Ri0 range investigated in this study. Gray
shading encompasses coarse particle jets (0.48 < St0 < 6.00) & 2.7 ⇥ 10 3 < ⌃0 < 2.6 ⇥ 10 2 ) with
buoyant interstitial fluid. Inset: Measured versus predicted maximum jet height from the model of
Kaminski et al. (2005).

The regime and rise height of a multiphase jet is sensitive to the rate of entrainment of ambient
fluid (see Equations 2.1 and C.1a-C.1c; Morton et al., 1956; Kaminski et al., 2005; Woods,
2010). To estimate an e↵ective value of the entrainment parameter, ↵e for each experiment,
we use a 1D integral plume model (Appendix B) to find e↵ective entrainment parameter values
that reproduce the observed maximum height of the jet as it first enters the tank, which occurs
within the first  10 s (transient phase) of an experiment. Figure 2.12 shows the mean value of
↵e determined for particle-free, monodisperse and bidisperse jets in this study. The particle-free
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jet in the TC regime (experiment #29 in Table 2.2) has ↵e = 0.055 and is in agreement within
uncertainties with the value ↵f tn = 0.057 found for particle-free fountains in Kaminski et al.
(2005). For the particle-free jet in the BP regime (experiment #28 in Table 2.2) ↵e = 0.074 and
agrees within uncertainties with the value ↵jet = 0.076 reported for particle-free non-buoyant
jets in Fischer et al. (1979).
For coarse particle jets, as Ri0 is decreased from 8.9⇥10 4 to 1.4⇥10 5 , ↵e increases from
0.051 to 0.118. Coarse particle jets in the TC regime have 0.051 < ↵e < 0.052, also consistent
with the value for particle-free fountains from Kaminski et al. (2005). Coarse particle jets in
the BP and PC regimes have 0.066 < ↵e < 0.131, which lie between the values for particlefree jets and plumes. Fine particle jets in the PC regime have 0.041 < ↵e < 0.058 and only
experiment #49 (Table 2.2) agrees with the particle-free jet value. The fine particle jet in the
BP regime has ↵e = 0.085, which lies between the values for particle-free jets and plumes.
For coarse particle jets in the BP and PC regimes that have buoyant interstitial fluid (gray
shading in Figure 2.12) 0.078 < ↵e < 0.118 and approaches ↵plume ⇡ 0.14 (Linden, 2000) as
Ri0 decreases.
To investigate the e↵ect of particles on the local rate of entrainment we use the variable
entrainment model (Equation C.3 with Equations C.1a-C.1c; see Appendix B) to compare
modeled and measured maximum jet heights (inset in Figure 2.12). For coarse particle jets
in the BP and PC regimes with buoyant interstitial fluid (experiments #35, 36, 46, 48 & 54;
Table 2.2), a coarse particle jet in the BP regime (#52), a coarse particle jet in the PC regime
(#42), a jet with both particles in the PC regime (#14), and the fine particle jet in the BP
regime (#16), the variable entrainment model overestimates the the maximum jet height, and
therefore, underestimates the rate of entrainment. For a coarse particle jet in the TC regime
(#30), both fine particle jets in the PC regime (#49 & 50), and the particle-free jet in the
TC regime (#29), the variable entrainment modeled maximum jet height underestimates the
measured maximum jet height, therefore, overestimating the rate of entrainment. For all other
jets (experiments #20, 23, 27, 28, 39, 43 & 51) the variable entrainment modelled maximum
jet heights agree within uncertainty with measured maximum jet heights (Figure 2.12).

2.4.2

Geometric constants for jet height scalings

With measurements of jet source parameters for each experiment, we test whether equation
2.6 and 2.7 are appropriate for predicting jet column top height and fluid LNB, respectively,
for jets with particles in the BP and PC regime, as well as the best-fit value of Cf tn jet heights
in all regimes (Figure 2.13). For jets in all regimes with non-buoyant interstitial fluid at the
source, equation 2.7 shows good agreement with measured average jet heights and Cf tn = 1.3
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Regime

f1

BP
PC
TC
Regime

0.50
0.74
1.36
N

±

BP
PC
PC

0.10
0.10
0.10

±

±
±

±
±

0.32
0.40
0.24
0.01 s
0.01 s
0.01 s

1
1
1

f2

ff tn

2.60 ± 0.28
2.53 ± 0.27
2.35 ± 0.21
f2 /f1

0.65
0.85
2.66

5.20
3.42
1.73

±
±
±

3.37
1.88
0.34

fOS
±
±
±

0.16
0.20
0.78

2.53
2.46

0.46
0.69
–
Energy Dissipation
±
±

Heating
Molecular mixing
Unknown

Table 2.4: Jet top height oscillation frequencies. For each regime, dominant frequencies f1 and f2
identified in representative power spectra, predicted jet, ff tn , and overshoot, fOS , frequencies, BVfrequencies, ratio of dominant frequencies f2 over f1 , and best fit energy dissipation scales (Heating
⌘ Kolmogorov & Molecular mixing ⌘ Ozmidov). All frequencies are normalized to the BV-frequency
for that regime. All values reported in this table are also shown graphically on Figure 2.15

.
within measurement uncertainty. Jets with non-buoyant interstitial fluid at the source have
1 <
< 70 (equation 2.8), which leads to 1.0 < Cf tn < 1.9 using equation 2.9 and is in
agreement with our value of Cf tn = 1.3 found using a linear regression fit of equation 2.7 to
measured maximum jet heights. For jets with buoyant interstitial fluid at the source, Cf tn = 0.7
shows better agreement than Cf tn = 1.3 (inset Figure 2.13). Jets with buoyant interstitial fluid
at the source have 100 < < 500 (equation 2.8), which leads to 0.7 < Cf tn < 0.9 using equation
2.9 and is in good agreement with our value of Cf tn = 0.7 found using a linear regression fit
of equation 2.7 to measured average jet heights (Bloomfield & Kerr, 1999). Where predicted
average jet heights are calculated using equation 2.7 with Cf tn = Cf tn ( ) (equations 2.8 and
2.9), they show good agreement with measured average jet heights for experiments in the BP
and PC regimes (bottom graph in Figure 2.13). However, equation 7 with Cf tn = Cf tn ( )
overestimates average jet height for coarse particle and bidisperse experiments in the TC
regime.
For jets with non-buoyant interstitial fluid at the source equation 2.6 overestimates the
LNB heights for all other jets in the BP and PC regimes (bottom inset in Figure 2.13). In
contrast, equation 2.6 with Cpl = 2.7 shows good agreement when plotted against measured
LNB heights for jets with buoyant interstitial fluid in the PC and BP regimes.

2.4.3

Spectral Analysis of Jet Height Oscillations

Figure 2.14 shows typical statistically stationary jet column top height fluctuations about the
average jet height for the BP, PC and TC regime. Jet top height fluctuations have the smallest
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Figure 2.13: Top: Predicted jet height from fountain height scaling (Equation 2.7) plotted against
measured average jet heights during the steady-state period of experiments. Coarse particle marked
with open circles, fine particle with dots, bidisperse with circles filled with dots and particle-free
with x markers. Grey shading indicates coarse particle jets with buoyant interstitial fluid (Table 2.1).
Black line shows best fit of Equation 2.7 with Cf tn = 1.30 for jets with dense interstitial fluid, whereas
Cf tn = 0.68 for jets with buoyant interstitial fluid (Top Inset) in Equation 2.7). Bottom: Predicted
jet height from fountain height scaling (Equation 2.7) using Cf tn = Cf tn ( ) (Bloomfield and Kerr,
1999) plotted against measured average jet heights during the steady-state period of experiments.
Bottom Inset: Predicted LNB height from plume height scaling (Equation 2.6) plotted against
measured LNB heights of umbrella clouds for jets in the BP and PC regimes. Black line shows best
fit of Equation 2.6 with Cpl for coarse particle jets with buoyant interstitial fluid (gray shading).
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Height fluctuations for each jet regime

Normalized Height Fluctuations
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Figure 2.14: Height fluctuations for experiments representative of the BP (top), PC (middle) and
TC (bottom) regimes. These time series are derived from jet top height time series that are linearly
detrended, demeaned and normalized to the mean jet top height for the steady-state period of an
experiment. St. D. in the legend is the standard deviation for each time series.
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Figure 2.15: Representative power spectra of steady-state jet top height time series for coarse
particle jets in the BP, PC and TC regimes (panels) in linear (left column) and log space (right
column). Power spectra from each experiment are normalized to the BV-frequency (i.e. N , Tables
1 & 4) and then stacked and averaged on the basis of regime to produce representative spectra
(see section 2.2.2). Blue, green and red shading indicate ff tn , fOS and fBV , respectively, as ranges
covering measurement and modeling error. Black horizontal bars show measured frequencies of large
and small sediment waves, as ranges over measurement error. Solid (Kolmogorov) and dotted lines
(Ozmidov) in right column show fitted energy dissipation scalings assuming irreversible losses are
predominantly by frictional heating and molecular mixing across density interfaces, respectively (see
text). To facilitate comparisons of spectral power distributions among the three regimes, power is
normalized to the maximum power in the dominant (fundamental) mode in each example. Top
panel: Power spectrum for experiment 52 and average power spectrum for experiments 48 and 52
(Table 2.1). Middle panel: Power spectrum for experiment 23 and average power spectrum for
experiments 23, 35, 36, 39, 42, 46, and 51. Bottom panel: Power spectrum for experiment 30 and
average power spectrum for experiments 27, 30 and 43.
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amplitude for particle-free, coarse- and fine-particle jets in the BP regime. As Ri0 and 0
are increased and jets occur in the PC to TC regimes (Figure 2.7), the magnitudes of jet top
height fluctuations increase and are largest for jets in the TC regime.
The characters of particle-free, fine- and coarse-particle jet height fluctuations vary among
the BP, PC and TC regimes. To capture periodic components in the temporal variability of
jet top height oscillations, evident in Figure 2.18, we estimate the representative power spectra
for each jet regime (see section 2.2.2 for method). In the BP regime, the predicted fountain
frequency, ff tn , (cf. Equation 2.10) and N both overlap, within measurement uncertainty,
with a frequency of jet height oscillation with the greatest power, f1 = 0.50+/-0.32 (Table
2.4 and Figure 2.15). The predicted overshoot frequency, fOS , and measured frequency of
small sediment waves, fSmlSW , (cf. Equations 2.12 & 2.2, respectively) both overlap with
a second well-resolved frequency f2 = 2.60+/-0.28, that has 50% of the maximum power of
the spectrum. In the TC regime, by contrast, we resolve a peak at f1 = 1.36+/-0.24, which
overlaps with the BV-frequency N . The predicted fountain frequency ff tn and the frequency
of large sediment waves, fLrgSW , both overlap with a second resolved peak at f2 = 2.35+/-0.21
that has 90% of the maximum power of the spectrum.
In the PC regime the predicted fountain frequency, the BV-frequency N and the frequency of large sediment waves overlap with the dominant frequency of jet height oscillations
f1 = 0.74+/-0.40 that has the maximum power (Table 2.4 and Figure 2.15). The predicted
overshoot frequency overlaps with the measured frequency of small sediment waves. Both
of these frequencies also overlap with a second dominant frequency of jet height oscillation,
f2 = 2.53+/-0.27, that has 25% of the maximum power of the spectrum.
More generally, we can distinguish the end-member BP and TC regimes spectrally in terms
of frequencies of height oscillations as well as through the distribution of power among the
modes. Comparing the spectra of each regime, jet height oscillations in the BP and PC regimes
show the most power at the fountain and BV-frequencies, which overlap within uncertainty. On
the other hand, in the TC regime the fountain and BV frequencies are distinct from one another
with 10% more power delivered to the latter over the former. (Table 2.4 and Figure 2.15). The
ratio of the two dominant frequencies f2 /f1 decreases progressively from the BP!PC!TC
regimes. In the BP and PC regimes, fSmlSW overlaps with fOS and f2 , whereas in the TC
regime fSmlSW does not appear to overlap with any significant frequency peaks in the power
spectra.
We analyze the mechanism by which kinetic energy delivered by the jet height oscillations
is transferred from the largest motions corresponding to the lowest sediment wave frequency to
higher frequencies, where it is dissipated (right column in Figure 2.15). To identify the existence
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of a continuous energy cascade and to determine whether the predominant irreversible energy
sinks for mechanical energy are the production of heat by turbulent dissipation (Kolmogorov,
1941) or through a change in the gravitational potential energy of the system by molecular
mixing of density interfaces (Ozmidov, 1965) we identify and compare the slope of the power
spectrum to classical Kolmogorov and Ozmidov scalings shown in Figure 2.15. The spectral
slope for jets in the BP regime (right column of top panel in Figure 2.15), taken from a corner
at log(f /fBV ) ⇡ 0.60, is explained with the Ozmidov scaling. In the PC regime, from a corner
at log(f /fBV ) ⇡ 0.00 to log(f /fBV ) ⇡ 0.60 (right column of middle panel in Figure2.15),
the data are better explained by the Kolmogorov scaling. Thus, the predominant mechanisms
for energy dissipation at relatively high frequencies compared to the BV-frequency in the BP
and PC regimes are distinct. In the TC regime, by contrast, from a corner frequency at
log(f /fBV ) ⇡ 0.30 (right column of bottom panel in Figure 2.15) there is no clear spectral
slope and therefore no evidence for a continuous exchange of energy among scales of motions
emerging in these flows. Although we observe the excitation and breaking of waves, turbulent
entrainment generated as a result of height oscillations and the descent of large sediment
waves from the jet top (e.g., Figures 2.7c & 2.11 and Supplemental Video 3), these results are
inconsistent with fully-developed turbulence.

2.4.4

Jet source parameters, sediment wave velocity and sediment
wave longevity

To understand the control of source parameters on the likelihood that sediment waves will
disperse at some height above the tank base or descend to the tank base as a coherent mixture
that can spread as a gravity current (cf. Figures 2.10a & 2.10c), as well as the sensitivity
of this behavior to interstitial fluid buoyancy, we measure their descent speed and frequency
as a function of the source Richardson number Ri0 . Using this speed and the wave size to
determine an advective flow time, uSW , and the terminal settling velocities of particles, us , we
define a Sedimentation number for entrained particles as ⌃SW = us /uSW (see section 2.2.3).
If ⌃SW < 1, particles remain coupled to motions within sediment waves, whereas for ⌃SW
particles detrain and settle individually, causing the wave to disperse as it falls– a characteristic
qualitative feature of jets in the BP regime discussed above. Consistent with this observation,
for a single large sediment wave in exp. #52, ⌃SW increases from 0.36 to 1.00 before reaching
the tank base (Figure 2.16a). By contrast, for jets in the TC regime, ⌃SW initially decreases
as sediment waves accelerate downwards then ⌃SW increases as sediment waves approach the
tank base and decelerate, but remains ⌃SW < 1.
In Figure 2.17a, we present Ri0 versus ⌃min
SW and we indicate experiments with buoyant
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Sediment Wave Sedimentation Number During Descent
a) Buoyant Plume

b) Total Collapse

t = 3.8 s
t = 5.0 s

t = 6.2 s

∑SW = 0.36

∑SW = 0.64
∑SW = 1.00

t = 8.5 s
∑SW = 0.47
t = 9.5 s
∑SW = 0.35
t = 10.5 s
∑SW = 0.43

Figure 2.16: Measured Sedimentation number for coarse particles carried by a single sediment
wave (Equation 2.14) at three subsequent instances for a) experiment #52 in the BP regime and
b) experiment #27 in the TC regime. Dotted arcs mark sediment wave front and arrows indicate
direction of sediment wave propagation. The jet core has been subtracted to isolate sediment wave.

interstitial fluid with gray shading. Large sediment waves excited in the TC regime descend
with the highest speed and, in turn, have the lowest minimum sedimentation number, 0.50 <
⌃min
SW < 0.60. More slowly descending sediment waves in the PC regime span the range 0.68 <
⌃min
SW < 0.97. The most slowly descending sediment waves in the BP regime have minimum
min
sedimentation numbers that are, on average, ⌃min
SW = 0.86. As a last comment here, ⌃SW will
increase as the fall speed of waves increases with increasing particle volume fraction that occurs
from BP to PC to TC regimes. This observation reflects the di↵ering particle buoyancy fluxes
carried by sediment waves away from the overshoot regions in each regime and it is useful
to estimate what are the relative particle loadings, which we constrain with the aid of a 1D
integral plume model as is discussed in Appendix B (Figure 2.17b).
The overall propensity for sediment waves to disperse before they reach the tank base
depends on ⌃max
SW , which will decline as the fall speed of waves increases with increasing particle
volume fraction (Figure 2.17). As the particle volume fraction entering the overshoot region
increases among experiments, ⌃max
SW decreases. There is no statistically significant separation
between jets with negatively or positively buoyant interstitial fluid.
Whereas the presence of particles is a primary control on the buoyancy of jet and sediment
wave mixtures, the contribution of the buoyancy of interstitial fluid (section 2.2.3) in these
mixtures to jet rise height, sediment wave dispersal height and, ultimately, jet regime, is
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c) Source Richardson Number vs. Sediment Wave Strouhal Number
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Figure 2.17: For jets with coarse particles in the BP regime (experiments # 48 & 52; pink markers),
PC (# 23, 35, 36, 39, 42, & 46; green markers) and TC (# 27 & 30; blue markers) regimes, we plot, in
log space, a): the source Richardson number against the minimum measured Sedimentation number,
defined with the maximum sediment wave velocity for that experiment ⌃min
SW = up /uSW , for particles
carried by sediment waves during an experiment and b): minimum sedimentation number versus
particle volume fraction taken at the LNB. c): Source Richardson number against the Strouhal
number for small sediment waves. In all plots, gray shading highlights experiments with buoyant
interstitial jet fluid.
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unclear. In particular, provided it remains coupled to the entrained particles within the mixture
positively buoyant interstitial fluid augments the source momentum flux for each jet and causes
Ri0 to decrease as it drives the bulk density of the mixture more towards the ambient density
(gray regions in Figures 2.12, 2.13 & 2.17). In this case, positively buoyant interstitial fluid
will push jets to occur in the PC and BP regimes (Figure 2.7). To gauge e↵ects on sediment
waves more insightfully, in Figure 2.17c, we show Ri0 vs. the sediment wave frequency
expressed through a Strouhal number Str (Equation 2.15) for the same experiments presented
in Figure 2.17a & 2.17b. Jets with dense interstitial fluid in the TC regime have the highest
frequencies compared to the buoyancy frequency N and are in the range 0.85 < StrSW < 1.25.
By contrast, jets with dense interstitial fluid occur in the PC and BP regimes with relatively
lower frequencies, 0.42 < StrSW < 0.78.
Overall, the buoyancy of interstitial fluid (section 2.2.3) separates experiments in the
Ri0 $ 0 , Ri0 $ ↵e , Ri0 $ ⌃SW and Ri0 $ StrSW parameter spaces (Figures 2.7,
2.12, 2.13, 2.17a & 2.17c), and leads to a factor two di↵erence in the coefficient for the jet
height scaling (Equations 2.7, 2.8 & 2.9 and Figure 2.13). Importantly, positively buoyant
interstitial jet fluid does not prevent sediment waves from descending to the tank base to
spread as ground-hugging gravity currents. As a final remark here, we reiterate that these
preliminary results are for conditions where buoyant interstitial fluid remains predominantly
coupled to entrained particles during the time to rise to Hf tn (cf. Equation 2.7). Potential
more complicated e↵ects related to extensive separation of buoyant interstitial fluid from the
relatively dense particle phase in the jet mixture may enter for particle sedimentation number
⌃ > 1. Such complications will also enter into more complete analyses of thermal buoyancy
e↵ects in natural eruptions and are beyond the scope of this work.

2.4.5

TC jet height, large sediment waves and resultant deposit

Sediment waves are observed visually to coincide with fluctuations in column height for fineand coarse-particle jets and this behavior is most apparent for jets in the TC regime. We
observe that a large amplitude and long period fluctuation in jet height is linked spatially to
the occurrence of a large sediment wave and a terrace in the resultant deposit (Figure 2.18).
Prior to reaching a statistically stationary average jet height, the initial jet rises to a global
maximum within the first ⇠ 5 s of the experiment. After this initial jet rise in a quiescent
ambient fluid, descending jet fluid above and along the jet edges lowers the average jet height
as the jet transitions into the steady-state period.
During the steady-state period, evident after ⇠ 5 s, the time series show a dominant
oscillation with a period of ⇠ 7 s and amplitude of ⇠ 3.5 cm. Inset color inverted images
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Figure 2.18: Time series of jet column top height of experiment #32 jet in the TC regime. Following
an initial ⇠ 5 s transient, the jet height evolves to a statistically stationary mean with a variability
related to relatively long period sediment waves and shorter period oscillations related to the jet
dynamics and stratification (see text). Red segments of height curve highlight four local minima in
height that follow the occurrence of large sediment waves descending around the jet. The time of
each large sediment wave occurrence is marked with a vertical line connecting to a pair of inverted
color and frame di↵erenced images of the large sediment wave, which is highlighted in the images
with a black arrow. a) Black and white image taken from an oblique angle of the resultant deposit
from this experiment. Black arrows mark four distinct concentric terraces at varying radii from the
vent in the middle. b) Top view of same deposit.

in Figure 2.18, paired with their frame di↵erenced counterparts, show four distinct instances,
the first of which occurs at the end of the transient period, where a large sediment wave falls
around the jet as the height approaches a local minimum value in the time series. Inset images
a) and b) in Figure 2.18 show four abrupt changes in the thickness of the annular deposit
(deposit terraces). The terraces are approximately axisymmetric with small wavelengths and
small amplitude variability in radius with azimuth.
The expression of terracing in deposit architectures depends on the particle loading. Figure
2.19 compares two cases with di↵erent source particle volume fraction. Where terraces are
present, the slope of the deposits is below the angle of repose for the saturated particle-fluid
mixture in the experiment (or the mixtures would collapse). The terraces also extend radially
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a) Low Total Particle Mass Injected

b) High Total Particle Mass Injected

1.5djet

1.5djet

Figure 2.19: Images of deposits emplaced by two coarse particle jets in the TC regime with di↵erent
source particle volume fractions. a): Deposit emplaced during experiment #30, in which 411 grams
total mass of particles was injected during the experiment. Terraces are marked with white arrows,
rim on the deposit cone marked with a solid circle and the outer boundary of the enhanced settling
annulus marked with a dotted circle. b): Deposit emplaced during experiment #27, in which 628
grams total mass of particles was injected during the experiment. The cone at the angle of repose of
the coarse particles is bounded by solid circles and occurs between the nozzle and the terrace with
smallest radius.

at a regularly spaced wavelength from the rim of the conical deposit, 1.2 < dep < 1.9 cm,
(exp. #27; Table 2.2). However, for experiments in the TC regime that inject a relatively
high overall total mass of particles (e.g. exp. #30), terraces are only apparent near the outer
boundary of the enhanced settling annulus (Figure 2.19b). For both deposits in Figure 2.19,
the farthest terrace is within 1.5 times the average jet radius from the vent.

2.4.6

Principal quantitative results

Taken together, the entrainment parameter, height scaling, spectral, sediment wave dynamics
and deposit geometry results support the following general characteristics of each steady-state
jet regime:
1. Buoyant Plume (BP) Regime
(a) A variable entrainment model assuming a local Ri control (Equation C.3 in
Appendix B; cf. Kaminski et al., 2005) underestimates the entrainment rate for
monodisperse coarse particle jets with 3.8 ± 1.8 < St0 < 6.0 ± 2.8 (inset in Figure
2.12).
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(b) The average jet height during steady-state is best predicted by Equation 2.7 with
Cf tn = 0.7 for jets with positively buoyant interstitial fluid and Cf tn = 1.3 for a jet
with dense interstitial fluid (Figure 2.13).
(c) For steady-state coarse particle jets, the dominant frequency with the second largest
power of periodic jet height oscillations, f2 in top panel of Figure 2.15, overlaps with
the frequency of small sediment waves, fSmlSW in top panel of Figure 2.15, which is
predicted by Equation 2.12.
(d) Jet height oscillations with the maximum power correspond to the fountain frequency and the response of the density stratification of the ambient fluid.
(e) Jet height oscillations above f2 , fOS and fSmlSW decay in power with a well-defined
power spectral slope that is comparable with a classical Ozmidov scaling, which
indicate that the rise and spread of coarse particle jets and the descent of small
sediment waves below the LNB in the BP regime involves extensive mixing across
the ambient density stratification (Figure 2.15).
(f) For coarse particle jets, through lateral spreading and entrainment, the descent
speed of sediment waves decreases rapidly to the terminal settling velocity of particles and sediment waves disperse before reaching the tank base (Figures 2.16 &
2.17).
2. Total Collapse Regime
(a) A variable entrainment model of jet rise (Equation C.3 in Appendix B; cf. Kaminski
et al., 2005) estimate for the rate of entrainment agrees well with a coarse particle
jet and a jet with coarse and fine particles, although it does not capture the behavior
of weaker (higher Ri0 ) coarse particle and particle free jets (inset in Figure 2.12).
For a constant entrainment model of jet rise an e↵ective entrainment parameter
value ↵f tn = 0.057 agrees well with all jets except for the jet with both coarse and
fine particles, which has 0.063 < ↵f tn = 0.082 (Figure 2.12).
(b) The average jet height is best predicted by Equation 2.7 with Cf tn = 1.3.
(c) For all steady-state jets, the frequency of periodic jet height oscillations with the
second highest power overlaps with the frequency of large sediment waves, which is
predicted by Equation 2.10 (Figure 2.15). The dominant frequency with the most
power overlaps with N (Equation 2.4). There is no well-defined power spectral
slope. Therefore there is no evidence of a continuous energy cascade and thus the
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dissipation mechanism does not involve predominantly mixing, or heat generated
through fully-developed turbulence.
(d) For coarse particle jets, sediment waves descend to the tank base at a speed larger
than the particle settling speed (Figures 2.16 & 2.17).
(e) Estimated particle volume fractions and frequencies of large sediment waves are
larger for jets in this regime than for jets in the BP or PC regimes (Figure 2.17b).
(f) Jet height oscillations are linked to the frequency of occurrence of large sediment
waves, which in turn are linked to the emplacement of terraces in the resulting
deposit (Figure 2.18).
(g) The radius of the outermost terrace in the proximal deposit is less than 1.5⇥ the
jet diameter at the average jet height. Terraces can be restricted to a smaller radial
range of the proximal deposit for jets with higher overall injected particle mass
(Figure 2.19).
3. Partial Collapse Regime
(a) As jet strength increases within this regime (decreasing Ri0 for given ; Figure 2.7),
the e↵ective entrainment parameter increases from one that is approximately ↵f tn
to values similar to ↵pl (Figure 2.12). A variable entrainment model underestimates
the entrainment rate for monodisperse jets with buoyant interstitial fluid at the
source, coarse particles in the range 4.5 ± 2.0 < St0 < 4.8 ± 2.2, Ri0 < 1.8 ⇥ 10 4
and 0 > 1.9 ⇥ 10 2 (inset in Figure 2.12). This same model overestimates the
entrainment rate for monodisperse jets with fine particles in the range 0.3 ± 0.2 <
St0 < 0.4 ± 0.2. The model underestimates the entrainment rate for a bidisperse jet
with particles in the range 0.6 ± 0.3 < St0 < 4.0 ± 1.9
(b) The average jet height is predicted by Equation 2.7 with Cf tn = 1.3 for non-buoyant
jets and Cf tn = 0.7 for jets with buoyant interstitial fluid (Figure 2.13).
(c) For steady-state coarse particle jets, the two dominant frequencies of periodic jet
height oscillations overlap with the frequencies of large and small sediment waves,
which are predicted by Equations 2.10 and 2.12 (Figure 2.15; Table 2.4).
(d) A well-defined power spectral slope is comparable to a classical Kolmogorov scaling between the source and overshoot fountain frequencies indicating that there is a
continuous energy cascade from large to small sediment waves and that the predominant energy sink in this frequency range is by turbulent dissipation (right column
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in Figure 2.15). For frequencies above the overshoot fountain frequency, the spectral slope is comparable to the Ozmidov scaling, indicating that the predominant
energy sink in this frequency range is linked to mixing across density interfaces by
the rising jet and descending sediment waves.
(e) For strong coarse particle jets near the BP regime (Figure 2.7), the velocity of sediment waves can decrease to the terminal settling velocity of particles and sediment
waves can disperse before reaching the tank base. For weaker coarse particle jets in
the middle of the PC regime and near the TC regime, sediment wave speed stays
above the terminal settling speed of the particles and descend to the tank base
where they transform into gravity currents (Figures 2.16 & 2.17).

2.5

Discussion: Eruption column gravitational stability
expressed through sediment wave dynamics, cloud
structure and deposit architecture

Plinian eruptions often emerge in the BP regime, transition to the PC regime and end in the
TC regime (Carey et al., 1988; Wilson, 1993; Kaminski & Jaupart, 2001; Hildreth & Fierstein,
2012; Castruccio et al., 2016). To accurately reconstruct eruption column dynamics from
remote sensing observations of umbrella cloud structures, time series of jet height oscillations
and analyses of deposit architectures, it is necessary to understand the evolution of an eruption
column from the BP to TC regime through a PC regime that spans a particularly large Ri0 parameter space for coarse- as well as fine-particle jets. Accordingly, we organize the next
discussion in terms of five overarching themes:
1. Particle sedimentation within the enhanced settling annulus evolves continuously from
predominantly individual particle settling to progressively more time-dependent and periodic sedimentation via small and large sediment waves from the BP!PC!TC regimes
(section 2.5.1).
2. The character of jet height oscillations reflects dynamical contributions from the lower
and overshoot fountain regions of an eruption column which shift with eruption regime,
and the response of the density stratification of the ambient fluid (cf. Equations 2.4, 2.10
and 2.12; section 2.5.2).
3. Coarse particles (1 < St0 < 10) enhance entrainment into jets in the BP and PC regimes
(section 2.5.3).
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4. The negative buoyancy of coarse particles increases the likelihood that sediment wave
mixtures reach the ground and, in turn, increase the likelihood for jet column collapse
(section 2.5.3)
5. Transitions from BP ! TC regimes are expressed through changes in the relative contributions of large and small sediment waves (Figure 2.15), which a↵ect both the structure
of resultant volcanic clouds (section 2.5.4) and architectures of deposits (section 2.5.5)
Following this discussion and bearing in mind the simplifications of our experiments compared
to volcanic jets that involve, for example, complex e↵ects related to interstitial fluid buoyancy
(section 2.2.3), we compare predictions from our conceptual models to remote sensing observations and deposit analyses of several well-studied Plinian eruptions as case studies (section
2.5.6). A useful outcome is that our work identifies specific observations that require additional
mechanics to those considered in this study, thereby defining a clear path of new research for
future studies.

2.5.1

Links between the BP and TC regimes through the
evolution of sediment waves in the PC regime: New
conceptual models

To illustrate how these predictions are expressed in direct observations as well as deposits,
we apply the results summarized in sections 2.3.6 and 2.4.6 to revise current well-established
conceptual models of plinian eruption column regimes (Figure 2.0). Specifically, this new view
highlights the:
1. Sensitivity of eruptive regime to Ri0 $ 0 conditions, depending on particle inertial
e↵ects modulated by the predominant particle size, which may evolve during an eruptive
episode.
2. Increasing importance of descending sediment waves governing eruption column collapse
with the smooth transition from the BP to PC to TC regimes (i.e. Ri0 and 0 increase
smoothly).
3. Existence and structure of an enhanced settling annulus where the character of sediment
waves exert a primary control on the architecture of the proximal deposit.
Guided by our experimental observations, we step through a plausible evolution of an
eruption column as it transitions from the BP regime to the TC regime through a relatively
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extensive PC regime (Figures 2.0 & 2.1). For this discussion, we assume that 0 remains constant and explore how changes in Ri0 govern eruption column regime transitions. Beginning
in the BP regime, a typical monotonic decline in the excess pressure driving magma thorugh a
volcanic conduit and/or concomitant vent erosion can cause Ri0 to increase, driving an eruption towards a BP-PC regime transition (Figure 2.7). Sediment waves descend farther below
the umbrella cloud LNB within the enhanced settling annulus, dispersing before they reach
Earth’s surface (Figure 2.19d). This process is expressed as tephra-gas mixtures undershooting
to a lower height below the umbrella cloud (cf. Figure 2.8 & Supplemental Video 2) and large
amplitude oscillations (cf. Figure 6 in Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). Whereas, larger particles
with the highest inertia and terminal fall speeds settle individually from dispersing sediment
waves, the remaining buoyant mixture rises and spreads as phoenix cloud layers below the umbrella cloud. Under these transitional conditions, sediment wave-sediment wave interactions
can cause sediment waves to merge and increase their downward momentum and buoyancy
fluxes such that they descend to the ground to transform into pyroclastic flows. In contrast,
sediment wave-phoenix cloud interactions can cause sediment waves to disperse higher in the
atmosphere as positively buoyant phoenix cloud fluid mixes with and increases the buoyancy
of sediment wave interstitial fluid (section 2.3; cf. Figures 2.10 and 2.10).
As Ri0 increases to the parameter space well within the PC regime (Figure 2.7), relatively high particle concentration sediment waves are larger in volume, descend around the
eruption column at higher speed and transform into axisymmetric pyroclastic flows when they
impact the ground, spreading out from the enhanced settling annulus (Figure 2.19e). E↵ects
of simultaneous partitioning of the tephra-gas mixture to buoyancy fluxes driving lateral cloud
spreading and the vertical descent of sediment waves are expressed with multiple phoenix cloud
layers spreading below the umbrella cloud and pyroclastic flows spreading from the eruption
column base where sediment waves impact the ground. Sediment wave-sediment wave and
sediment wave-phoenix cloud interactions occur with less frequency in the BP regime. In addition, phoenix clouds rising from pyroclastic flows can spread below or interact and merge with
phoenix cloud layers spreading from dispersed sediment waves. Overall, ash clouds can spread
at some or at all heights between the ground and the base of the umbrella cloud, producing
a multiply-layered ash cloud that is a characteristic feature of eruptions in the PC regime
(Figures 2.0b 2.19b and 2.23).
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New Conceptual Models for Eruption Column Regimes
Experiments
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Figure 2.19: (previous page) Top panel): Images of experimental jets in this study with steady
source parameters and coarse particles, in the BP (a), PC (b) and TC (c) column regimes. All
experiments show periodic sediment waves (black arrows) descending along the jet edge. Pink colors
show spreading clouds for the BP and PC regimes. Gravity currents are shown spreading along the
tank base for the TC regime. Bottom panel): New conceptual models of explosive eruption columns
in the BP, PC and TC regimes. The size of sketched sediment waves (dotted outlines marked with
”SW”) increases from the BP to TC regime, reflecting an increase in sediment wave descent velocity
and volume. The left side of each sketch shows the path of erupted mixture during ascent and descent,
partitioning of erupted mixture into cloud layers or sediment waves, Fingering or Individual Particle
Settling (IPS) sedimentation processes and the predicted deposit stratigraphy extending radially from
the source (black triangles), which is labeled as the proximal, medial and distal sections of the deposit.
The bottom right side shows the expected deposit thickness profile with increasing distance from the
source. Arrows below figure show the change in sediment wave dynamics, Ri0 and 0 among the
regimes. d: Eruption column in the BP regime with Hf tn marking the transition from the ”fountain”
to the ”plume” region of the column. e: Eruption column in the PC regime. The fountain region
(Ftn; e.g. Figures 2.0g, 2.3 & 2.4b) is marked with diagonal dotted lines up to Hf tn . The enhanced
settling annulus is bounded in the same way as for the BP regime, however, the proximal deposit in
the PC regime extends to the farthest distance that a pyroclastic flow flows from the source region.
f : Eruption column in the TC regime. The proximal deposit is defined in the same way that it is for
the PC regime and there is only a distal deposit where relatively fine particles settle from phoenix
cloud layers.

When Ri0 increases to the TC regime (Figure 2.7), > 90% of the erupted mixture volume
collapses to form pyroclastic flows (Figure 2.19f). This regime is characterized by relatively
large volume and high particle concentration sediment waves that do not interact (analogous
to panel d in Figure 2.10). With impact at the ground sediment waves transform into axisymmetric pyroclastic flows with corresponding phoenix clouds ascending to spread into phoenix
cloud layers.
We hypothesize that the reverse of this evolution, potentially in response to increasing
volcanic gas fluxes or magma overpressures, is also a similarly continuous process: an eruption
column in the TC regime becoming stronger and more gravitationally stable as Ri0 decreases
and transitioning to the PC regime and then to the BP regime. In this scenario sediment waves
become smaller in volume, less concentrated, descending at a slower velocity and increasingly
produce non-axisymmetric pyroclastic flows (where they occur).
As a final comment in this part of the discussion, this evolution with increasing or decreasing Ri0 is deliberately simplified. The evolution can be complicated by, for example,
abrupt changes in Ri0 , 0 or St through transient shifts in source parameters and through
re-entrainment of particles settling within the enhanced settling annulus (Veitch & Woods,
2000).
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2.5.2

Links between source parameters and eruption regimes
through sediment waves

Observational constraints on the source parameters of explosive eruptions are typically limited to estimates of mass eruption rate on the basis of deposit mass and eruption duration
or eruption column height (Mastin et al., 2009; Aubry et al., 2017b). However, estimates of
eruption source parameters independent of deposit mass, eruption duration and eruption column height are available for the 1980 eruption of Mt. St. Helens, which occurred in the PC
regime (Carey & Sigurdsson, 1985). Carey & Sigurdsson (1985) constrain the exit velocity
to 200-330 m/s on the basis of pyroclast dispersal, Andrews & Gardner (2009) constrain the
vent diameter between 25-37 m and the mixture bulk density to 2 kg/m3 , and combined with
Jessop et al. (2016) conduit flow modeling, constrain the particle volume fraction exiting the
vent ranges between 1-22%. These estimates provide a range of volcanic jet strength between
O(10 3 ) < Ri0 < O(10 1 ) demonstrating that the lower bound for Ri0 (i.e. maximum
estimate of jet strength) and range of 0 places the 1980 eruption of Mt. St. Helens near the
PC/TC regime boundary on Figure 2.7, in agreement with direct observations from the field of
simultaneous spreading of the umbrella cloud and PDCs, as well as observations of alternating
air-fall and PDC layering in the proximal deposit (Criswell, 1987; Carey et al., 1990).
If observations of ash cloud structure (section 2.5.4) or inferences from deposit architecture
(section 2.5.5) indicate that an eruption is in the PC regime, these observations can independently constrain Ri0 to within one or two orders of magnitude, depending on estimates of
0 (Figure 2.7; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). Similarly, if these types of data indicate that the
eruption is in the BP or TC regimes, this immediately bounds the minimum and maximum
values of Ri0 , respectively. Therefore, field observations of ash cloud structure and deposit
architecture combined with Figure 2.7 provide a useful new method for constraining eruption
source parameters.
Consistency with previous studies: Fountain dynamics govern periodic column
collapse
Periodic oscillations of coarse- and fine-particle jet heights are related to the steady momentum
and buoyancy fluxes of the jet mixture at the source and fluid LNB through equations 2.10
and 2.12 (Table 2.4; Figures 2.15 and 2.17). Our results in Figure 2.15 show that the dominant
frequency of periodic jet height oscillations is predicted with equation 2.10, in agreement with
the classic fountain frequency scaling first proposed by Turner (1966) and tested rigorously
by Burridge & Hunt (2013) for the “forced” fountain regime ( Ri0 < 0.5). Neri & Dobran
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Figure 2.20: Model sketches of the cycle of large sediment waves growing at the top and descending
around multiphase jets in the TC regime. Blue outline marks visible boundary of multiphase flow,
vertical dashed lines mark inner upward flow of the fountain, dashed circle marks sediment wave
control volume and black arrows indicate flow of fountain mixture. a) Sediment wave volume grows
at top of fountain supplied by a steady volume flux. b) Sediment wave volume at fountain top
flattens due to the restoring buoyancy force of the ambient density stratification. c) Downflows into
growing sediment waves take material from the overshoot region, reducing overall jet height. d)
Descending sediment wave volume evolves into a toroidally-shaped sediment thermal (Bush et al.,
2003) descending around the fountain. Pink arrows indicate the onset of circulation within the
sediment wave. The fountain height recovers and another sediment wave control volume begins to
grow at the fountain top. e) Circulation within the sediment wave develops in the form of two
counter-rotating vortices with divergence and convergence zones at the base and top of the ring,
respectively. Blue arrows and question marks indicate unknown exchange of mixture volume between
descending sediment wave and upflowing fountain (cf. Bloomfield and Kerr 2000). Red arrows and
question marks indicate unknown volume flux of ambient fluid into sediment wave. f ) Sediment wave
descends to tank base to spread as a ground-hugging gravity current. The process repeats as the next
growing sediment wave volume begins to flatten.

(1994) simulate collapsing eruption columns with 0.3 < Ri0 < 6.8, covering a range of
fountain regimes from “very weak” to “forced”, according to Burridge & Hunt (2013). For
their simulation A2, with Ri0 = 1.7 placing it in the ”very weak” fountain regime (Burridge
& Hunt, 2013), they report a range of dominant frequencies 0.02 < f < 0.06 Hz of velocity
oscillations at the top of the fountain (or jet) of the simulated eruption column (Figure 6b
in their study). The dominant frequency f = 0.06 Hz agrees with the predicted fountain
frequency for very weak fountains, ff tn = 0.06 Hz (Equation 3.23 in Burridge & Hunt, 2013).
Suzuki et al. (2016) observed periodic collapse of material from the fountain-plume transition
height for two 3D numerical simulations of strong volcanic jets with source parameters near the
BP-TC transition. Taken together, the results of Neri & Dobran (1994), Suzuki et al. (2016)
and this study, along with the fountain classification scheme presented in Burridge & Hunt
(2013), strongly suggest that the collapse of eruption columns can be periodic and predicted
if eruptive source parameters are known.
We extend the work of Neri & Dobran (1994) and Burridge & Hunt (2013) by applying
an appropriate fountain scaling to the overshoot region of jets in the BP and PC regimes,
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consistent with our results in Figure 2.15 and section 2.4.6. For eruption columns in the TC
regime, the mean top height of the eruption column, Hf tn , can be predicted with equation
2.7 (for example, see Figure 2.13) and will oscillate about this mean height at N and ff tn ,
which can be predicted with Equations 4 and 2.10 (for example see bottom panel in Figure
2.15 Turner, 1966). The growth and collapse of the top of the column is expressed through
annular sediment waves collapsing periodically from Hf tn at ff tn (Figure 2.15) which, in turn,
generate axisymmetric gravity currents flowing radially from the base of the eruption column
(Figure 2.19f). Oscillations of Hf tn at the fountain frequency ff tn will be accompanied by
oscillations in the jet radius, rf tn , as sediment waves grow and collapse from this region. For
example, although the jet column of the polydisperse experiment #43 (Figure 2.11) is occluded
by gravity currents and phoenix clouds during steady-state, fluctuations in rf tn correspond
with the growth and collapse of large axisymmetric sediment waves (Supplemental Video 3).
Thus, real-time measurements of the eruption column top height and diameter provide two
independent methods to measure ff tn and, in turn, the frequency of column collapse leading
to pyroclastic flows.
For eruption columns in the BP and PC regimes, fluctuations of Hf tn , consistent with
equations 2.4 and 2.10, and HOS , consistent with equation 2.12 will each contribute to eruption
column top height fluctuations (Figure 2.15). A clue to which height fluctuation, Hf tn and
HOS , will contribute more to overall eruption column top height fluctuations is the ratio of
the normalized power of ff tn and fOS in Figure 2.15, defined as Pf tn /POS . For experiments
in the BP regime Pf tn /POS ⇡ 2.0 and is similar for experiments in the PC regime with
Pf tn /POS ⇡ 4.0, indicating that the contribution of fluctuations of Hf tn , arising from the BVfrequency or source fountain frequency, contribute more than fluctuations of HOS , arising from
the overshoot fountain frequency, to the overall power of jet column top height fluctuations in
the BP and PC regimes.
The largest overturning motions at the top of a jet are set by the diameter of the jet at
this height (Figure 2.20; Burridge & Hunt, 2013). The sediment wave radius is defined as the
lateral extent of a sediment wave from the jet boundary to its outermost part. We expect the
sediment wave radius to be set by the average jet radius, rf tn taken at Hf tn for large sediment
waves descending next to jets in the PC and TC regimes and rLN B taken at HLN B for small
sediment waves descending next to jets in the PC and BP regimes. Assuming sediment waves
do not grow significantly during descent through entrainment, consistent with our experiments,
we expect the outermost part of large and small sediment waves to impact the tank base within
1.5rf tn and 1.5rLN B , respectively (Figure 2.19; see section 2.5.5 for further discussion).
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Figure 2.21: Ri0 $ 0 regime diagrams from Carazzo & Jellinek (2012) (a) and this study (b). Dotted lines show boundary
between BP regime and collapsing regimes, which was determined with a 1D integral model in Carazzo & Jellinek (2012). Black
arrows show qualitative change in boundary due to presence of inertial particles in jet mixtures from this study. c) A modified
multiphase jet regime diagram where the source Richardson number is multiplied by the source Stokes and Sedimentation number
of the median particle size to form a “jet stability” number ⇤0 (Equation 2.16). The jet stability number accounts for particle-fluid
coupling and buoyancy e↵ects on entrainment and the gravitational stability of jets, respectively.

The spectral slopes of multiphase jet height oscillations (right column of Figure 2.15) provide insight into how mechanical energy delivered to multiphase jet columns is dissipated in
each regime. For the BP and PC regimes, the maximum mechanical energy in the spectra
enters at ff tn , which induces a response of the tank stratification at the frequency N that
sets the lowest frequency of jet height oscillations (a fundamental mode). In the BP regime
50% of the maximum mechanical energy enters at fOS . In the PC regime, the response of the
stratification generates turbulence at frequencies between N and fOS and excites large and
small sediment waves at these frequencies, respectively, with 25% of the maximum mechanical
energy entering at fOS . In both regimes at frequencies above fOS mechanical energy is dissipated according to the Ozmidov -11/3 scaling, which indicates energy carried by sediment
waves is consumed by molecular mixing across density interfaces.
Mingotti & Woods (2016) use experiments to investigate fine-particle jets with 2 ⇥ 10 3 <
Ri0 < 2.3 ⇥ 10 2 and 10 3 < 0 < 10 2 . They find that the fountain mixture either collapses
to the tank base or particles decouple from the fluid at the fountain top and settle individually
while the fluid rises as a buoyant plume (Figure 7 in their study). They propose a model for
the growth and collapse of a spherical volume of mixture at the top of a multiphase fountain,
which they use to predict the period of height oscillations (see equation 3.5 in their study) and
recover the classic fountain frequency scaling (Equation 2.10) with a constant of Ff tn = 0.5,
which is consistent with that found previously for fountains in Burridge & Hunt (2013). For
our relatively stronger and higher particle volume fraction multiphase jets in the TC regime,
with Ri0 ⇠ O(10 4 ) and 0 > 10 2 , we find Ff tn = 0.7, which is in agreement with that found
for the lowest Ri0 range of fountains in Burridge & Hunt (2013, see their Figure 11). Whereas
Mingotti & Woods (2016) introduce a conceptual model that implies asymmetric collapse of
the fountain top mixture in a spherical volume (Figure 7a in their study), we observe the
collapse of jets in the TC regime in this study to be characterized by annular sediment waves
(Figures 2.9 & 2.20), indicating that the fountain top mixture predominantly collapses in the
shape of a torus. We do observe small sediment waves that fall asymmetrically on either side of
multiphase jets in all regimes that may be well described by the spherical geometry assumed by
Mingotti & Woods (2016). The shape of the collapsing mixture is important in the context of
pyroclastic flows where a toroidal shape would generate axisymmetric pyroclastic flows flowing
radially from the eruption column base (Figure 2.9) as opposed to a spherical shape that would
generate pyroclastic flows flowing radially from one side or another of the column base. We
discuss the implications of sediment wave shape for deposit architecture in section 2.5.5.
On the basis of our quantitative results in Figure 2.15 and Table 2.4, we expect the commonly referenced “boiling over” regime (Rowley et al., 1985; Criswell, 1987; Pacheco-Hoyos
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et al., 2018; Suñe-puchol et al., 2019) of eruptions in the TC regime space of Figure 2.7 to
be potentially be characterized by ff tn (Equation 2.10). In the limit of weak and relatively
concentrated eruptions, with low u0 and 0 , we expect ff tn to be sufficiently high such that
the interval between column collapse events becomes small enough that mass fluxes delivered
to PDCs can be considered e↵ectively continuous. In the deposit close to or within the enhanced settling annulus, we expect PDCs generated in this regime to emplace massive deposit
layers lacking clear flow boundaries in the stratigraphy. In the limit of strong and relatively
dilute eruptions, we expect ff tn to be sufficiently low such that column collapse events generate PDCs intermittently or periodically, rather than continuously. In this case, we expect
deposit layers emplaced by intermittent or periodic PDCs to have identifiable flow boundaries
in the stratigraphy. It is important to note that transport processes occurring within PDCs
can lead to layering within the PDC deposit stratigraphy (Brown and Andrews, 2015, Dufek,
2015) and it may not be possible to determine whether PDC deposit layering originates from
transport processes, variations in eruption source parameters or episodic column collapse. In
addition, whether Equation 2.10 can be reliably used to discriminate between intermittent or
periodic column collapse versus boiling over requires further investigation of the applicability
of this equation to fountain mixtures with more varied particle size distributions than those
investigated in this study and a careful comparison of inferred eruption source parameters with
inferred PDC intervals from deposit stratigraphy (e.g. Sections 2.5.6 & 2.5.6; Rosi et al., 2001;
Di Muro et al., 2008).

2.5.3

E↵ects of particle size, particle buoyancy and sediment
waves on entrainment

We now turn to the e↵ects of particle size (i.e., St #) on entrainment of ambient fluid into
the jet column. Previous studies estimating entrainment into fountains investigate a range
of Ri0 > 10 1 , significantly larger than the Ri0 < 10 3 conditions we explore (Baines
et al., 1990; Lin & Armfield, 2004; Bloomfield & Kerr, 2000; Carazzo et al., 2010). Figure
2.12 shows that the best-fitting e↵ective entrainment parameter for our results is a function
of Ri0 . A variable entrainment model (Appendix B; Kaminski et al., 2005; Carazzo et al.,
2006) underestimates the rate of entrainment for monodisperse coarse (3.8 < St0 < 6) and
a fine particle (St0 ⇡ 0.5) jet, as well as bidisperse jets (10 1 < St0 < 10), all with Ri0 <
1.8 ⇥ 10 4 (inset in Figure 2.12). In contrast, for two fine particle jets with 0.3 < St0 < 0.4
and Ri0 > 2.3 ⇥ 10 4 the variable entrainment model overestimates the rate of entrainment.
These results are broadly consistent with those from experiments on analog particle-laden
jets in Jessop & Jellinek (2014) and also on grid-stirred turbulent entrainment and mixing in
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Lherm & Jellinek (2019) and supports the hypothesis that inertial particles with St ⇠ 1 can
enhance entrainment whereas particles with St < 1 can inhibit entrainment. With enhanced
entrainment the density of our coarse-particle jets will evolve towards the density of the ambient
fluid over a shorter height of rise than particle-free cases. This expectation predicts that inertial
particles should help to stabilize multiphase jet columns in the BP regime. However, we find
that the boundary between the BP and PC regime for coarse particle jets occurs at a Ri0
approximately one order of magnitude lower than is the case for fine particle jets in Carazzo
& Jellinek (2012; Figure 2.21a-b). Therefore, although entrainment is enhanced, the net e↵ect
of the presence of inertial particles is to favor jet collapse.
Clues to the dependence on median particle size for the gravitational stability of multiphase
jets include additional mixture buoyancy e↵ects that are potentially enhanced compared to
Carazzo & Jellinek (2012) through larger particle sizes for given particle concentrations 0 . To
capture the potential e↵ects of median particle size on turbulent entrainment of ambient fluid
into the jet and on gravitational stability we introduce a “jet stability number”
⇤0 =

⌧p,0
g 0 r0
Ri0
= 02
⌧s,0
u0

✓

⇢p d2p
18f µf

◆✓

up
r0

◆

(2.16)

where up is the settling velocity of the median particle size. Defined in this way, the jet stability
number captures the e↵ects of particle-fluid coupling on turbulent entrainment and on mixture
buoyancy by modifying the source Richardson number with the ratio of the particle response
time to fluid accelerations ⌧p,0 to the particle settling time ⌧s,0 through an eddy just above
the source with radius r0 . Where ⌧s < ⌧p , particle settling is fast compared to eddy turnover
time and the e↵ective Ri0 increases driving the jet towards the TC regime. Where ⌧s ⇠ ⌧p ,
particles remain in suspension and coupled to entraining eddies and Ri0 is unchanged. Where
⌧s > ⌧p , particle inertial e↵ects modify eddies near the jet source and enhance entrainment
(cf. Jessop & Jellinek, 2014; Lherm & Jellinek, 2019), the e↵ective Ri0 decreases and jets
evolve towards the BP regime. When cast in the parameter space of the jet stability number
and particle volume fraction, multiphase jets in Carazzo & Jellinek (2012) and this study
consistently occur in the PC regime for 3 ⇥ 10 7 < ⇤0 < 4 ⇥ 10 5 and 7 ⇥ 10 3 < 0 < 6 ⇥ 10 2
despite varying particle size distributions (Figure 2.21c).
More generally, however, these comparisons must be carried out with caution. Although
they are conducted with comparable stratification strengths, the Carazzo & Jellinek (2012)
experiments as well as those by Jessop & Jellinek (2014) are carried out in a two-layer system
with a stepwise rather than linear density gradient. Because the local Ri conditions governing
mixing and sedimentation at each level of jet rise are distinct in these two setups, predictions
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for both the influence of inertial particles on the e↵ective entrainment parameter and for the
precise conditions for a BP will di↵er in quantitative detail. Nonetheless, we suggest future
studies investigate whether jets occurring near the BP/PC regime transition in ⇤0 $ 0 space
undergo late collapse at times beyond the duration of experiments conducted in Carazzo &
Jellinek (2012) and this study.

2.5.4

Controls on ash cloud structure by sediment wave dynamics

Insights into and inferences from cloud structure
The structures of clouds spreading from the multiphase jets in this study are an expression
of the underlying jet column regime (Figures 2.0, 2.10 and panel c in 2.10). For jets with
relatively low Ri0 and 0 in the BP regime near the BP-PC regime transition (Figure 2.7),
the majority of the mixture volume descending from the overshoot region spreads laterally at
a level of neutral buoyancy as an umbrella cloud. A relatively small fraction of the mixture
buoyancy flux from the overshoot region is also carried by small asymmetric sediment waves
below the umbrella cloud (Figure 2.10a and BP column of panel c in Figure 2.10). The
height of the overshoot region sets the gravitational potential energy that is released through
the periodic descent of small sediment waves that overshoot the LNB into the undershoot
region as momentum-driven fountains. These downflows are akin to those feeding the growth
of gravitationally unstable particle boundary layers at umbrella cloud bases in Carazzo &
Jellinek (2012) (their Figure 6). A critical di↵erence to this earlier work is that this process
occurs in a linear density gradient. As these periodic features descend, spread and mix with
the ambient fluid density, buoyant interstitial fluid from the overshoot region detrains as rising
phoenix clouds that spread and mix with ambient layers more dense than those at the umbrella
cloud LNB to form phoenix cloud layers beneath the umbrella cloud. This process is apparent
in experiment #52, where small sediment waves descend to heights below the umbrella cloud
where they disperse. In particular, 32 s into the experiment, a phoenix cloud layer begins
spreading below the umbrella cloud (Supplemental Video 5 and BP column of panel c in
Figure 2.10). Although they may occur in concert, these are distinct processes from the
production of internal cloud layering through the excitation of internal waves and di↵usive
particle convection, which can occur for very low Ri0 (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2013b), but may
be similar to the processes driving multiple cloud layer spreading in Van Eaton et al. (2012).
Oscillations of the cloud base driven by flows from the overshoot region across the LNB
to gravitationally unstable particle boundary layers forming at cloud bases are features of
multiphase jets in the BP regime and can give rise to mammatus as well as to so-called
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“late collapse” events, where they grow to be very large in amplitude (Carazzo & Jellinek,
2012). Undershooting eruption mixtures are also apparent in images of the 2011 eruption of
Puyehue Cordon-Caulle, Chile (Figure 2.22a)). In the presence of a linear density gradient
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Figure 2.22: a) Eruption column and umbrella cloud during the eruption of Puyehue Volcano, Chile
(2011; Carey & Bursik, 2015). Overshooting tephra-gas mixtures marked with an upward-pointing
black arrow are visible above the umbrella cloud with a vertical length marked as hOS whereas
undershooting tephra-gas mixtures marked with downward-pointing black arrows are visible below
the umbrella cloud with a vertical length marked with hU S . The LNB is marked with a dotted black
line, however all marked length scales are qualitative and not to scale. Reprinted from Carey &
Bursik (2015) with permission from Elsevier. b) Image taken 25.8 s into experiment #49 before a
late partial column collapse occurs. White bars mark hOS and hU S and the Collapse # (⇣) is less
than one. c) Image taken 41 s into the same experiment where the Collapse # is approaching unity.
Late collapse occurs ⇡12 s later.
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in the ambient, experiment #49 shows that for a jet initially occurring in the BP regime,
undershooting mixtures can reach lower heights next to the jet column over time and drive a
transition from the BP to the PC regime (supplemental video 2). From this observation we
infer a positive feedback cycle as follows: 1) Undershooting mixtures, which are more dense
than the ambient fluid, are re-entrained into the upper regions of the sustained jet column; 2)
The bulk density of the jet mixture as it passes the LNB is increased, compared to jet mixtures
injected before undershoots are re-entrained, and the jet overshoot and mixture LNB heights
are reduced; 3) Subsequent undershooting mixtures progressively reach lower heights next to
the jet column; 4) The process repeats until undershooting mixtures reach the tank base. In
this scenario, undershooting mixtures are considered sediment waves, however, particle-free
jets can exhibit this same behavior as particles are not required to drive undershoots of jet
fluid as it spreads into an umbrella cloud, hence our use of the more general term “undershoots”
to describe this process which applies to single or multiphase jets.
On the basis of observations of hU S increasing over time during experiments #49 and #50
(section 2.5.3; Supplemental Video 2) and the undershoot positive feedback cycle driving jet
columns towards collapse, we propose that the ratio of overshoot to undershoot heights, which
reflects the partitioning of buoyancy flux from the overshoot region to lateral spreading and
vertical motions provides a useful and intuitive metric for determining the stability of the plume
region of an eruption column with source parameters near the BP-PC regime transition or in
the PC regime (Figure 2.7). We define this eruption column stability metric as the “Collapse
Number”
hU S
⇣=
.
(2.17)
hOS
Here ⇣ < 1 corresponds to a condition where the overshoot height is relatively large and
the majority of the buoyancy flux from the overshoot region spreads laterally to drive the
spread of an umbrella cloud (BP column in panel a in Figure 2.10). This condition marks
a stable umbrella cloud. By contrast, where ⇣
1, the undershoot height is relatively large
and a greater fraction of the buoyancy flux from the overshoot region is carried below the
LNB to excite large sediment waves. This condition marks an unstable umbrella cloud and
is indicative of potential eruption column collapse. This picture is consistent with the large
amplitude undershoot conditions identified to lead to late collapse events in Carazzo & Jellinek
(2012) and it is likely that this regime is an expression of a PC regime in the absence of a
linear density gradient in the ambient fluid layer. This potential dynamical similarity with
Carazzo & Jellinek (2012) suggests that equation 2.17 can be related to the source conditions
through a model akin to Appendix B. However, developing and testing this hypothesis is not
trivial and beyond the scope of this study. Of significant and practical use, the value of ⇣ is
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a)

b)

Figure 2.23: a) Image taken 40 s into experiment #14 in which a multiply-layered particle cloud
spreads from a polydisperse jet in the PC regime. b) Image of a multiply-layered ash cloud spreading
from the eruption of Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat (2010; from Wadge et al., 2014, Figure 1.28).

readily estimated with satellite and ground-based remote sensing observations and can serve
as a method to monitor the stability of an eruption column in real-time.
Within the PC regime, phoenix clouds rise from descending sediment waves that completely
or partially disperse during their descent, as well as from gravity currents flowing along the
tank base (Figure 2.10b and PC column of panel c in Figure 2.10). In addition, intermittent
sediment wave-sediment wave interactions and sediment wave-phoenix cloud interactions can
lead to phoenix cloud intrusions at many heights between the base of the umbrella and the tank
(panels d and e in PC column of Figure 2.10). Taken together, these sediment wave processes
drive the formation of multiply-layered clouds and are a distinctive feature of multiphase jets
in the PC regime (Figure 2.23, cf. Van Eaton et al., 2012).
Figure 2.23 shows a striking resemblance between the multiply-layered particle cloud
spreading from a multiphase jet in the PC regime and the multiply-layered ash cloud spreading from the 2010 eruption of Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat (Wadge et al., 2014). Our
experiments suggest that the multiply-layered ash cloud produced by this eruption is fed by an
eruption column in the PC regime (Figures 2.10 and 2.10). Moreover, the source parameters
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of this eruption column are not required to be unsteady, which is the conventional view. Our
experiments demonstrate that steady source parameters can produce a multiply-layered ash
cloud. As a final remark here, Figure 2.11 demonstrates that, when fine particles are present,
descending sediment waves may be veiled by phoenix clouds rising and spreading around a
multiphase jet column in the TC regime (see also Figure 11 in Carey et al., 1988). However,
our analyses of height oscillations shows that the occurrence of sediment waves can be inferred
from time series of the cloud height.
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Figure 2.24: a) Compared to the conceptual model sketches in Figure 2.19e-f, we present alternative
conceptual model sketches for an eruption in the PC regime, with statistically stationary source
parameters Ri0 $ 0 , (cf. Figures 2.19e & 2.23) where phoenix clouds rise to a similar LNB as the
spreading umbrella cloud. In this case, phoenix clouds completely veil the volcanic jet. b) Alternative
conceptual model sketch for an eruption in the TC regime (cf. Figure 2.19e) where phoenix clouds
rise higher than the top of the veiled collapsing volcanic jet. Both of these models are constrained
by the experimental results of this study, Figure 2.23, and the observations on June 15, 1991 at
01:41 and 06:00-06:34 (PDT) of a co-ignimbrite eruption column (i.e. phoenix clouds) forming an
oblate overshoot region above the umbrella cloud of the 1991 Pinatubo eruption (see Figures 3 & 4
in Holasek et al., 1996).

For coarse-, fine-, and bidisperse-particle jets in the TC regime > 90% of the mixture
collapses as periodic sediment waves, carrying buoyant interstitial jet fluid to the tank base to
form particle-driven gravity currents. As solid particles settle and compact during flow along
the tank base, interstitial fluid rises as phoenix clouds that mix with the ambient stratification
to collectively spread to form a single phoenix cloud layer (Figure 2.10b). Sediment wavesediment wave and sediment wave-phoenix cloud interactions do not occur in this regime
(Figure 2.10d-e). Significantly, the lack of sediment wave-sediment wave and sediment wave93

phoenix cloud interactions may explain why intermittently rising phoenix clouds carry a similar
buoyancy flux, consistent with the formation of a single cloud layer.
Although our results provide a promising diagnostic of eruptions in the TC regime, the
dynamics of natural pyroclastic flows are more complicated than the gravity currents flowing
along the tank base in our experiments and, thus, our predicted single cloud structure must
be viewed cautiously. In particular, the distribution and magnitude of the buoyancy flux
carried by intermittent phoenix clouds can be a↵ected by various processes not captured by
our experiments, including locally-varying gas compressibility and fluidization (Roche et al.,
2016), erosion of the substrate over which pyroclastic flows propagate (Roche et al., 2013) and
time- and spatially-varying processes governing the deposition of the suspended particle load
over potentially complex topography (Dufek & Bergantz, 2007a). Resultant variations in the
buoyancy fluxes released to drive phoenix clouds, which can also impact the character of their
mixing with the ambient atmosphere can lead to phoenix cloud layers spreading at various
LNB heights.

2.5.5

Links between sediment wave dynamics and deposit
architecture

A key new observation from this study are the terraced deposits that characterize the proximal
deposit architecture emplaced by jets with coarse particles in the PC and TC regimes (Figures
2.11, 2.19 and 2.19e-f). Figure 2.19 shows that the radius of the outermost terrace of any
experiment is always within 1.5 jet diameters. The jet diameter, taken at the HLN B for jets
in the PC regime and at Hf tn for jets in the TC regime, sets the maximum lateral length
scale of any flow structure developing in this region of the jet. Therefore, we expect the
radial extent of large annular sediment waves to be proportional to this length scale, which is
consistent with our observations of their periodic descent within the enhanced settling annulus
and their impact with the tank base within 1.5 jet diameters from the source (Figures 2.18,
2.19 and 2.19). Further evidence for the formation of terraces upon impact of sediment waves
with the tank base can be seen in Figure 2.25 in which a top view of the first sediment wave
impacting the tank base is shown for a coarse particle mixture injected through an annular
nozzle forming a jet in the TC regime. In Figure 2.25d, the outermost terrace is within the
radius of the first sediment wave as it impacts the tank base (Figure 2.25a). On the basis
of jet radius at HLN B (PC) or Hf tn (TC) setting sediment wave radius combined with the
observations of the experiment in Figure 2.25, we conclude that each terrace is the result of
coarse particles settling rapidly during impact of a large sediment wave with the tank base.
Outward flow of particle-driven gravity currents may erode or augment the deposit topography
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Top View of Experiment Simulating Caldera Eruption
a) Gravity current initiation upon
impact of sediment wave with
tank base. Very small variations
in propagation front radius

t=0s

b) Small variations in propagation
front radius develop

t = 0.3 s

c) Small radius variations become
larger

t = 0.6 s

d) Terrace boundary contours around
deposit at radius of gravity current
initiation and shows very small
variations in radius

3 cm

Figure 2.25: Top view of gravity currents spreading axisymetrically from the base of a jet injected
through an annular nozzle and occurring in the TC regime. a) Propagation of gravity currents just
after impact of sediment wave with the tank base. White arrows indicate propagation direction of
gravity current fronts and white bar marks the radius of the enhanced settling annulus. Note the
relatively smooth front of the spreading gravity currents. b) As gravity currents spread, white arrows
point to the development of small-scale variations in the radius of the gravity current propagation
fronts from the vent. c) Variations in the radius of the gravity current fronts become larger, implying
lateral variations in propagation front velocities of gravity currents as they spread outside of the
enhanced settling annulus. d) Resulting terraced deposit from this experiment with white arrows
marking small-scale variations in terrace radius from the vent. White bars highlight linear features
extending radially from the vent that may be linked to lateral velocity variations in the gravity current
propagation fronts highlighted in b) and c).

as particles settle onto this terraced structure. However, Figures 2.19 implies that the essential
periodic terracing is preserved.
Predictions for the particle volume fraction of pyroclastic flows spreading around volcanic
jets in the PC and TC regimes, and therefore the characteristics of the deposits they emplace,
are informed by our entrainment rate results (Figure 2.12), new conceptual models of eruption
regimes (Figure 2.19) and discussion in section 2.5.3. Jets in the PC regime (Figure 2.7) have
a higher rate of entrainment (Figure 2.12) and higher top height (Figure 2.13) than those in
the TC regime. It follows that jets in the PC regime will entrain and mix with more ambient
fluid cumulatively over their rise height than those in the TC regime.
For volcanic jets in the PC and TC regime with similar 0 (cf. exps. #35, 36 & 46 with #27
in Table 2.2; Figures 2.12 & 2.17b) we expect sediment waves descending next to volcanic jets
in the PC regime to be more dilute and colder in temperature than sediment waves descending
next to volcanic jets in the TC regime. In turn, gravity currents spreading from sediment
waves impacting the ground will be more dilute and colder around volcanic jets in the PC
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regime than gravity currents spreading around volcanic jets in the TC regime. During the
eruption of Soufriere volcano, St. Vincent (April 1979), Carey et al. (1988) observed dilute
gravity currents originating from high up in the explosive eruption column. They note that
“People who were overrun by the flow reported no sensations of high temperature, and there
was no destruction associated with their passage.” These observations are in agreement with
our conceptual model of an eruption column in the PC regime (Figure 2.19e & 2.24a) in which
the source of spreading gravity currents is linked to sediment waves descending from Hf tn
or HLN B . This model where the source of pyroclastic flows is located relatively high in the
eruption column is in stark contrast with the ”boiling over” model in which pyroclastic flows
are generated by the erupted mixture pouring over the sides of the volcanic vent (Rowley et al.,
1985; Criswell, 1987; Pacheco-Hoyos et al., 2018; Suñe-puchol et al., 2019).
Our conceptual models for the PC and TC regimes make predictions for the componentry of
the pyroclastic flow deposits within the enhanced settling annulus. Sediment waves descending
from Hf tn (Figure 2.19e) for a volcanic jet in the PC regime will not carry the entire erupted
mixture, resulting in a partitioning of erupted mass between collapsing sediment waves and
umbrella cloud spreading (Neri & Dobran, 1994; Neri et al., 2002a; Kaminski et al., 2011).
When this behavior occurs, we expect the coarser fraction of the jet mixture PSD to be carried
by collapsing sediment waves while the finer fraction is preferentially carried into the umbrella
cloud (Equation 2.14). Consequently, within the enhanced settling annulus, deposit layers
linked to pyroclastic flows should be relatively fines-depleted and associated with pyroclastic
surge layers emplaced by relatively dilute pyroclastic surges spreading out of the enhanced
settling annulus, the latter of which is in agreement with the observations of dilute gravity
currents during the eruption of Soufriere volcano, St. Vincent (1979; Carey et al., 1988).
In contrast, for a volcanic jet in the TC regime the entire erupted mixture will be carried
by collapsing sediment waves and deposit layers within the enhanced settling annulus linked to
pyroclastic flows should not be relatively fines-depleted. Therefore for a volcanic jet evolving
from the PC to TC regime, deposit layers within the enhanced settling annulus and lower in
the deposit stratigraphy should be relatively fines-depleted compared to those higher in the
deposit stratigraphy.
An important consideration when comparing the architectures of experimental deposits in
this study to those of natural deposits is that the experimental deposits are emplaced on a
flat tank base whereas natural deposits are often emplaced on uneven terrain. For natural
eruptions in the PC regime near the TC regime transition and those in the TC regime (Figure
2.7), and in particular CCF eruptions (see section 2.1; Jessop et al., 2016), we expect deposits
within the enhanced settling annulus to exhibit a terracing topography if they are emplaced on
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a) Santorini terraced tephra deposit

b) TC regime: Concentric ridges

c) Radial topography profile

z

5 cm

10 km

A

Concentric particle ridges

Vertically exagerrated

A’

A

f) Oblique view

A’

d) Sumisu terraced tephra deposit

e) TC regime: Terraced deposit
5 cm

g) Stratigraphic profile?

z
Stacked concentric particle ridges?
B

B’

B

Vertically exagerrated

B’

Figure 2.26: a) Bathymetry of proximal deposit around Santorini caldera, Greece (Hooft et al.,
2019) exhibiting quasi-axisymmetric terraces. Reprinted from Hooft et al. (2019) with permission
from Elsevier. b) Proximal deposit emplaced by coarse particle jet in the TC regime injected with a
low total particle mass through an annular nozzle. c) Inferred radial topography profile along A-A’
in b), which resembles the large scale features of topographical profiles in a). d) Bathymetry Sumisu
caldera, Izu-Bonin arc and surrounding proximal deposit from the 30-60 ka eruption showing similar
quasi axisymmetric terraces as in a) (Tani et al., 2008). Insets are radial bathymetry profiles taken
from zones (A) and (B) with dotted outlines. Note the inclination of upslope region of terraces that
give terrace crests a ridge-like topography. Reprinted from Tani et al. (2008) by permission from
Springer Nature. e) Terraced proximal deposit emplaced by coarse particle jet in the TC regime. f )
Oblique view of terraced deposit in e). g) Hypothesis of stratigraphic profile along B-B’ in e). On
the basis of observations in b), terraced deposits are assumed to be composed of stacks of concentric
particle ridges with a topographical profile similar to that in a) and e).
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slopes below the angle of repose of the tephra mixture carried by sediment waves. For deposits
within the enhanced settling annulus with slope angles greater than the angle of repose of the
tephra comprising the deposit, terrace topography may be buried by a tephra cone (Figures
2.19b and 2.25d). In this case, buried terraces may only be revealed with seismic surveys (Tani
et al., 2008; Pope et al., 2018; Tsampouraki-Kraounaki & Sakellariou, 2018) or other remote
sensing methods. However, for sediment waves impacting slopes with an angle much higher
than the angle of repose of the tephra comprising the sediment wave terrace formation may be
inhibited.
All annular nozzle experiments with coarse particles in Jessop et al. (2016) emplaced terraced deposits (Figure 2.25b and 2.26d). Taken together with the results in Figures 1, 4 and
7 and Table 2.2 in Jessop et al. (2016), which suggest caldera eruptions are more likely to
undergo column collapse, and with our results, we predict fountain dynamics (Equations 2.7 &
2.10) to govern the behavior of eruption columns and that, in turn, proximal deposit terracing
will be a characteristic feature of these eruptions. Distinct quasi-axisymmetric terracing is,
for example, a well-described feature of a number of submarine deposits associated with CCF
eruptions (Wright et al., 2006; Tani et al., 2008; Nomikou et al., 2012; Tsampouraki-Kraounaki
& Sakellariou, 2018; Pope et al., 2018; Hooft et al., 2019). The largest terrace features in the
proximal deposits around Santorini, Sumisu and MaCauley calderas are, for example, concentric terraces (Figure 2.26). The surface of the deposits around Sumisu and MaCauley calderas
are composed of unconsolidated tephra and Smith et al. (2003) identify ¿30 PDC units in the
subaerial portion of the MaCauley deposit (Sandy Bay Tephra), indicating that the PDC flows
that emplaced the surrounding submarine terraces could have been intermittent or periodic.
We propose that these large-scale concentric terraces were emplaced by large axisymmetric
sediment waves descending intermittently or periodically around explosive eruption columns
in the PC or TC regimes. We expect terraced deposits to be better preserved and more common in submarine environments as opposed to subaerial environments where post-eruptive
erosional processes modify eruption deposits within days after emplacement (Brown & D. M.
Andrews, 2015).
The terracing evident in bathymetry for Santorini and Sumisu (Figure 2.26a and 2.26d) is
notably broader than would be expected on the basis of the width of the enhanced settling
annulus even for annular vents (cf. Jessop et al., 2016). For volcanic jets erupted through
“shallow” water layers with a depth  Hf tn (Equation 2.7), interactions with the sharp wateratmosphere density interface forming the free surface will a↵ect the descent of sediment waves.
In particular, we expect descending sediment waves to impact and spread at the free surface
as jets or turbulent gravity currents (cf. Kotsovinos, 2000) before descending through the
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water layer. This relatively larger diameter buoyancy source and e↵ects of entrainment within
the water column are likely to produce relatively broader terraces. This process along with
additional interactions of overshoots of large sediment waves across the free surface with the
seafloor are the focus of an ongoing investigation. We include this restricted discussion here
to make clear the limits of the quantitative predictions from the results in section 2.4.

2.5.6

Case studies: Implications for observations of explosive
eruption columns and their deposits

Our conceptual models (Figure 2.19 & 2.24) provide new insights into the processes governing
the partitioning of erupted mass between umbrella and phoenix clouds spreading in the atmosphere and that which is carried to the ground by sediment waves. We make the following
predictions for the mean and time-varying cloud structure, deposit architecture and deposit
texture in each regime:
1. Buoyant Plume Regime: Volcanic jets with
(Figure 2.7)

Ri0 < 2.2 ⇥ 10

4

and

0

< 3.5 ⇥ 10

2

(a) Periodic oscillations of the volcanic jet top height are a superposition of oscillations
of the fountain-plume transition height, Hf tn ,the response of the density stratification of the ambient fluid N and the overshoot fountain height, HOS (Figures 2.3 &
2.15).
i. If N is known and Hf tn , HOS , ff tn and fOS can be estimated from volcanic jet
top height time series, then the momentum and buoyancy fluxes at the source
and at the umbrella cloud LNB can be inferred (Equations 2.7, 2.11, 2.10 &
2.12).
(b) Periodic oscillations of the overshoot fountain height HOS are linked to relatively
small volume non-axisymmetric sediment waves that can undershoot below the umbrella cloud and disperse before reaching the ground (Figures 2.8, 2.10 & 2.10).
i. Dispersing sediment waves can lead to intermittent fallout of particles within
the enhanced settling annulus and in turn, to discreet fallout layers that are
laterally discontinuous.
ii. Buoyant interstitial fluid spreading from dispersing sediment waves can produce
internal layering within the umbrella cloud or phoenix cloud layers below.
(c) If Ri0 and 0 increase (Figure 2.7), lower undershoots of the umbrella cloud below
the LNB (⇣ ! 1 signal a transition to the PC regime.
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2. Partial Collapse Regime: Volcanic jets with 2.4 ⇥ 10
6.0 ⇥ 10 3 < 0 < 5.7⇥ 2 (Figure 2.7)

5

<

Ri0 < 1.2 ⇥ 10

3

and

(a) Simultaneous occurrences of umbrella cloud and pyroclastic flows spreading can
occur. Intermittent collapse of eruption columns does not require source parameters
to vary.
(b) Similar to the BP regime, periodic oscillations of the volcanic jet top height are a
superposition of periodic oscillations of the fountain-plume transition height, Hf tn ,
the response of the density stratification of the ambient fluid N and the overshoot
fountain height, HOS (Figures 2.3 & 2.15).
i. If N is known and Hf tn , HOS , ff tn and fOS can be reliably measured from
volcanic jet top height time series, then the momentum and buoyancy fluxes at
the source and at the umbrella cloud LNB can be inferred (Equations 2.7, 2.11,
2.10 & 2.12).
(c) Multiply layered ash clouds are a diagnostic feature of eruption columns occurring
in the PC regime (Figures 2.1, 2.10b, 2.10 & 2.23).
(d) Periodic oscillations of HOS reflect small volume non-axisymmetric sediment waves
that can disperse above the ground or descend to the ground and spread as pyroclastic flows. Both processes produce phoenix cloud layers.
i. The simultaneous occurrences of periodic and relatively small volume nonaxisymmetric sediment waves and umbrella cloud spreading may be linked to
alternating pyroclastic flow and air fall layers in the proximal deposit that are
laterally discontinuous (Figure 2.22).
(e) Periodic oscillations of Hf tn are linked to relatively large volume axisymmetric sediment waves that transform into pyroclastic flows spreading axisymmetrically from
the enhanced settling annulus (Figures 2.10b, 2.10 & 2.15).
i. The simultaneous occurrences of periodic and relatively large volume axisymmetric sediment waves and umbrella cloud spreading is linked to alternating
pyroclastic flow and air fall layers in the proximal deposit (Figures 2.1 & 2.2).
(f) For eruption columns with Ri0 $ 0 near the PC/TC regime transition, quasiaxisymmetric and -regularly spaced terraces in the proximal deposit are linked to
deposition from periodic and large volume axisymmetric sediment waves impacting
the ground.
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i. Terraces are expected to form within 1.5 jet diameters (taken at Hf tn ) from
the vent, which sets the radial extent of the enhanced settling annulus from the
vent.
3. Total Collapse Regime: Volcanic jets with
(Figure 2.7)

Ri0 > 2.7 ⇥ 10

4

and

0

> 2.4 ⇥ 10

2

(a) If Hf tn and ff tn can be estimated from volcanic jet top height time series, then
the momentum and buoyancy fluxes at the source can be inferred (Equations 2.7 &
2.10).
(b) Periodic oscillations of Hf tn are linked to relatively large volume axisymmetric sediment waves that transform into pyroclastic flows spreading axisymmetrically from
the enhanced settling annulus (Figures 2.10 & 2.15).
(c) Phoenix clouds rising above pyroclastic flows and spreading into phoenix cloud
layers can veil the lower region of the volcanic jet (Figure 2.11).
(d) For proximal deposits with no layers linked to air fall from an umbrella cloud, quasi
-axisymmetric and -regularly spaced terraces characterize eruption columns with
Ri0 $ 0 occurring in the TC regime (Figures 2.10, 2.18, 2.19, 2.25 & 2.26).
With these predictions in mind, to show the utility as well as limitations of our results we
now revisit several well-studied eruption deposits in the context of fountain dynamics driving
column collapse expressed as sediment waves. The following eruptions exhibit characteristics
indicative of a BP!PC!TC or PC!TC regime evolution, both of which suggest that Ri0
increased during the eruption.
Climactic eruption of Mount Pinatubo (1991): Gradual BP!PC!TC evolution
Rosi et al. (2001) combine evidence from satellite observations (Holasek et al., 1996) and deposit
stratigraphy (Koyaguchi & Tokuno, 1993; Paladio-Melasantos et al., 1996; Scott et al., 1996)
to suggest that the 6 hr climactic phase of the 1991 Mount Pinatubo eruption (Philippines)
produced a column that emerged near the BP/PC regime transition (Figure 2.7), gradually
evolved to the PC regime, and ultimately to the TC regime. We now discuss this hypothesis,
with supporting satellite and deposit observations (as detailed in Rosi et al. (2001)), in the
context of insights gained from our experiments and conceptual models in Figure 2.19:
1. Phase I: Emergence as column near the BP/PC regime transition.
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(a) Observation/inference: Proximal deposit layers, indicating the occurrence of relatively small-volume pyroclastic flows with short runout distances, were emplaced
simultaneously as the more distal air-fall layer C.
(b) Model prediction: Figure 2.19a-b predicts that sediment waves descending around
eruption columns near the BP/PC regime transition will be relatively small-volume,
dilute and impact the ground with low speed thereby traveling a relatively short
distance from the base of the eruption column (cf. Figures 2.7, 2.10, 2.10, 2.17a and
2.17b).
2. Phases II and III: Transition through PC regime
(a) Observation/inference: during phase II, concurrent with continued air fall were
spreading pyroclastic flows that were more voluminous, concentrated with tephra
and had a larger runout distance than those in phase I. Further increases in pyroclastic flow volume, concentration and runout distance occurred during phase III.
(b) Model prediction: As Ri0 and 0 increase among our experiments spanning the
PC regime (Figure 2.7), entrainment into the jet column is decreased (Figure 2.12)
leading to more concentrated and voluminous sediment waves. These sediment
waves are concurrent with umbrella cloud spreading, impact the tank base with a
higher speed and transform into gravity currents that travel a farther distance from
the jet column base.
(c) Observation/inference: overall decrease in maximum lithic size from the bottom to
top of the more distal Layer C air fall deposit (Rosi et al., 2001). This observation
implies an overall decrease in the particle size dragged upward by the plume region
of the column and, therefore, an increase in Ri0 .
(d) Model prediction: Figure 2.19a-b predicts that an increase of Ri0 of a jet column
near the BP/PC regime transition (Figure 2.7) will place the jet in the PC regime.
(e) Observation/inference: gradual reduction of column height from 39.1 km to 32.1
km accompanying the change in pyroclastic flow properties during transition from
phase II to phase III of the eruption.
(f) Model prediction: For a given 0 , our models predict that an increase in
linked to a decrease in column height.

Ri0 is

(g) Observation/inference: fluctuations in column height during a period of overall gradual decrease in column height inferred from the occasional occurrence of oversized
clasts in the stratigraphy of air fall layer C.
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(h) Model prediction: increased amplitude of height fluctuations about the mean height
are indicative of decreased column stability and analogous to observations in our
experiments with increasing Ri0 and 0 spanning the BP-PC-TC regimes (2.14).
(i) Observation/inference: inferred time interval between pyroclastic flow layer emplacement decreased from 16-24 min during phase II (“lower surges”) to 3-13 min
during phase III (“upper surges”).
(j) Model prediction: Figure 2.19b-c predicts an increase of sediment wave occurrence
frequency as Ri0 and 0 for an eruption column increases from the PC to TC
regime (Figures 2.7 & 2.15).
3. Phase IV: Transition to TC regime
(a) Observation/inference: further increase in the volume of pyroclastic flows, their
tephra concentration and runout distance compared to pyroclastic flows in previous
eruption phases. This agrees with our observations of increased sediment wave
volume and modeled particle volume fraction as, for a given 0 , Ri0 increases for
jets spanning the PC to TC regimes (Figures 2.7, 2.10, 2.10 & 2.17b). No associated
tephra fall out with this phase suggesting a full transition to an eruption column in
the TC regime.
(b) Model prediction: as discussed in section 2.5.4 and shown in Figure 2.24 for an
eruption column in the TC regime, phoenix clouds can rise to a similar height as
the top of the volcanic jet and obscure observations of the jet core where fountain
dynamics govern the behavior of sediment waves.
(c) Our results and Figure 2.24 support the hypothesis of Rosi et al. (2001) that the
overshooting top observed above the umbrella cloud during this phase of the eruption (Holasek et al., 1996) was formed by overshooting phoenix clouds rising from
pyroclastic flows spreading around an eruption column in the TC regime (referred
to as a “co-ignimbrite” column in Rosi et al., 2001).
In summary, the evolution of the climactic phase of the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo
most likely followed a BP!PC!TC regime evolution consistent with expectations drawn
from the conceptual model in Figure 2.19. A di↵erence between our proposed model and the
evolution of this eruption is that the phoenix clouds in phase IV rose to similar or higher
heights than the maximum height of the veiled volcanic jet, analogous to Figure 11 in Carey
et al. (1988) and the alternative conceptual models in Figure 2.24b.
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Quilotoa, Ecuador, 0.8 ka: Evolution of pyroclastic flows through the PC regime
The deposit analysis of the 0.8 ka plinian eruption of Quilotoa volcano in Ecuador by Di
Muro et al. (2008) suggests a BP!PC!TC regime evolution on the basis of the following
observations in the U1 stratigraphic unit (see Figure 2c in their study):
1. A1 submember: Lowermost air fall layer in U1 unit
(a) Observations: Reverse grading of the lowermost part of this layer, which marks the
onset of the climactic eruption phase that emplaced the U1 unit and lies beneath
the first pyroclastic flow layers, indicates an eruption column increasing in height in
the BP regime. This air fall layer also exhibits poor sorting in the proximal deposit.
(b) Model predictions: For the BP regime Figure 2.19d suggests that the reverse grading is linked to an eruption column with an initially decreasing Ri0 , for a given
0 , until the column reaches its maximum height and predicts the emplacement
of air fall layers without pyroclastic flow layers intermittent sedimentation of particles within the enhanced settling annulus for volcanic jets near the Ri0 $ 0
parameter space of the BP/PC regime transition (Figure 2.7) as a result of small
sediment waves dispersing below the umbrella cloud. Phoenix cloud interactions
with sediment waves are most common for jets near the BP/PC regime transition
(Figure 2.10e) and these interactions will lead to complex sedimentation within the
enhanced settling annulus that may result in a poorly sorted air fall deposit layer.
2. A2 submember (overlying A1): Air fall layers intercalated with pyroclastic flow layers
(a) Observations/inferences: with increasing stratigraphic height the median particle
and maximum clast sizes decrease where lithic content increases, possibly due to a
lowering of the eruption column as a result of vent erosion and widening. Where
these observations are made proximal to the vent, the A2 air fall deposit is intercalated with pyroclastic flow layers and is therefore an example of an alternating air
fall–pyroclastic flow layered proximal deposit, which is a common feature of plinian
eruption deposits (Figure 2.1). The inferred interval of pyroclastic flow layer emplacement in this unit decreases from > 9 min (S2 phase) to < 5 min (S3c phase).
The areal extent of pyroclastic flow layers associated with the A2 submember are
quasi-axisymmetric about the vent.
(b) Model predictions: for the transition of an eruption column from the BP!PC
regime, Figure 2.19d-e predicts a lowering of the eruption column and decrease in
median and maximum particle sizes in the air fall deposit. Figure 2.19d-e also
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predicts that during column lowering and transition to the PC regime, sediment
waves will increase in frequency and periodically reach the ground to emplace pyroclastic flow layers in the proximal deposit while tephra from the umbrella cloud
continues to emplace air fall layers in between pyroclastic flow layers. pyroclastic
flows originating from large volume annular sediment waves are predicted to spread
axisymmetrically from the base of the volcanic jet.
3. B member: pyroclastic flow layers overlying A member and capping U1 unit
(a) Observations: In the proximal deposit on the caldera rim, the B member overlies the
A member with an abrupt contact between the two that shows evidence of erosion in
some places. The massive matrix supported layers comprising the B member, with
lower layers rich in lithic breccia and upper layers exhibiting dune morphologies, are
interpreted as pyroclastic flow layers emplaced by an eruption column in the Total
Collapse regime and have a longer runout distance than pyroclastic flow layers in
the A member.
(b) Model predictions: for an eruption column transitioning from the PC!TC regime
Figure 2.19e-f predicts the occurrence of annular sediment waves with increasing
volume, concentration and runout distance as Ri0 decreases for a given 0 .
Overall, the evolution of the 0.8 ka Quilotoa eruption column, inferred from deposit architecture, stratigraphy and componentry by Di Muro et al. (2008), is in good agreement with
our conceptual models for a BP!PC!TC regime evolution and implies that, for a given 0 ,
Ri0 increased gradually through the PC regime during the eruption (Figures 2.7 & 2.19).
Di Muro et al. (2008) interpret the increasing presence of lithics moving upward in layer U1,
where juvenile componentry is relatively unchanging, as an indication of changing vent geometry during this period of the eruption that led to a change in eruption column behavior. An
increasing presence of lithic particles in the eruption column equates to a change in the average
particle density, which is a process not included in our models, but one that would potentially
increase the bulk density of the erupted mixture and, all other variables being equal, increase
Ri0 . Modification of vent geometry, all other variables remaining unchanged, would modify
Ri0 as well and in the case of vent widening, would also increase Ri0 .
Calbuco, Chile, 2015: Sediment waves falling from fountain/plume transition
height and LNB
In April, 2015 in Chile, the sub-plinian eruption of Calbuco volcano produced an eruption
column that exhibited characteristics of the BP, PC and TC regimes on the basis of the
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following observations (Castruccio et al., 2016; Van Eaton et al., 2016b):
1. Phase 1: BP Regime near the PC regime boundary
(a) Observation/inference: visual observations of pyroclastic flows spreading from the
base of the developing volcanic jet during eruption onset (see Figure 2a in Castruccio
et al., 2016). Throughout the duration of this eruptive phase, visual observations of
spreading pyroclastic flows and ash clouds spreading below the spreading umbrella
cloud continued (see Figure 2b in Castruccio et al., 2016, ; Supplemental Video 1).
The eruption column reached a statistically steady mean column height while the
umbrella cloud spread at a constant rate, implying steady source parameters (Van
Eaton et al., 2016b). The overshooting top of the eruption column above the umbrella cloud persisted and fluctuated throughout this eruptive phase (Supplemental
Video 1). These observations suggest that the eruption emerged and remained in
the PC regime with steady source parameters for the entirety of this eruptive phase
(Van Eaton et al., 2016b).
(b) Model predictions: Figures 2.7 and 2.19e predict that eruptions with 2.4 ⇥ 10 5 <
Ri0 < 1.2⇥10 3 and 6.0⇥10 3 < 0 < 5.7⇥ 2 occur in the PC regime with simultaneous spreading of the umbrella cloud, phoenix cloud layers below and pyroclastic
flows along the ground. Our model predicts that sediment waves descended from
Hf tn and transformed into pyroclastic flows. Above this height, the fluctuations of
the overshoot region suggest that sediment waves descended from HLN B . If these
sediment waves dispersed before reaching the ground, they may be the source of
the higher ash clouds observed to spread below the umbrella cloud. Figure 2.19e
also predicts that phoenix cloud layers will spread from the fountain–plume transition height in the eruption column, therefore the multitude of ash cloud layers
observed to spread below the umbrella cloud may have three distinct sources: 1)
sediment waves descending from the overshoot region and dispersing before reaching the ground; 2) erupted mixture spreading directly from Hf tn ; 3) Phoenix clouds
rising from pyroclastic flows and spreading into phoenix cloud layers. As a final
note, three dimensional eulerian-langrangian numerical simulations of this eruptive
phase by Cerminara et al. (2017) visually exhibit sedimentation waves comprised of
1-2 mm langrangian particles (modeled with one-way fluid!particle coupling where
particle motions do not a↵ect fluid phase dynamics, but with St0 ⇡ 1 & ⌃0 < 1)
descending from the overshoot region and to the northeast of the simulated eruption
column. The occurrences of sedimentation waves in these simulations is supported
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by the intermittent or periodic fluctuations of sedimentation mass flux measured at 7
km (for particles with dp = 2 mm) and 10 km (dp = 1 mm) from the vent. Although
the langrangian particles are not modeled in a two-way coupling (inertial) regime
by Cerminara et al. (2017), the intermittent or periodic sedimentation behavior of
St0 ⇡ 1 particles around an eruption column in the PC regime, visually linked to
intermittent or periodic fluctuations of the overshoot region, are in agreement with
our experimental observations and new conceptual model predictions.
2. Phase 2: BP!PC regime evolution
(a) Observations/inferences: Approximately two hours into the second eruptive phase,
Van Eaton et al. (2016b) observe a cessation of umbrella cloud spreading followed
by an increase in proximal volcanic lightning rates and infer a decrease in mass flux
delivered to the umbrella cloud at this time. Van Eaton et al. (2016b) link this
abrupt change in eruptive behavior to the occurrence of pyroclastic flows, which
is supported by compositional changes in tephra in the stratigraphy of the deposit
correlated to this period of the eruption (Romero et al., 2016; Castruccio et al.,
2016). Castruccio et al. (2016) note that the pyroclastic flow deposits of this eruptive
phase only represent ⇡ 10% of the total erupted volume, implying that the eruption
column did not spend significant time in the TC regime. Van Eaton et al. (2016b)
and Castruccio et al. (2016) suggest these changes are indicative of a transition of
the eruption column to the PC regime.
(b) Model predictions: For an eruption column transitioning from the BP!PC regime,
Figure 2.7 predicts the source parameters to change from Ri0 < 2.2 ⇥ 10 4 and
5
< Ri0 < 1.2⇥10 3 and 6.0⇥10 3 <
0 < 3.5⇥10 2 for the BP regime to 2.4⇥10
2
for the PC regime. During this transition, Figure 2.19d-e predicts a
0 < 5.7⇥
decrease in the mass flux delivered to the umbrella cloud in favor of more of the
volcanic jet mass flux partitioned into collapse via sediment waves from Hf tn and
HLN B . The dispersal of sediment waves above the ground or transformation into
pyroclastic flows will drive the rise of phoenix clouds and spreading of multiple
phoenix cloud layers below the umbrella cloud, favoring the occurrence of proximal
lightning as proposed by Van Eaton et al. (2016b).
Visual and remote sensing observations of the Phase 1 eruption column suggest an occurrence in the BP regime near the PC regime boundary with steady source parameters as the
umbrella cloud, lower clouds and pyroclastic flows were observed to spread simultaneously. The
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combination of a spreading umbrella cloud underlain by spreading phoenix cloud layers represents a natural example of a multiply-layered ash cloud that is characteristic of the PC regime,
however estimates that < 10% of the Phase 1 deposit is linked to PDCs suggests a column in
the BP regime near the PC regime boundary. The umbrella cloud and deposit observations
for Phase 2 strongly suggest an eruption column occurring in the PC regime. The potential
occurrences of sediment waves in numerical simulations of this eruption suggest that sediment
waves descending from an overshoot region fluctuating in height are a fundamental feature
eruption columns in the PC regime with a significant fraction of tephra in the St0 ⇠ 1 range
(Jessop et al., 2016). We are not aware of any observations of alternating air-fall/pyroclastic
flow layering in the proximal deposit, and in turn, estimates of the timing between pyroclastic
flow layer emplacement.
Sumisu, Izu-Bonin Arc, 30-60 ka: Terraced deposit from CCF eruption
The proximal deposit of the 30-60 ka eruption of Sumisu caldera has been studied by Tani et al.
(2008) and is an example of an ancient CCF eruption deposit that has a striking resemblance
to the terraced deposits observed in our experiments on the basis of the following:
1. Observation/inferences: The submarine flanks of Sumisu caldera are characterized by
quasi-axisymmetric terraces comprised of unconsolidated tephra from the 30-60 ka CCF
eruption (Figure 2.26a). Seismic surveys suggest that terracing topography is restricted
to the top layer of the volcano edifice, which overlies pre-30-60 ka eruption layers (Figure
8 in Tani et al., 2008). Radial topography profiles of these quasi-axisymmetric terraces
(insets in Figure 2.26a) show a non-monotonic decrease in deposit thickness with increasing radius from the caldera rim (Tani et al., 2008).
2. Model predictions: Figures 2.19e-f and 2.24 predict that an eruption column in the PC
regime near the PC/TC transition or in the TC regime will emplace a proximal deposit
characterized by axisymmetric terraces with maximum radii equal to the radii of the
enhanced settling annulus. The radial bathymetry profiles of Sumisu caldera show local
high points at the crest of each terrace, similar to the observed radial topography of the
concentric ridge deposit in Figure 2.26d. Each concentric particle ridge in Figure 2.26d
shows a gradual decrease in thickness back towards the nozzle, in contrast to the abrupt
decrease marking a terrace feature in the direction away from the nozzle. This asymmetry
of the change in thickness of each concentric ridge about it’s local high point is identical
to that observed in the radial topography profiles of Sumisu. An additional prediction
is that the impact and spread of sediment waves should drive erosion upstream near the
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impact zone and deposition downstream, consistent with expectations from studies of
eroding ground-hugging gravity currents (Hall et al., 2008).
The bathymetry of the proximal deposit around Sumisu caldera is similar to proximal deposit terracing observed around the calderas of Santorini, Greece (Figure 2.26b; Hooft et al.,
2019) and Macauley volcano, Kermadec arc (Rotella et al., 2013). These observations suggest
that quasi-axisymmetric terraces in proximal deposits around submarine calderas may be a
characteristic feature of submarine CCF eruption deposits. Our models suggest that proximal
terracing around these submarine calderas are linked to the occurrence of large annular sediment waves descending around CCF eruption columns in the PC or TC regime and that the
distance to the outermost terrace may be linked to the geometry of the eruption column (Figure 2.19). Although our model captures key qualitative features of these deposits, observed
terrace widths are an order of magnitude or more larger than expected on the basis of the
enhanced settling annulus radius for circular vents and potentially larger than expected also
for annular vents explored in Jessop et al. (2016). As discussed briefly above, the enhanced
radii of terraces may be related to interactions between descending sediment waves with a
free surface and/or the seafloor. That our current results do not explain this key geometric
property underscores a limit of the mechanics we investigate.

2.6

Conclusions

We conducted an extensive series of analog multiphase experiments (Tables 2.1 & 2.2) on volcanic jets for a range of source parameters inferred for explosive eruptions (Table 2.3) with the
goal of answering the three motivating research questions presented in section 2.1. Informed by
qualitative observations and quantitative results from our experiments, observations from the
field and theory, we describe how fountain dynamics combined with the presence of particles
govern the gravitational stability of volcanic jets and, in turn, the descent of sediment waves
that drive commonly observed ash cloud structures and deposit architectures. Crucially, our
observations of sediment wave behavior combined with a Ri0 $ 0 regime diagram demonstrate that multiphase jets, and therefore volcanic jets, can transition smoothly among the
BP$PC$TC regimes as source parameters gradually change during an eruption. Furthermore, the very broadly-ranging conditions that mark the PC regime suggest that the majority
of Plinian eruptions will occur within this previously underexplored regime. For volcanic jets,
we describe how a Ri0 $ 0 regime diagram can be used to predict the regime of an eruption
column or, when combined with observations of cloud structure and deposit architecture, to
constrain source parameters of an eruption column. In more detail, for each eruption column
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regime we make the following conclusions:
1. Buoyant Plume:
(a) Inertial particles with 1 < St0 < 10, such as lapilli-sized pyroclasts in natural
eruptions, influence the entrainment rate of ambient fluid and their presence in
volcanic jets can influence eruption column rise and stability against gravitational
collapse.
(b) Measurements of eruption column overshoot height time series can be used to infer
the momentum and buoyancy fluxes of the volcanic jet at the LNB of the umbrella
cloud and to predict the occurrence frequency of small volume sediment waves
descending around the jet column within the enhanced settling annulus.
(c) The dispersal of small sediment waves drives the spread of phoenix cloud layers
below the umbrella cloud and may lead to internal layering in the umbrella cloud.
(d) The occurrence and dispersal of small sediment waves leads to intermittent or periodic sedimentation of particles to the proximal deposit within the enhanced settling
annulus.
(e) The Collapse number, ⇣, can be monitored with remote sensing methods and provides a metric for the stability of eruption columns, where ⇣ 1 indicates a transition to the PC regime.
2. Total Collapse:
(a) Measurements of eruption column top height time series can be used to infer the
source momentum and buoyancy fluxes of volcanic jets and to predict the occurrence
frequency of periodic, large volume annular sediment waves descending around the
jet column within the enhanced settling annulus.
(b) Sedimentation occurs primarily via large sediment waves that emplace axisymmetric
terraces or concentric ridges in the proximal deposit within the enhanced settling
annulus.
(c) Upon impact with the ground, large sediment waves transform into pyroclastic flows
spreading axisymmetrically out of the enhanced settling annulus.
(d) Phoenix clouds rising above pyroclastic flows spread into one or more phoenix cloud
layers and can obscure observations of the eruption column.
3. Partial Collapse:
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(a) The presence of coarse particles with 1 < St0 < 10 can increase the rate of entrainment into relatively strong volcanic jets.
(b) Volcanic jet top height time series are dominated by the superposition of signals
related to oscillations of the fountain-plume transition height (lower fountain), the
response of the density stratification of the ambient fluid and the overshoot height
(overshoot fountain). Determination of these signals in volcanic jet height time series
can be used to infer the momentum and buoyancy fluxes of the erupted mixture at
the source and the LNB.
(c) Sediment waves descending around the jet column drive simultaneous partitioning
of erupted mass among spreading umbrella clouds, phoenix cloud layers and PDCs.
(d) Large volume annular sediment waves descend periodically around the jet column
within the enhanced settling annulus from the fountain-plume transition height with
a frequency predicted by the ratio of the source buoyancy to momentum fluxes.
(e) Small volume non-axisymmetric sediment waves descend periodically from the overshoot region around the jet column within the enhanced settling annulus with a frequency predicted by the ratio of the buoyancy to momentum fluxes of the mixture
at the umbrella LNB.
(f) Phoenix clouds rising from pyroclastic flows or dispersing sediment waves spread
into phoenix cloud layers and multiple heights below the umbrella cloud and form
a multiply-layered ash cloud that is characteristic of this regime.
(g) Large sediment waves transform into pyroclastic flows spreading axisymmetrically
out of the enhanced settling annulus whereas small sediment waves transform into
pyroclastic flows spreading out from one side or another of the enhanced settling
annulus.
(h) For jets near the PC/TC regime transition, large volume sediment waves emplace
axisymmetric terraces in the proximal deposit within the enhanced settling annulus.
Rather than being a short-lived transient regime between endmember BP and TC regimes,
growing evidence from field-, laboratory- and computer-based studies suggest that Plinian
eruptions most commonly emerge and exist in the PC regime during eruptive phases where the
majority of erupted material is emplaced. Our results support this new perspective on eruption
column regimes as the PC regime covers an extensive parameter space on a Ri0 $ 0 regime
diagram. In addition, we find that the Ri0 and 0 ranges for the PC regime depend on
the particle size distribution present in the multiphase jet. The presence of inertial particles,
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with 1 < St0 < 10, also influences the process of entrainment and and their contribution
to mixture buoyancy favors the occurrence of sediment waves. Importantly, the presence of
inertial particles can shift the BP/PC transition to smaller Ri0 and 0 , thereby increasing
the range of source parameters for which partial or total column collapses will occur. This
net e↵ect of inertial particles holds even for jet mixtures with positively buoyant interstitial
fluid and can be captured by a jet stability number ⇤0 (Equation 16) to compare multiphase
jets with varying particle size distributions. However, a remaining question is whether critical
values for the volume fraction of inertial particles exist, below which there are no influences on
the Ri0 and 0 ranges for the PC regime, entrainment rates of ambient fluid into relatively
strong jets or the occurrence of sediment waves.
We have demonstrated that individual Plinian eruptions often undergo a BP$PC$TC or
PC$TC regime evolution. Our conceptual models predict how these evolutions are governed
by Ri0 and 0 and will be reflected by changes in column height fluctuations, sediment
wave dyanmics, cloud structure, pyroclastic flow behavior and deposit architecture. Realtime observations of simultaneous umbrella cloud, lower cloud and pyroclastic flow spreading
and field observations of alternating air-fall and pyroclastic flow layering in proximal deposits
as well as quasi-axisymmetric terracing around submarine CCF eruption deposits agree with
many of our model predictions. Interestingly, our fine particle experiments in the PC regime
suggest that eruptions near the BP/PC regime transition where ⇣ ! 1 over time may undergo
a “late collapse” driven by a positive feedback cycle of entrainment of particle-fluid mixtures
undershooting below the umbrella cloud LNB and, ultimately, transition into the PC regime
without source parameters changing. In addition to testing our Collapse number hypothesis
as a monitoring tool, future studies should constrain the period of column overshoot height
oscillations expected for natural eruptions to determine if these can be resolved with current
remote sensing techniques.
Our results combined with those of Jessop et al. (2016) indicate that submarine CCF
eruptions have a proclivity to occur in the PC regime near the PC/TC transition and in the
TC regime. In turn, we expect these eruptions to emplace quasi-axisymmetric terraces or
concentric ridges in the proximal deposit as a result of periodic, large volume and axisymmetric sediment waves operating as the dominant process of proximal sedimentation for these
eruptions. Our PC and TC eruption column regime models, whereby collapse is governed
by periodic, large volume sediment waves, are distinct from the boiling over model (Rowley
et al., 1985; Criswell, 1987; Pacheco-Hoyos et al., 2018; Suñe-puchol et al., 2019). Precisely
how tephra is deposited upon impact of a large sediment wave with the ground and whether
horizontal flow of ensuing pyroclastic flows modifies proximal deposit terracing is unclear.
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To improve our understanding of the volume flux of erupted mixture delivered to cloud
spreading in the atmosphere versus collapse and spreading via pyroclastic flows during
eruptions, future studies should focus on constraining the volume flux of injected mixture
carried by sediment waves descending around multiphase jet columns. In particular, the
particle volume fraction of sediment waves and the buoyancy of their interstitial fluid most
likely govern whether they disperse before reaching the ground and will be modified as
they entrain ambient fluid during descent. Yet, the rate of volume exchange between fluid
descending next to an upward flowing fluid jet is poorly constrained (Figure 2.20e; Bloomfield
& Kerr, 2000) and, to the best of our knowledge, unknown for sediment waves descending
next to multiphase jets. These areas of research are critical for determining how sediment
waves can set the source conditions for intermittent or periodic PDCs and phoenix cloud
layers spreading during explosive eruptions. In addition, our analog experiments provide
a dataset that can be used to benchmark numerical simulations of multiphase jets, and in
turn, numerical simulations can investigate the volume fluxes of multiphase jets, descending
sediment waves and spreading gravity currents in greater temporal and spatial resolution.
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Chapter 3
The e↵ect of a shallow water layer on
catastrophic caldera-forming eruptions
and terraced deposits
3.1

Catastrophic caldera-forming eruptions and their
deposits

Catastrophic caldera-forming (CCF) eruptions inject more than ten cubic kilometers of pumice,
ash and gas (eruption Magntiude M 6.9; section 1.6; Mason et al., 2004) into the atmosphere
through a volcanic vent to form an eruption column that can be sustained for days (Self et al.,
1984; Wilson & Hildreth, 1997; Williams, 2012a) Of all explosive eruption styles, CCF eruptions
present the deadliest hazards to life on Earth with the potential to eradicate entire civilizations
(Druitt & Francaviglia, 1992; M.R Rampino & S. Self, 1992; Williams, 2012a; Raible et al.,
2016). During CCF eruptions, buoyant mixtures of fine ash and sulphur gases (convective
ash clouds) rise to spread as umbrella-shaped clouds high in the stratosphere where ash and
sulphate aerosols subsequently block sunlight and cool the Earth’s surface by several degrees
for years after the eruption (Holasek et al., 1996; Self, 2006; Timmreck, 2012; Costa et al.,
2018). The extent of global climate e↵ects depend on the structure, sulphur burden, altitudes
and latitudes of spreading ash clouds. Besides latitude, these ash cloud properties are set by
eruption source parameters and multiphase processes operating in the eruption column and
spreading pyroclastic density currents (PDCs; Cerminara et al., 2016a; Costa et al., 2018).
Compared to smaller magnitude Plinian eruption columns, CCF eruption columns are more
likely to undergo gravitational collapse to produce the largest volume and most devastating
PDCs identified in the geologic record (Jessop et al., 2016). Remarkably, PDCs spreading from
CCF eruption columns can travel on land up to hundreds of kilometers from the volcanic vent
(Dufek et al., 2015; Roche et al., 2016; Trolese et al., 2019), generate tsunamis when they enter
a body of water (Self & Rampino, 1981; Bougouin et al., 2020), and travel within the water
column and along its surface for up to tens of kilometers from the vent (Fisher & Schmincke,
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1984; Self & Rampino, 1981; Carey et al., 1996; Mandeville et al., 1996; Dufek & Bergantz,
2007b).
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Figure 3.1: a) Bathymetry of the Sumisu caldera and its surrounding deposit showing axisymmetric
terracing on the flanks of the caldera volcano edifice. b) Radial bathymetric profiles (1) and (2) of
deposit terracing around Sumisu (marked by black lines in a). Figure reprinted from Tani et al.
(2008) by permission from Springer Nature. Bathymetry surrounding Santorini caldera (c; Hooft,
pers. comm.) showing color coordinated radial bathymetric profiles (d) and their power spectra (e).
The submarine terraced deposit surrounds a “central plateau”, marked in c), that is composed of the
submarine deposit just o↵shore lacking terracing.

In contrast to more common Plinian eruptions, a CCF eruption has not been observed
with modern instrumentation and our understanding of how their eruption columns collapse
and how column collapse evolves during an eruption is limited to inferences from deposits
(Druitt & Francaviglia, 1992; Hildreth & Mahood, 1986; Wilson & Hildreth, 1998; Wilson, 2001;
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Giordano & Cas, 2021). A potentially important clue to the predominant dynamics governing
sedimentation from CCF events is the architecture of submarine deposits. For example, the
general bathymetry of CCF eruption deposits surrounding the calderas of Santorini island,
Greece (3.6 ka with M ⇡ 7.4; Druitt, 2014; Hooft et al., 2019), Sumisu, Izu-Bonin arc (30-60
ka with M ⇡ 6.9; Shane & Wright, 2011) and Macauley island, Kermadec arc (5.7 ka with M ⇡
7.1; Shane & Wright, 2011) is characterized by striking, regularly-spaced, axisymmetric terraces
extending for tens of kilometers from the caldera rims (Figure 3.1). Outward from the caldera,
individual terraces at Sumisu and Santorini slope upward (Figures 3.1b & 3.1d). Azimuthally,
individual terraces are laterally continuous around the caldera rim for tens of kilometers.
Terraces at both locations are periodic features and, for Santorini, terrace wavelengths decrease
with radial distance (Figures 3.1a & 3.1c). Similarly, the terraced deposit of Macauley caldera
shows terrace wavelengths that decrease with increasing radial distance from the caldera rim
(Pope et al., 2018).
We characterize the 3.6 ka deposit at Santorini in greater detail by extracting 5 radials
profiles, taken at di↵erent azimuths around the caldera (Figures 3.1c-d), from a digital elevation
model of Santorini (Hooft et al., 2019) and analyze their spectral properties (Figure 3.1e;
see section 3.2.2 for methodology). Our spatial and spectral results show that terracing is
periodic and axisymmetric. Spectral analysis of deposit bathymetric profiles show that power
is concentrated in the longest wavelength terraces with T ⇡ 700 m, and that progressively
smaller wavelength terracing occurs with increasing distance from the caldera wall (Figure
3.1e).

3.1.1

Towards a new model of terrace formation

Despite several studies describing submarine terraced deposits and linking their formation to
ancient eruptions of the calderas they surround (Wright et al., 2006; Tani et al., 2008; Shane &
Wright, 2011; Rotella et al., 2013; Pope et al., 2018; Hooft et al., 2019), a physical model has yet
to be proposed that predicts self-consistently the morphology of terraces, their regular spacing,
radial symmetry and lateral continuity around the caldera rim and the decrease in terrace
wavelength with increasing radial distance from the caldera. Observations of axisymmetric
deposit terracing, multiple distinct PDC flow layers in deposit stratigraphy (Smith et al.,
2003; Druitt, 2014), the occurrence of multiple tsunamis linked to PDCs entering the ocean
(Verbeek, 1884) and PDC flow layers alternating with layers emplaced by tephra-fall from an
umbrella cloud (Kaminski & Jaupart, 2001) all suggest that PDCs occur episodically during
CCF eruptions and can be coeval with umbrella clouds spreading in the atmosphere. Following
our analysis in Chapter 2, this implies that CCF eruption columns can undergo episodic
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collapse in the Partial Collapse and Total Collapse regimes (Figures 2.7 & 2.21). This picture
is in stark contrast to the popular “boiling over” model where a relatively low rise height
of the eruption column above the vent produces a fountain that continuously feeds erupted
mixtures into spreading PDCs which, in turn, build massive ignimbrite deposits absent of
distinct layering (Rowley et al., 1985; Criswell, 1987; Dufek et al., 2015; Pacheco-Hoyos et al.,
2018; Suñe-puchol et al., 2019). Currently, there is no quantitative metric linking eruption
source parameters with deposit architecture that can reliably predict whether an eruption
column will undergo episodic or continuous collapse, nor how an eruption column transition
between these endmember collapse behaviours during an eruption (Criswell, 1987; Hildreth &
Fierstein, 2012). Although PDC deposit characteristics can be used to infer the continuity in
time of eruption column collapse a posteriori (Williams, 2012b; Dufek et al., 2015), hazard
assessment would benefit greatly from a metric that can predict collapse behaviour a priori.
The sediment wave model proposed in Chapter 2 predicts eruption columns in the partial
and total collapse regimes to collapse periodically to form deposits with regularly-spaced and
axisymmetric terraces (Figures 2.19e-f, 2.20, 2.24, 2.19b & 2.19g; see Figure 15 in Bush
et al., 2003). However, terraced deposits emplaced around multiphase jets in the Partial and
Total Collapse regime experiments in Chapter 2 have terrace diameters that are 1.5 times the
multiphase jet diameter taken at the mean jet rise height. If this relationship is used to infer
the volcanic jet diameter of the CCF eruptions that emplaced the terraced deposits around
Santorini, Sumisu and Macauley calderas, this leads to volcanic jet diameter estimates of 10,
30, and 20 km, respectively, which is not possible for plausible mass eruption rates, on mass
conservation grounds and inconsistent with observations of vent geometries. For example,
assuming eruption duration of 1-5 days and using typical silicic eruption product compositions
and a source mass flux estimate of O(105 ) kg/s for the eruptions of Santorini (Druitt, 2014),
Sumisu (Tani et al., 2008) and Macauley (Smith et al., 2003) linked to the emplacement of
their terraced deposits, plume rise models (Woodhouse et al., 2013a) require source diameters
< 30 m, which is far less than the diameters of the calderas in their present form that may have
set the e↵ective source diameter of their CCF eruption columns. Using wider source diameters
(> 30 km) places these CCF eruptions in the Total Collapse regime with relatively low rise
heights (⇠ 10 km) and narrow volcanic jet diameters (< 2 km). Taken together, this simple
analysis suggests that the relatively “broad” terraces observed around these calderas have
terrace diameters greater than the diameter of the volcanic jet that emplaced them, presenting
a challenge for the sediment wave model to explain the formation of broad terraces.
Common to all of the CCF eruptions from the calderas of Santorini, Sumisu and Macauley
is that they occurred through a shallow water layer the e↵ects of which we do not investigate
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in Chapter 2. Three key questions arise:
1. During CCF eruption column collapse, how does the presence of an air-water interface,
with and without floating pumice, a↵ect the descent and spread of sediment waves as
PDCs and how does this modulate the deposition and lateral transport of entrained
pyroclastic material?
2. Where water layer depths are less than the fountain height (c.f. equation 2.7), how is the
descent and spread of sediment waves modified by inertial and dissipative interactions
with the ground?
3. How do interactions among descending sediment waves, a free-surface and the ground
ultimately shape the architecture of resulting deposits?
To address these questions, we conduct analogue experiments, similar to those in Chapter
2, on multiphase fountains through a shallow water layer with depths less than or equal to
the mean fountain rise height. We analyze the interaction of descending sediment waves with
the air-water interface and the ground to determine if and how these interactions influence the
resulting deposit architecture. We also carry out experiments to explore potentially important
consequences of layers of floating pumice on the interactions of sediment waves with the airwater interface.
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3.2
3.2.1

Methods
Experimental setup
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Figure 3.2: Images of sand-water fountains (Ftn) taken halfway through a deep water and shallow
water experiment where we define key regions, height and frequency scales. a) Deep water experiment
where the ambient saltwater layer is composed of a linear density stratification (red dotted line). The
source momentum and buoyancy fluxes (M0 and B0 ) set the mean fountain rise height (Hf tn ) and
frequency of height fluctuations (ff tn ). Sediment waves (SW) descend around the fountain within
the enhanced settling annulus (ESA) and gravity currents (GC) spread out of the enhanced settling
annulus. b) Shallow water experiment where a water layer with constant density and depth hw is
overlain by air, thereby introducing a sharp density interface in the ambient environment (red dotted
line). The momentum and buoyancy fluxes of the fountain can be taken at the source or the water-air
interface (Mi and Bi ) and can be used to predict the mean fountain rise height and height fluctuation
frequency.

Following the methods of (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Jessop et al., 2016) and that described
in section 2.2.1, we model CCF explosive eruption columns rising in a deep submarine or
subaerial environment by conducting carefully scaled analogue experiments on sand-water
(multiphase) fountains (Total Collapse regime; see Figure 2.7), with coarse sand particles
in the inertial particle-fluid coupling regime (dcp = 225 µm and St0 ⇠ 1; Equation 2.13
Elghobashi, 1994), injected into a water layer (Table 3.1; Figure 3.2a). In experiment #9, fine
silica particles (df p = 100 µm and St0 << 1;) in the fully-coupled particle-fluid coupling regime
were added to the fountain mixture (Table 3.1). To investigate additional e↵ects related to a
an overlying water layer of varying thickness on eruption column height, as well as the descent
and spread of sediment waves, we conduct experiments on multiphase fountains rising into or
through a constant density water layer with depths varying from 20 100% of the fountain
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rise height and with similar source parameters to the deep water layer cases (Table 3.1; Figure
3.2b). To explore additional potentially important e↵ects of rafted pumice on the spread of
sediment waves at the free surface, we carry out one more experiment with a raft of floating
plastic particles covering the water surface to simulate a shallow water eruption through a
pumice raft (Manga et al., 2018).
Following the methodologies developed in section 2.2.2, fountain top height time series and
sediment wave radius and descent speed are measured from videos of experiments (Supplemental Video 1). Deposits constructed during experiments are imaged from multiple angles
to generate a digital elevation model of the deposit using Agisoft© Structure From Motion
software.

3.2.2

Spectral analysis of deposit spatial profiles and fountain
height time series

We will argue that the terracing evident in Figure 3.1 can be related to the dynamics of periodic
sediment waves discussed in section 2.5 and modified by free surface and boundary e↵ects. To
this end, we carry out spectral analyses on experimental fountain top height time series and
terracing (cf. Chapter 2.2.2). Fountain top height time series are detrended, demeaned, bandpass filtered between 0.2 and 6 Hz and tapered with a full-length Tukey window with a 15%
taper factor. The resulting spectra are then smoothed with a moving gaussian to identify
dominant periodic frequencies in the data (cf. Burridge & Hunt, 2013).
To analyze the terracing evident at Santorini (Figures 3.1c-d), we first interpolate the
bathymetry from Hooft et al. (2019) at 10 m to obtain a grid with a 20 m spatial resolution.
From this grid we extract 5 profiles that capture the radial symmetry evident visually in
Figure 3.1c. We detrend these data with a moving polynomial method designed to avoid
introducing unphysical structure in the profiles and that is optimized for signals that may
evolve downstream from the vent (Jellinek et al., 2004). We obtain a spectral estimate of the
detrended and demeaned profiles using a Thomson multitaper method. We apply a similar
algorithm to our experimental deposits. From digital elevation models of experimental deposits
with 1 mm spatial resolution, we extract and similarly analyze radial topography profiles.

3.2.3

Scaling analysis of fountains and sediment waves

Following the discussion in section 2.2.3, we define the source parameters for our multiphase
fountain experiments with equations 2.3a, 2.3b and 2.3c. For fountains with constant source
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parameters, the mean fountain rise height can be predicted as
3/4

Hf tn = CM0 B0

1/2

(3.1)

where C is an empirical constant determined to be 1.3 for this experimental setup (Gilchrist
& Jellinek, in press). As volumes of fountain mixture grow and descend from the fountain
top (Burridge & Hunt, 2013, Chapter 2), the fountain height will fluctuate about Hf tn with a
characteristic frequency
ff tn = B0 M0 1 .
(3.2)
This fountain frequency predicts the timing between periodic sediment waves descending along
fountain margins and, in turn, the periodic timing between ground-hugging gravity currents
spreading from the fountain base (Chapter 2).
Applied to explosive eruptions, ⌧f tn = 1/ff tn serves as a potential metric, formed on the
basis of eruptive source parameters, that can predict whether an eruption column undergoes
periodic or continuous collapse. To explore this idea, we compare ⌧f tn to an advective timescale
for PDCs to flow out of the enhanced settling annulus, ⌧P DC = rESA /vP DC , where rESA is the
the radius of the enhanced settling annulus and vP DC is the initial spreading speed of PDCs
(Figure 3.2). We take the ratio of ⌧P DC to ⌧f tn to form a “Collapse Frequency” number FC ,
FC = ⌧P DC /⌧f tn .

(3.3)

Where FC > 1 collapsing eruption columns are characterized as low fountains boiling over to
feed PDCs continuously, whereas FC  1 characterizes periodic column collapse. Used in this
way, FC creates a continuous parameter space for classifying fountain collapse behaviour and,
therefore, collapsing eruption columns between endmember periodic and continuous collapse
regimes.
Sediment waves enter the water layer as momentum-driven jets with a characteristic jet
entrance length scale (Fischer et al., 1979)
lsw = Qsw Msw1/2

(3.4)

where Qsw and Msw are the volume and momentum fluxes of sediment waves calculated with
their radius and speed as they enter the water layer (Equations 2.3a & 2.3b). We use lsw
to investigate the e↵ect of water layer depth hw on sediment wave impact at the air-water
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interface and expect the sediment wave penetration depth
Dsw = hw /lsw

(3.5)

to exert control over interfacial spreading of sediment waves. Depending on whether Dsw << 1
or Dsw > 1, this parameter also governs the extent and intensity of interactions with the tank
floor. To test this hypothesis, we measure the fractional change in radius of sediment waves
rsw as they impact the air-water interface during descent for comparison with Dsw .
As a final remark here, the scaling equations provided in this section provide guidance
for numerical modeling studies by predicting locations where small time- and spatial-scale
multiphase processes require a high resolution domain and small time steps. This is a critical
step towards designing numerical models with reasonable computation duration (Suzuki et al.,
2016; Costa et al., 2018). For example, the top of the fountain region in an eruption column
is a highly dynamic zone that sets the source parameters for descending sediment waves and
convective ash clouds and may require a high resolution in time and space to model accurately.
Likewise, high temporal and spatial resolution may be required at the impact zones of sediment
waves with the air-water interface and ground to accurately model sediment wave spreading,
particle transport, and particle-fluid phase separation leading to particle deposition.
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Exp #
(–)

hw
(m)

0
gf,0
(s 1 )

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
32

0.10
0.09
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.08
0.12
0.29
0.08
0.28
0.68

2.0 ⇥ 10 1
2.0 ⇥ 10 1
2.0 ⇥ 10 1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.5 ⇥ 10 1
2.1 ⇥ 10 1

f p,0

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
2.2 ⇥ 10
–
–

Q0
(m3 s)

cp,0

(–)

(–)

2

4.3 ⇥ 10
4.3 ⇥ 10
4.3 ⇥ 10
4.3 ⇥ 10
4.4 ⇥ 10
3.6 ⇥ 10
4.3 ⇥ 10
4.3 ⇥ 10
4.3 ⇥ 10
4.3 ⇥ 10
4.2 ⇥ 10
2.2 ⇥ 10

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

8.5 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
9.9 ⇥ 10
6.4 ⇥ 10

M0
(m4 s 2 )
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5

2.3 ⇥ 10
3.7 ⇥ 10
3.6 ⇥ 10
3.6 ⇥ 10
3.8 ⇥ 10
3.3 ⇥ 10
3.4 ⇥ 10
3.4 ⇥ 10
3.4 ⇥ 10
3.4 ⇥ 10
3.0 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10

B0
(m4 s 3 )
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

7.7 ⇥ 10
9.8 ⇥ 10
9.7 ⇥ 10
7.5 ⇥ 10
8.0 ⇥ 10
9.6 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
9.2 ⇥ 10
1.6 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
2.7 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4

0
Table 3.1: Source parameters for experiments in this study. gf,0
is the e↵ective gravitational acceleration, or buoyancy, of the
interstitial jet fluid whereas B0 is the buoyancy flux that includes the density contribution of particles when they are present.
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3.3
3.3.1

Results
Deep water experiments Dsw >> 1: Narrow sediment waves
and terraces

a)

b)

10 cm

6 cm

c)

6 cm

Figure 3.3: a) Image of a deep water experiment with fine and coarse particles in the Total Collapse
regime taken halfway through the experiment (Supplemental Video 1). Horizontal white arrow shows
sediment wave forming and descending from top of the fountain. Vertical white arrows point to
overshooting phoenix cloud tops rising above spreading phoenix cloud layers. b) Top view the terraced
deposit emplaced by this experiment after fine particles have settled over the course of two days. Black
arrows point to examples of terraces. c) Oblique view of terraced deposit.

Fully-submerged fountains with Dsw >> 5 and inertial particles show annular sediment
waves descending periodically around the upflow region of the fountain (Figure 3.4; Table
3.1; Supplemental Video 1). Sediment waves in these experiments emplace deposits with
axisymmetric and regularly-spaced terraces. The addition of fine particles to fountain mixtures
with inertial particles does not inhibit deposit terracing as fine particles settle out of the water
layer days after the end of the experiment to form a uniformly thick layer that mantles the
underlying terraced deposit (Figure 3.3). The maximum radius of descending sediment waves
and deposit terraces is always within 1.5 fountain top diameters from the fountain axis.
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Fountain top oscillations of fully-submerged fountains exhibit an initial 5-10 second transient phase with a global maximum height followed by a steady-state phase where fountain top
height fluctuates about a mean value (Figure 3.4a). Prior to each local minima in fountain top
height, a large axisymmetric sediment wave is observed to descend around the fountain, after
which the fountain top rises to a maximum height. This cycle repeats periodically throughout
the steady-state phase of the experiment. In Figure 3.4a there are four minima in fountain top
height, four large axisymmetric sediment waves observed to occur before each height minimaum
and four distinct terraces in the resulting deposit.
Ground-hugging gravity currents spreading from sediment waves impacting the tank floor
show spreading fronts with little variation in radius from the nozzle (Figure 3.5a). As gravity
currents spread out radially, fingering and scalloping features grow in size along the spreading
front boundary (Figure 3.5b-c). Maximum terrace diameter is approximately equal to the
initial radius of the sediment wave that impacted the tank floor (Figure 3.5d).
For experiments with a relatively low total mass of particles injected through an annular
nozzle geometry, deposits exhibit axisymmetric and regularly-spaced particle rings (Figure
3.6a; c.f. Figure 15 in Bush et al., 2003). In contrast, for experiments where the total mass
of injected particles is relatively high, the deposit surrounding the annular nozzle is a cone of
particles at the particle angle of repose that is surrounded by axisymmetric terraces (Figure
3.6b).
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Total Collapse Fountain Height vs. Time
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0
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2

Normalized frequency (f / fftn)
Figure 3.4: Top) Fountain top height oscillations for a deep water experiment (experiment 32 in
Table 3.1). Insets above curve show color inverted and frame di↵erenced images (section 2.2.2) of
large sediment waves descending around the fountain. Red portions of the top height curve indicate
local minima in fountain top height. Insets a and b show oblique and top views of the deposit with
black arrows pointing to four distinct axisymmetric terraces. Bottom) Power spectrum of fountain
top height oscillations with power normalized to the maximum power and frequencies normalized
to the fountain frequency for this experiment. Red shading indicates the fountain frequency within
measurement uncertainty.
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Top View of Experiment Simulating Caldera Eruption
a) Gravity current initiation upon
impact of sediment wave with
tank base. Very small variations
in propagation front radius

t=0s

b) Small variations in propagation
front radius develop

t = 0.3 s

c) Small radius variations become
larger

t = 0.6 s

d) Terrace boundary contours around
deposit at radius of gravity current
initiation and shows very small
variations in radius

3 cm

Figure 3.5: Top view of gravity currents spreading axisymetrically from the base of a jet injected
through an annular nozzle and occurring in the TC regime. a) Propagation of gravity currents just
after impact of sediment wave with the tank base. White arrows indicate propagation direction of
gravity current fronts and white bar marks the radius of the enhanced settling annulus. Note the
relatively smooth front of the spreading gravity currents. b) As gravity currents spread, white arrows
point to the development of small-scale variations in the radius of the gravity current propagation
fronts from the vent. c) Variations in the radius of the gravity current fronts become larger, implying
lateral variations in propagation front velocities of gravity currents as they spread outside of the
enhanced settling annulus. d) Resulting terraced deposit from this experiment with white arrows
marking small-scale variations in terrace radius from the vent. White bars highlight linear features
extending radially from the vent that may be linked to lateral velocity variations in the gravity current
propagation fronts highlighted in b) and c).
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a) Low Total Particle Mass Injected

b) High Total Particle Mass Injected

Figure 3.6: Top view of deposits emplaced by deep water fountains injected through annular nozzles.
a) Deposit emplaced by an experiment with a relatively low total particle mass injected showing
particle rings separated by rings of no particle deposition. b) Deposit emplaced by an experiment
with a relatively high total particle mass injected where terraces only occur outside of a central cone
composed of particles at their angle of repose.
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3.3.2

Shallow water breach (Dsw < 5): Broad sediment waves and
terraces

For experiment #2 (Table 3.1), periodic oscillations of 0.3 and 0.6 s are identifiable by eye
in subaerial fountain top height time series (Figure 3.6a-b) and are in agreement with the
predicted characteristic fountain period and twice this period, respectively (1/ff tn , equation
3.2). The subaerial fountain top oscillations for experiment #2 are characterized by higher
frequency oscillations than those of deep water fountains (cf. Figures 3.4 & 3.6). If the noise
threshold is conservatively chosen to be 0.4 normalized power in Figure 3.6c, peaks in the
power spectrum occur at frequencies of 0.3, 1.1, 1.4, 1.9, and 3.4 Hz. Within measurement
uncertainty, the characteristic fountain frequency overlaps with the 3.4 Hz frequency peak
whereas half of the fountain frequency overlaps with the 1.4 and 1.9 Hz frequency peaks.
Similar to fully submerged sand-water fountains with the same source parameters, sediment
waves descend from the top of sand-water fountains that breach the water free surface (Figure
3.7a and insets in Figure 3.8). In contrast to sediment waves descending around fully submerged
fountains, sediment waves descending around the subaerial region of breaching fountains impact
the air-water interface and are observed to spread horizontally as they transition into the water
layer (Figures 3.7a & 3.8; Supplemental video 2). Sediment wave impact with the air-water
interface generates interfacial breaking waves that spread out radially from the impact zone.
For the source parameters and varying water depths investigated in this study (Table 3.1),
sediment wave radius rsw increases by a factor of 0.5 2.8 during impact with the air-water
interface. Where the ratio of water layer depth to sediment wave jet entrance length Dsw  1,
rsw increases by a factor of 0.5 1.2, whereas 4  Dsw  5, rsw increases by a factor of 1.8 2.8.
For the same source parameters, breaching fountains that rise to or breach the water free
surface emplace deposits with regularly-spaced and axisymmetric terraces, similar to fullysubmerged fountains (cf. Figure 3.4b & red deposit inset in FIgure 3.8). Breaching fountain
deposits show decreasing terrace wavelength with increasing distance from the source (deposit
insets in Figure 3.8 and Figures 3.9b & 3.9d). In contrast to fully submerged fountains,
breaching fountains emplace terraces with maximum diameters that are consistently larger
than 1.5 fountain top diameters (insets in Figure 3.8).
For the terraced deposit emplaced in experiment #10 spectral analysis of radial deposit
topographic profiles show two distinct peaks with the highest powers corresponding to wavelengths of 1.7   1.9 cm and 0.3   0.4 cm, respectively (Figure 3.9a), and agree with
terrace wavelengths measured by eye (Figure 3.9b). Similarly, for the terraced deposit with
a central plateau emplaced by experiment #6 spectral analysis (Figure 3.9c) of radial topographic profiles taken from the radius where the proximal plateau begins to slope downwards
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Figure 3.6: (previous page) a) Subaerial fountain top height time series for experiment #2. b)
Shorter period of height time series (marked with dotted box in a) with examples of oscillations
characterized by the fountain period (1/ff tn , Equation 3.2) and twice the fountain period highlighted
in pink and purple, respectively. c) Power spectrum of subaerial fountain top height time series shown
in a). Raw power spectrum shown in light gray with smoothed spectrum shown in black (see section
3.2.2). Pink and purple shading show the characteristic fountain frequency and half this frequency,
respectively (Equation 3.2), within measurement uncertainty.

to ⇠ 5.6 cm farther out (solid colored lines on deposit in Figure 3.9d), show distinct peaks
with the highest power corresponding to wavelengths of 1.1   1.4 cm. To investigate
shorter wavelength terraces observed farther from the tank nozzle, we take a second set of
radial topographic profiles beyond the initial set (dotted colored lines in Figure 3.9d) and find
two distinct peaks at wavelengths of 0.4   0.5 cm, respectively (Figure 3.9c) . For both
deposits, the longer wavelengths with the highest powers occur closer to the nozzle than the
relatively shorter wavelengths with similar or second highest powers.
For experiments with Dsw  1 the area of the deposit surrounding the nozzle with relatively
little particle deposition (scoured) extends over a longer radial distance from the nozzle than
for experiments with Dsw > 1 (cf. deposit insets in Figure 3.8). The deposit emplaced by
experiment #2 with Dsw  1 (bottom right inset in 3.8) is characterized by a raised central
plateau surrounding the scoured region with a height approaching the water depth and a flat
top. Terraces occur on the outer flanks of this central plateau, however, they are not visibly
continuous around the entire deposit compared to deposit terraces emplaced by experiments
with Dsw > 1. More generally, as Dsw increases the radial extent of the scoured region around
the nozzle decreases (cf. deep water deposit images in Figures 2.10c, 2.19 in Chapter 2 and
Figures 3.3, 3.4 and deposit insets in 3.8).

Sediment wave spreading during impact with water
SW

10 cm

3.4 cm
5.5 cm

t = 0.00 s

t = 0.03 s

t = 0.06 s

t = 0.09 s

Figure 3.7: a) Sediment wave descending around the subaerial portion of the fountain in experiment
#2 (Table 3.1, Supplemental Video 2). Sediment wave radius from the fountain axis (white vertical
dotted line) increases from 3.4 cm to 5.5 cm during impact with the air-water interface.

The introduction of a floating raft of plastic particles does not prevent a multiphase foun131

tain with the same source parameters as experiment #1 from breaching the water surface
(experiment #6 in Table 3.1; Supplemental video 3). Sediment waves descending around the
subaerial region of the fountain in experiment #6 are, however, observed to entrain plastic
particles upon impact and descent through the water column. Plastic particles are observed to
be carried by sediment waves along the submerged margin of the fountain and along the tank
floor by spreading gravity currents. Plastic particles can escape from these flows at varying
water depths and distances from the enhanced settling annulus. In several instances, plastic
particles are carried in gravity currents until the majority of sand particles are deposited before
the plastic particles ascend back to the water free surface. The presence of the plastic particle
raft does not appear to a↵ect deposit terrace architecture (Figure 3.9b).

Sediment wave radius change vs. water depth
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Figure 3.8: Factor of change in sediment wave radius during impact with air-water interface plotted
against Dsw (Equation 3.5) for two shallow water experiments (experiments #2 & 7 in Table 3.1, blue
and red shading, respectively). Insets show example of a sediment wave radius before and during
impact with air-water interface as well as a top view of the resulting deposit, with colored outlines
indicating the corresponding data points in the graph.
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In experiment #10 where Hf tn = hw and the interstitial fountain fluid is buoyant relative to
the water layer, gravity currents are observed to surge radially outward from the fountain top
along the water free surface in a spoke-like pattern (see purple fluid in Supplemental Videos 4
& 5). These interfacial gravity currents occur throughout the experiment as sediment waves
descend to the tank floor and ground-hugging gravity currents spread from the enhanced
settling annulus along the tank floor. A terraced deposit was emplaced by this experiment
(Figure 3.9a). In experiment #9 where Hf tn > hw and interstitial fluid is the same density as
the water layer, fine particles are added to the injected mixture and during the first ⇠ 10 s of
the experiment, gravity currents composed primarily of fine particles are observed to spread
at the air-water interface during and after sediment wave impact (Table 3.1; Supplemental
Video 6). The fine particles are also carried in gravity currents spreading along the tank floor
throughout the duration of the experiment. Thus, breaching fountains with interstitial fluid
that is buoyant or neutrally buoyant relative to the water layer show gravity currents spreading
at the air-water interface and tank floor simultaneously, even when fine particles are added to
the mixture.
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a) Power spectrum of radial deposit topography profiles, Exp 10
1

b) Top view of Exp 10 deposit
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c) Power spectrum of radial deposit topography profiles, Exp 6
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Figure 3.9: Power spectra of radial deposit topographic profiles for two shallow water experiments showing terrace wavelengths T
with the highest normalized power (experiments #6 & 10 in Table 3.1). a) Power spectra of the colored radial deposit bathymetric
profiles shown in the deposit image in b) for a fountain with Hf tn = hw (experiment #10). b) Colored lines mark where topographic
profiles in a) are measured in the deposit digital elevation model (see section 3.2 pre-processing algorithm). Black bars show examples
of terrace wavelengths identified in the power spectra. c) Power spectra of the colored radial deposit topographic profiles shown in the
deposit image in d) for a fountain with Hf tn > hw (experiment #6). Id) Topographic profiles and examples of terrace wavelengths for
the power spectrum in c).

3.4
3.4.1

Discussion
Insights into eruption column collapse behaviour

The results of Jessop et al. (2016), Chapter 2 and this study strongly suggest that submarine
CCF eruptions occur in the Partial Collapse and Total Collapse regimes where fountain dynamics govern column collapse behaviour. For deep and shallow water fountain experiments with
two-way coupled particles in the Total Collapse regime, the characteristic frequency (equation
3.2) of multiphase fountains ff tn governs the transport of fountain mixtures from the fountain
top to the deposit. Fountain mixtures descend as periodic annular sediment waves around the
upflow in the fountain core (Figures 3.4 & 3.7). Sediment waves emplace axisymmetric and
regularly-spaced terraces or particle rings in the deposit with T that decrease with increasing
distance from the source, consistent with the bathymetry at Santorini (Figures 3.5, 3.6 & 3.9)
This result implies that the majority of two-way coupled particles carried by sediment waves
settle during sediment wave impact with the tank floor (Bush et al., 2003, Chapter 2;). This
behavior is observed for experiments conducted with cylindrical or annular nozzle geometries,
which indicates that terraced or particle ring deposits are a characteristic feature of multiphase
fountains in the Total Collapse regime.
On this basis, we expect the collapse behavior of CCF eruption columns to be governed
by ff tn , which sets the frequency of sediment waves descending within the enhanced settling
annulus to the deposit, as well as the frequency of PDCs spreading out of the enhanced
settling annulus. Where eruptive source parameters are known ff tn can be estimated and used
to predict eruption column behavior. Alternatively, ff tn can be measured from height time
series of eruption column top height oscillations and used to predict the frequency of PDCs
spreading from the eruption column base. Where the mean height of the fountain region of an
eruption column Hf tn and ff tn can both be measured, they can be used to infer eruptive source
parameters such as the momentum flux M0 and buoyancy flux B0 of erupted mixture exiting
the vent. For shallow water eruptions, Hf tn and ff tn may reflect eruption column parameters
at the air-water interface rather than the submarine vent (e.g. Figure 3.2b).
However, for eruption columns where the advective time scale for PDCs to spread out of
the enhanced settling annulus is longer than the timescale for sediment waves to descend to
the ground, for example where the Collapse Frequency number FC > 1 (Equation 3.3), column
collapse may be considered continuous. In these cases, the flow of erupted mixture into PDCs
can be considered continuous and is better characterized by the volume flux Q0 exiting the
vent rather than ff tn . In this way, the Collapse Frequency number provides a metric for
distinguishing periodic column collapse from continuous “boiling over” collapse (section 3.1;
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Rowley et al., 1985; Criswell, 1987) and makes predictions for diagnostic near-field deposit
features linked to specific column collapse behaviours. Where FC > 1, we expect eruption
columns to collapse continuously and emplace relatively large volume and massive ignimbrite
deposits in the near-field lacking distinct flow package boundaries within the overall deposit
layer (Hildreth & Fierstein, 2012; Swallow et al., 2019). In contrast, where F  1, we expect
eruption columns to collapse periodically and emplace alternating tephra fall/PDC layered
deposits in the Partial Collapse regime or deposits with axisymmetric and regularly-spaced
terraces or rings in the Total Collapse regime (Kaminski & Jaupart, 2001; Tani et al., 2008;
Pope et al., 2018; Hooft et al., 2019). Finally, near-field PDC deposits showing changes in
stratigraphic height, such as alternating tephra fall/PDC layering overlain by relatively thicker
ignimbrite layers lacking distinct flow package boundaries, or vice versa, may indicate changes
in F with time during the emplacing eruption and, therefore, be used to infer the evolution of
eruption column collapse behaviour during a single eruption.
As a preliminary test of FC as metric to distinguish periodic from continuous fountain
collapse, we measure the radius of the enhanced settling annulus rESA and the spreading speed
of gravity currents vGC in experiment #9 and estimate FC = 0.63, indicating mass transport to
the deposit characterized by periodic fountain collapse. This is in agreement with observations
of periodic sediment waves descending around the fountain and gravity currents observed
to spread out of the enhanced settling annulus in pulses in experiment #9 (Supplemental
Video 7). Although promising, a more thorough series of experiments should be conducted by
futures studies for a wider range of source parameters, particularly experiments on very weak
fountains with relatively small source velocity, to test the reliability of FC as a useful metric
for distinguishing collapse behavior of fountains.
For deep water experiments, the fountain top diameter sets the radius of descending sediment waves and, in turn, sets the maximum diameter of visible axisymmetric deposit terraces
(Burridge & Hunt, 2013, Chapter 2). For fully subaerial or deep water submarine explosive
eruptions, this link between the fountain geometry and deposit architecture suggests that the
geometry of the fountain region of an eruption column may be constrained with measurements
of maximum deposit terrace diameters. Further exploration of this link may be key to reconstructing the geometries of eruption columns that emplaced the largest known explosive
eruption deposits in the geologic record.

3.4.2

The e↵ect of a shallow water layer on column collapse

On the basis of results in Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9, the primary e↵ect of the air-water interface
on breaching fountains is to cause sediment waves to spread at the water surface. Sediment
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wave spreading at this interface leads, in turn, to the emplacement of terraces with larger
overall diameters than terraces emplaced by sediment waves descending around fully submerged
fountains (cf. Figures 2.19 & 3.9). Impact with the air-water interface leads to a factor of
0.5 2.8 increase in sediment wave diameter (Figure 3.8). In the context of the terraced
submarine deposits of Santorini, Sumisu and Macauley calderas, the relatively large diameter of
terraces extending up to 20 km from the caldera rim may indicate eruption columns collapsing
periodically to produce sediment waves that spread where they impact the air-water interface.
In this case of interfacial sediment wave spreading, the maximum diameter of deposit terraces
may not be explicitly linked to the diameter of the fountain region of the eruption column.
In two shallow water experiments mixtures of buoyant interstitial fluid with coarse particles (experiment #10, Hf tn ⇡ hw ) and neutrally buoyant interstitial fluid with fine and coarse
particles (experiment #9, Hf tn < hw ) are observed to spread at the air-water interface as dilute gravity currents while sediment waves impact and descend to the tank base (Supplemental
videos 5 and 6). This observation shows that the mass flux carried by sediment waves descending subaerially to impact the air-water interface can be partitioned between gravity currents
spreading along the water surface and submarine sediment waves descending to the tank base.
Similarly, the experiments of Bougouin et al. (2020) demonstrate that ground-hugging subaerial gravity currents entering a water body can partition their mass fluxes between gravity
currents spreading along the water surface and submarine ground-hugging gravity currents
(see Figure 2 in their study). Taken together in the context of shallow water CCF eruptions,
the experimental results of Bougouin et al. (2020) and this study suggest that the mass fluxes
of subaerial sediment wave and PDC mixtures impacting water surfaces may be partitioned
between submarine ground-hugging PDCs and PDCs flowing along the water surface. This
mass partitioning process is supported by field studies of the Krakatau (1883) and Kos Plateau
tu↵ (161 ka) eruption deposits where submarine fractions of the deposit are inferred to have
been emplaced by PDCs flowing along the seafloor or water surface (Mandeville et al., 1996;
Carey et al., 1996; Allen & Cas, 2001; Dufek & Bergantz, 2007b).
Another e↵ect of the air-water interface on breaching fountains is to decrease the buoyancy
flux of the fountain mixture by three orders of magnitude as it enters the air layer (Table 3.1).
Compared to fully submerged fountains, this e↵ect leads to an order of magnitude increase in
the characteristic fountain frequency (equation 3.2) and 1-2 orders of magnitude increase in
sediment wave descent speed (Figure 3.6c). Consequently, sediment waves descend at a higher
frequency and speed from the top of the subaerial portion of the fountain than they would
for a fully submerged fountain. Fountain top height oscillations for the subaerial region of the
fountain in experiment #2 show several frequencies with significant power (Figure 3.6c). The
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3.4 Hz frequency peak overlaps with the characteristic fountain frequency ff tn and, following
our discussion in section 2.5.2, this adds further evidence that equation 3.2 can be used to
predict the frequency top height oscillations of the fountain regions of eruption columns and
the frequencies of sediment wave descending around the eruption columns, including those
erupting through a shallow water layer. The 1.4-1.9 Hz frequency peaks have the most power
and overlap with 1/2 ⇥ ff tn , suggesting that either a constant of 1/2 is required for accurately
predicting fountain top height oscillations with equation 3.2, similar to the results of Burridge &
Hunt (2013), or that 1/2⇥ff tn is a harmonic of ff tn . Careful measurements of the frequency of
sediment waves descending next to the subaerial region of fountains in experiment #2 may help
to discern which of these two potential explanations is correct, however, these measurements
are outside the scope of this study. Another enigmatic signal in Figure 3.6c is the 0.3 Hz
frequency. As experiment #2 is in the Dsw  1 regime, a potential cause for this 0.3 Hz signal
may be related to sediment wave interactions with the ground that subsequently a↵ect the
rise dynamics of the upflow in the sustained fountain. Further work is required to investigate
the potential link of the 0.3 Hz signal with e↵ects of descending and impacting sediment
wave dynamics on fountain rise dynamics. More generally and in the context of shallow water
eruptions, we expect ff tn estimated for the subaerial portion of the fountain to set the frequency
of interfacial waves generated by sediment waves impacting the air-water interface, which has
implications for the timing of tsunamis produced by these eruptions.
For shallow water experiments where Dsw  1, descending sediment waves impact and
overshoot the air-water interface to interact strongly with the tank base. Sediment waves impacting the air-water interface places them in a momentum-driven jet regime when spreading
of material initially entrained in these jets a↵ects terrace development through enhanced scouring within the ESA as well as depositional processes distinct from those at the free surface.
This leads to an additional spreading e↵ect whereby the spread of sediment waves impacting
the air-water interface is augmented by additional spreading of sediment waves as they impact
the ground below (insets in Figure 3.8). For Dsw > 1, sediment waves entrain water and
transition to buoyancy-driven flows carrying less momentum flux to the tank floor, resulting in
reduced scouring (see red deposit inset Figure 3.8). As Dsw increases, deposit scouring around
the nozzle occupies an area with smaller radial extent from the nozzle (cf. Figures 2.19, 3.8,
3.9b & 3.9d). Thus, the e↵ect of sediment wave spreading at the ground and scouring of the
resulting deposit is captured by Dsw .
Consistent with results in Figure 3.9 Macauley caldera, Pope et al. (2018) show that the
wavelength between deposit terraces T decreases. Our analysis of approximately axisymmetric terracing surrounding Santorini caldera demonstrates this same pattern with terrace wave-
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lengths T ⇡ 700 m just beyond the central plateau decreasing to T ⇡ 400 m with increasing
radial distance from the caldera (Figure 3.1). Radial bathymetric profiles of experiments #6
& 10 in Figure 3.9 show a similar pattern where deposit terracing is dominated by a relatively
long wavelength 1.1  T  1.9 near the tank nozzle decreasing to 0.3  T  0.5 farther out
from the nozzle. These two distinct wavelengths suggest an emplacement mechanism by gravity currents that progressively construct shorter wavelength terraces with increasing distance
from the source. This picture is consistent with studies of deposition in lock exchange flows
aimed at understanding turbidity currents (Nasr-Azadani et al., 2013; Meiburg et al., 2015).
Alternatively, the two wavelengths in our experiments and natural terraced deposits reflect
two processes that act in a way that also preserves radial symmetry.
On the basis of insights gained from our experiments, we expect sediment waves of varying
radii descending around shallow water CCF eruption columns in the Total Collapse regime
to impact the ground and emplace terraces or particle rings with relatively long wavelengths
within or just outside of the enhanced settling annulus. Gravity currents spreading outside of
the enhanced settling annulus in our experiments show evolving flow behaviour (Figure 3.5)
and deposits show a relatively shorter terrace wavelength with increasing radial distance from
the nozzle.
In the context of the CCF eruption deposits of Santorini and Macauley calderas, relatively long terrace wavelengths closer to the caldera may have been emplaced and modified
by descending sediment waves transforming into spreading gravity currents, whereas relatively
shorter terrace wavelengths farther from the caldera may have been emplaced by spreading
gravity currents with flow properties distinct from impacting sediment waves. This hypothesis
readily explains the two distinct wavelengths of terraces observed on the flanks of Santorini
(Figure 3.1) and Macauley calderas.
During experiment #6, the presence of a raft of plastic particles does not inhibit the fountain from breaching the shallow water layer nor does it appear to a↵ect the general dynamics
of sediment waves spreading at the air-water interface or tank floor. The most significant
observation from this experiment is the ability of sediment waves to entrain buoyant plastic
particles and transport them to the deposit and into spreading gravity currents along the tank
floor (Supplemental Video 3). The plastic particles used were relatively large and simulate
the giant pumice, 1  dp  9 m observed after the submarine Havre eruption (2012; Carey
et al., 2018), however it is conceivable that the same experiment conducted with smaller plastic
particles simulating smaller pumice clast sizes could result in buoyant particles being buried
in the deposit. This suggests that sediment waves descending around shallow water eruption
columns can entrain, transport and bury buoyant pumice clasts in the submarine deposit, which
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Submarine Deposits

Experiment Deposits
c) Shallow water: Breach

a) Santorini terraced tephra deposit
0

5

10

km

5 cm

Hooft et al., pers. comm.

b) Sumisu terraced tephra deposit

Tani et al., 2008

d) Deep water or Subaerial: No breach

Gilchrist and Jellinek, 2021

Figure 3.10: Comparison of terraced submarine caldera deposits to terraced experimental deposits
emplaced by multiphase fountains. The deposit of Santorini caldera (a) exhibits a central plateau
surrounded by a terraced slope bathymetry analogous to deposits emplaced by shallow water fountains
(b; experiment # 1 in Table 3.1) simulating eruption columns in the total collapse regime. In contrast,
the deposit bathymetry of Sumisu caldera (c) has a steep-sided caldera rim surrounded by a terraced
slope analogous to deposits emplaced by deep water fountains (d; experiment # 32 in Table 3.1)
simulating deep water or subaerial eruption columns in the Total Collapse regime. Figure reprinted
from Tani et al. (2008) by permission from Springer Nature.
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complicates interpretations of submarine explosive eruption deposits. Future studies sampling
submarine terraced deposits should look for the presence of highly vesiculated pumice clasts
at radial positions closer than expected from current models of buoyant clast transport during
submarine eruptions (Manga et al., 2018; Fauria & Manga, 2018).

3.5

Conclusions

Our shallow water experiments build upon the results of Chapter 2 by exploring the e↵ects of
a shallow water layer on annular sediment waves descending periodically around multiphase
fountains. Taken together with the results of Jessop et al. (2016) and Chapter 2, our results
strongly suggest that CCF eruptions occur in the Partial Collapse and Total Collapse regimes
where fountain dynamics and sediment waves govern column collapse behaviour. In the context
of shallow water eruptions, which include CCF and non-caldera forming eruptions, our experiments show that radially symmetric, periodic terraced submarine deposits are potentially a
diagnostic feature of eruption columns in the Total Collapse regime. The e↵ects described in
section 3.4 have a wide variety of implications for mass transport of erupted material above,
along and below the air-water interface and we highlight several important implications here:
1. The fountain frequency (Equation 3.2) of the subaerial portion of the eruption column
will set the frequency of sediment waves collapsing to the air-water interface and, in turn,
the frequency of interfacial waves produced along the water surface.
2. Collapse of eruption column mixtures through an air-water interface leads to radial interfacial spreading of these mixtures and the potential for mass partitioning between
PDCs flowing along the water surface and sediment waves descending through the water
column.
3. Spreading of sediment waves at the air-water interface and at the ground in the Dsw  1
regime can increase the diameter of deposit terraces emplaced by sediment waves.
4. Where the shallow water layer depth is less than or equal to the jet entrance length of
sediment waves impacting the air-water interface, (Dsw  1, Equation 3.5), sediment
waves deliver significant momentum flux to the ground, are highly erosive and scour the
deposit within the enhanced settling annulus. Under these conditions, deposit terraces
are not axisymmetric. As Dsw increases, the radius of the scoured area in the deposit surrounding the source decreases as sediment waves impact the deposit with less momentum
and, in turn, less potential to erode ground substrates.
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5. Terraced deposits in the laboratory and at Santorini and Macauley calderas are characterized by at least two distinct wavelengths between terrace crests, with long wavelengths
occurring relatively close to the eruption source and short wavelengths occurring at farther radial distances.
6. Floating pumice particles on the water surface can be entrained and transported through
the water column by sediment waves and along the seafloor by submarine PDCs, the
latter of which can bury buoyant pumice clasts in the submarine deposit.
Thus, where a shallow water layer is present during an eruption, our hypotheses make predictions for mass transport during shallow water eruptions and resulting deposit architectures
that can be tested by future International Oceanic Drilling Project expeditions visiting submarine eruption deposits (Tamura et al., 2015). Further development of these ideas can be
achieved with future studies focused on quantifying mass partitioning at the air-water interface, for example with a wider range of particle sizes in fountain mixtures, and the potential
for buoyant particle transport and burial to the deposit. A limit to our study is the lack of
particle-fluid thermal disequilibrium e↵ects, which can change the buoyancy of interstitial fluid
and suspended particles (Fauria et al., 2017; Manga et al., 2018; Fauria & Manga, 2018).
More generally, for deep water, shallow water and subaerial eruptions in the Total Collapse
regime, the Collapse Frequency number FC provides a new metric for distinguishing endmember collapse behavior between periodic eruption column collapse and continuous boiling over.
This metric has implications for the time-dependence of source parameters of PDCs spreading from these eruptions and, crucially, makes an explicit link between the source parameters
of eruption columns and PDCs. The Collapse Frequency number can also be inferred from
deposit stratigraphy where the presence or lack of PDC flow layering indicates episodic or
continuous eruption column collapse, respectively. Future studies should test the reliability of
the Collapse Frequency number for predicting the source parameters of PDCs where eruption
column source parameters are known, or for inferring PDC and eruption source parameters
from deposit stratigraphy.
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Chapter 4
Ash sedimentation by fingering and
sediment thermals from wind-a↵ected
volcanic plumes
4.1

Introduction

Ash plumes produced by explosive eruptions, such as the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull event, disrupt air
travel and a↵ect infrastructure and surrounding human populations (Horwell & Baxter, 2006;
Tomašek et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2012). Volcanic Ash Transport and Dispersion models
(VATDMs) are used to forecast ash dispersal in the atmosphere and to predict impacted
areas (Bonadonna et al., 2011; Folch, 2012; Mastin et al., 2009). VATDMs are initialized
with the source parameters of an eruption, which include the Mass Eruption Rate (MER),
plume heights, eruption duration, the Total Grain Size Distributions (TGSD) and the vent
location. In addition, VATDMs are initialized using scenarios from past eruptions (Scollo
et al., 2009, 2011, 2013) or a calculation of mass load estimates from post-eruption deposit
analyses (Bonadonna et al., 1998, 2005; Bonadonna & Costa, 2012, 2013; Andronico et al.,
2014, and references therein). Although some models consider ash density variations and
aggregation processes (Costa et al., 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Folch et al., 2016), most of
them assume ash settles via continuous individual particle settling, with progressively smaller
particles settling out with increasing distance from the eruptive source (Pfei↵er et al., 2005;
Costa et al., 2006; Folch, 2012; Bonadonna et al., 2015). In these models, the TGSD, the ash
concentration and, in turn, terminal settling velocity of ash particles control the description of
ash sedimentation.
Many studies have shown that ash sedimentation from ash clouds can vary in space and
time. For example, intermittent sedimentation, via ash fingers and mammatus, has been observed at Mount Saint Helens in 1980 (Hobbs et al., 1991; Durant et al., 2009; Carazzo &
Jellinek, 2012), Soufrière Hills volcano in 1997 (Bonadonna et al., 2002) and Eyjafjallajökull
in 2010 (Manzella et al., 2015). More generally, Carazzo & Jellinek (2012, Figure 8) show that
the dynamics giving rise to fingers probably governed ash sedimentation in nearly half the de143

posits in geological record form which grain-size data is available. However, although analogue
laboratory experiments and scaling theory constrain the conditions favoring the formation and
evolution of ash fingers (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Manzella et al., 2015; Del Bello et al., 2017;
Scollo et al., 2017), a critical knowledge gap is that their dynamics have not been characterized
quantitatively in situ.
Accordingly, we use a novel 3 mm wavelength (95 GHz) Doppler radar together with an
optical disdrometer to characterize volcanic cloud sedimentation dynamics during a series of
eruptions at Stromboli in 2015, when the eruptive activity was mostly characterized by shortlived weak ash plumes (Figure 4.1A). Guided by time series radar data from this campaign,
and qualitative observations of analog experiments, we propose that sedimentation through
the production of ash-laden fingers evident in Figure 4.1B (Patrick et al., 2007) at Stromboli,
is a consequence of convective instabilities (Hoyal et al., 1999; Bonadonna et al., 2002; Bush
et al., 2003; Durant et al., 2009; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Manzella et al., 2015; Scollo et al.,
2017) modified by wind e↵ects including the production of wind counter-rotating rolls (Turner,
1960). We will argue that resulting overturning and stirring of the ash-air mixture enhances
the production of Particle Boundary Layers (PBLs) and the formation of ash fingers. This
class of time-dependent sedimentation also predicts deposits with spatially-varying textural
characteristics that are readily identifiable in the field (Branney, 1991; Carazzo & Jellinek,
2012). Finally, our results suggest that finger formation is not only a common feature of
sedimentation from transient and weak volcanic plumes, consistent with expectations from
Carazzo & Jellinek (2012, Figure 8), but also that their formation depends strongly on the
character of wind-driven stirring.
Our paper is organized in the following way: in Section 2, we present the methodology we
applied at Stromboli as a case study, between the 28th of September 2015 and the 4th of October 2015, for identifying and characterizing distinct sedimentation features of volcanic plumes.
In section 3, we present the combined radar and disdrometer results and highlight principal
observations. In section 4, we use observations and a small suite of analog experiments to build
a conceptual model for intermittent sedimentation from weak volcanic plumes constrained by
our principal observations before concluding in section 5.

4.2
4.2.1

Methods
The measurement campaign at Stromboli

The goal of our measurement campaign is to characterize quantitatively the sedimentation
behavior of volcanic plumes with three techniques: (i) a 3 mm wavelength Doppler radar
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Figure 4.1: A) Photograph of an ash plume emitted by the Southwest crater of Stromboli. B)
Strombolian ash plume drifted toward the North by the wind and forming an ash finger. The wind
direction is shown by the red arrow. C) Instrument setup at Stromboli Island. Upper right panel: 95
GHz radar at Punta Labronzo (100 m a.s.l.) 2.1 km in slant distance from the vents (red line: radar
beam direction). Lower right panel: Disdrometer near Pizzo Sopra La Fossa at 900 m a.s.l., 350-450
m ESE of the summit craters (SW crater, red triangle; NE Crater, blue triangle).
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(95 GHz), designed to track ash in volcanic plumes (Figure 4.1C); (ii) an optical disdrometer
Parsivel2 (Figure 4.1C); and (iii) analyses of ground deposit samples acquired during the campaign (Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2019). In this study, it is important to note that each method
detects a local Particle Size Distribution (PSD). Such size distributions represent only a part
of the whole erupted mixture defined as the TGSD. From the disdrometer PSDs and phase
delays in radar return, we determine the modal settling velocity of ash particles.
During 39 hours of monitoring, 181 short-lived ash plumes (i.e., from type 2a and 2b
explosions; Patrick et al., 2007) were recorded by the radar and 26 sedimentation events by
the optical disdrometer. The geometry of the instrument locations (Figure 4.1C), which was
the same during the whole campaign, did not allow for simultaneous measurement of the same
ash sedimentation event as the wind was either blowing the sedimentation towards the radar
or towards the disdrometer.

4.2.2

The optical disdrometer

The optical disdrometer Parsivel2 designed by OTT HydroMet (Figure 4.1C) can measure
particle settling velocities and diameter directly by converting the signal from a 780 nm wavelength laser beam, emitted from a transmitter to a receiver, into a voltage signal (Figure 4.2A
and 4.2B). The laser obscuration time is used to determine the settling velocity of falling particles, while the absorption amplitude, portion of the 54 cm2 laser sheet surface obscured by
the particle, measures the particle size (Figure 4.2B; Lö✏er-Mang & Joss, 2000). Measurable
settling velocity and size ranges are between 0.05-20.8 m/s and 0.250-26 mm. Disdrometers
were originally designed for detecting hydrometeor precipitation. Nevertheless, Freret-Lorgeril
et al. (2019) and Kozono et al. (2019) have highlighted the reliability of such instruments for
detecting volcanic ash fallout with a high temporal resolution. Usually, disdrometer measurements are time-averaged either to avoid stochastic variations of measurements due to complex
hydrometeor shapes (Lö✏er-Mang & Joss, 2000) or to obtain stable quantitative data, e.g.
rain-rates, for long-lasting meteorological events as opposed to short ash fallout events. Accordingly, we used the disdrometer maximum sampling frequency of 0.1 Hz (Tokay et al., 2014)
in order to capture short time-varying sedimentation processes.
Because of its lower detection limit and for accessibility reasons, the Parsivel2 was set up
next to Pizzo Sopra La Fossa at ⇠900 m a.s.l, 370 m NE of the SW crater (Figure 4.11C).
This location allowed recording of the proximal coarse ash sedimentation. In addition, ground
tarpaulins were placed next to the disdrometer to collect ash samples for each event recorded
by the disdrometer. Freret-Lorgeril et al. (2019) demonstrated the influence of ash particle
shape on disdrometer terminal settling velocity and size measurements. Since the disdrometer
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Figure 4.2: A) Sketch of the disdrometer detection procedure. A transmitter emits a laser sheet, i.e.
in red, which is measured by a receiver. B) Signal of the laser as a function of time. The amplitude
and time of the particle-induced laser obscuration are used to determine the size and the settling
velocity of ash particles, respectively.

is designed to measure the shape of spherical droplets for meteorological applications, the shape
of settling ash particles were constrained and determined with a morpho-grainsizer Morphologi
G3® by Freret-Lorgeril et al. (2019). Assuming particles fall parallel to their shortest axis, the
disdrometer detects particle with circle-equivalent diameter DCE 0.230 mm (Freret-Lorgeril
et al., 2019). The particle detection resolution (i.e. the disdrometer size classes) is equal to
0.115 mm in DCE.
We calculate particle numbers over the range of measured particle DCE and ash concentrations Cash (kg/m3) with (Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2019):
Cash

⇡⇢ash
=
6

Z

Dmax
Dmin

3
N (DCE )DCE
dDCE

(4.1)

where N (DCE ) is the particle number density (m 3 /mm) of a size class crossing the beam,
dDCE (mm) is the diameter class width, and ⇢ash = 2739±50 kg/m3 the average ash particle
density measured by water pycnometry (Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2019).

4.2.3

Radar observations of cloud structure and sedimentation

The 3 mm wavelength Doppler radar is a compact version of the prototype of Bistatic Radar
System for Atmospheric Studies (BASTA, Delanoë et al., 2016), using smaller antennas (30
cm wide). It was located at Punta Labronzo (Figure 4.2A), about 2 km NNE from Stromboli
summit craters. We chose this location to capture plume emissions and their subsequent
sedimentation that was preferentially dispersed towards the North due to ambient wind. The
radar beam (0.8 wide) aimed at an area 100 m above the SW crater. Particle radial (alongbeam) velocity components vr and reflectivity factors Z are measured inside each probed volume
of the beam as a function of time and range with resolutions of 2 s and 12.5 m (i.e 12.5 m
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of measured and inferred velocity components of ash and
wind, given a prescribed radar beam geometry. vw is the horizontal wind velocity presumably inducing the along-beam (radial) displacement speed of the whole sedimentation pattern, vp , measured
from its range-time slope in reflectivity time series. vr are the measured internal radial velocities
of the recorded pattern. The measured di↵erential velocity vr,a = |vr| |vp|, is assumed to be the
radial velocity component related only to ash particles. The settling velocity VT of particles in a
sedimentation pattern is then calculated using Equation 4.3.

mode), respectively (See Table F.1 in appendix F).
Radial velocities vr < 0 characterize particles with a motion component toward the radar,
as expected for particles falling through the upward inclined beam (Sauvageot, 1992). The
maximum non-ambiguous (i.e measurable by the radar without aliasing) velocity is ±9.87
m/s (resolution of 0.01 m/s) in the 12.5 m mode used in this study. When detecting ash
sedimentation, it is possible to estimate the settling velocity of detected particles VT from
their radial velocities. Under the assumption of no vertical component to the ambient wind,
VT can be estimated from the beam elevation angle (✓ = 21.4 ) and the range-time slope vp
of a sedimentation pattern crossing the radar beam. However, horizontal winds, which were
present during the campaign, induce a velocity component along the radar beam axis and
need to be deconvolved from the radar measurements. We were unable to obtain reliable wind
data during the measurement campaign. Consequently, we exploit the radar beam geometry
to constrain the average horizontal wind velocity, and in turn, a more accurate estimate of VT .
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Figure 4.3 shows each velocity component related to a sedimentation feature detected inside
the radar beam. Under trigonometric considerations, the unknown horizontal wind velocity vw ,
giving rise to the values of vp , can be estimated with |vp |/cos✓. Additionally, we can calculate
the radial component velocity of the sedimentation, vr,a , in the radar beam as:
vr,a = |vr|

|vp|

(4.2)

Finally, from the vertical component of vr,a the mean settling velocity of all the ash particles
VT is:
|vr| |vp|
(4.3)
sin✓
Assuming that radar returns are in the Rayleigh scattering limit, the radar reflectivity factor, Z, characterizes the quantity of targets crossing the radar-beam and can also be calculated
for the local PSD measured by the disdrometer, as (Sauvageot, 1992):
VT =

Z=

Z

Dmax

N (D)D6 dD

(4.4)

Dmin

where Z is in mm6 /m3 , N (D) is the particle number density (mm 1/m3 ), D is the particle
size in mm and dD is the range of particle size classes used (e.g. 0.115 mm resolution from
disdrometer size classes). Z is expressed in logarithmic units (dBZ) as:
Z(dBZ) = 10 ⇥ log10 (Z(mm6 /m3 ))

(4.5)

Strictly, Equations 4.4 and 4.5 are valid if we assume that the ash-air mixture is a dilute and
homogeneous suspension of spherical particles with diameters less than about /4 (Gouhier &
Donnadieu, 2008).

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Intermittent sedimentation from disdrometer records

We observed 24 sedimentation events in the optical disdrometer data associated with single ash
plume emissions blown toward the instrument by an easterly wind. Figure 4.4 shows a time
series of five sedimentation events recorded by the disdrometer on October 3, 2015 between
12:35:02 and 14:50:02 UTC. These events, lasting between 110 and 340 s, are distinguished
by time breaks during which no particles were detected. The multi-peaked variations in sedi149

Figure 4.4: Time series of the number of falling particles detected by the optical disdrometer on
October 3, 2015 between 12:35:02-12:50:02 UTC and 14:25:02-14:50:02 UTC. The arrows show the
first time that the radar detects the ash plumes rising above the vent, which occurs a few seconds after
the start of each explosion. The ash sedimentation events are recorded several minutes afterwards.

mentation rate, i.e. the mass of particle falling as a function of time and per unit area, shown
for the five events in Figure 4.4 are characteristic of 96% of the 24 events recorded by the
disdrometer.
Figure 4.5 shows another 8 min-long sedimentation event comprised of 2,514 detected ash
particles on October 3, 2015 between 09:49:00 and 09:59:00 UTC, originating from an ash
plume emitted 7 minutes prior at 09:41:52 UTC. The PSD (Figure 4.5A) ranges from 0.230 <
DCE < 0.690 mm (Class 1-4) and has a modal value between 0.345 and 0.460 mm (Class
2). Settling velocities (Figure 4.5B) range between 0.7 < VT < 3.2 m/s with a modal value
between 1.4 to 2 m/s. These are consistent with maximum settling velocities (cf. Ganser,
1993) of 1.8 < VT < 2.4 m s 1 for Class 2 particles using a measured sphericity of 0.75 and
average sizes between the longest and the intermediate axes of the particles (Freret-Lorgeril
et al., 2019). Figure 4.5B shows the widespread distribution of settling velocities as a function
of particle size that is characteristic of all detected sedimentation events. In Figure 4.5C, the
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number of ash particles falling through the laser beam over time, and hence the sedimentation
rate, shows significant fluctuations a↵ecting all size classes. Six pulses of up to 145 particles
occur with variations of 98% of the maximum pulse amplitude. The sedimentation can be
divided into two main phases of 4 min 40 s and 3 min 10 s, respectively, that are separated by
a 20 s interval with very few detected particles. Successive pulses within each sedimentation
phase occur at intervals of 20 to 60 s and in between pulses, the sedimentation rate decreases
for less than 10 s to one minute before increasing again.

Figure 4.5: A) Disdrometer-derived local Particle Size Distribution of the ash sedimentation event
between 09:49:02 and 09:59:02 UTC on Oct. 3 2015. Each size class (±0.05 mm) is color-coded.
B) Settling velocities (VT ) measured by the disdrometer as a function of circle-equivalent diameters
(DCE ). Bin colors represent number of particles. C) Temporal series of particle number of each class
(colored lines), the total number of particles (dashed crossed line) and calculated reflectivity factor
Z (red triangles). The grey areas and the black arrows represent the two sedimentation phases and
the 6 sedimentation pulses, respectively.

Figure 4.5C shows expected radar reflectivity factor values derived from the sedimentation
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rate measured by the disdrometer using Equations 4.4-4.5 Z varies from 26.29 < Z < +12.85
dBZ for this event and, using Equation 4.1, we estimate average and maximum ash concentrations of 0.64 ⇥ 10 4 and 1.88 ⇥ 10 4 kg/m3 , respectively. For all sedimentation events observed
in this study, the disdrometer data shows relatively constant PSD modes of 0.403 ± 0.058 mm
comprising on average 46% of the total number of detected particles, ranging from 45 to 1,261.
The ash concentrations inferred from Z values on the whole set of disdrometer data range
between 7.61 ⇥ 10 7 to 6.81 ⇥ 10 4 kg/m3 .

4.3.2

Radar observations of evolving cloud structure in space and
time

Between October 2 and 3, 2015, weak northerly winds advected transient ash plumes towards
the Doppler radar location at Punta Labronzo. The 3 mm wavelength Doppler radar detected
the emission of ash plumes 100 m above the vent and 15 subsequent ash sedimentation events
over a 2100 m slant distance. Figure 4.6A shows the range-time profiles of ash reflectivity
factor, Z, with white arrows marking detected ash plumes rising above the vent at 2000 m
range. The first two detected ash plumes are followed by the detection of ash fallout, appearing
as Long Duration Reflectivity Features (LDRFs) that grow in size as they move towards the
radar site (white line in Figure 4.6A). The width of the first LDRF, detected at 15:23:00 UTC,
is ⇠100 m until 15:29:00 UTC. During the following 3 min, it steadily widens to ⇠600 m.
The second LDRF, detected at 15:47:00 UTC, steadily widens over the following 4 min from
< 100 m to ⇠200 m. For the remainder of the detection, its width thins and widens multiple
times. The LDRFs do not appear to be homogeneous in Z along the radar beam axis and
show small-scale range-time trends spaced quasi-periodically within their large-scale pattern
(black arrows in Figure 4.6A). The slopes of the small-scale reflectivity trends are lower than
the slope of the large-scale pattern.
The overall Doppler velocities, vr , within the first LDRF show a decrease from ⇠0 m/s
to ⇠-2 m/s around 15:26:00 UTC (Figure 4.6B). At about 15:28:00 UTC, the velocities vary
spatially and intermittently above and below 0 m/s within the LDRF at later time and closer
range. The second LDRF shows a similar evolution in vr over time and range of detection.
In Figure 4.7, we show the sedimentation occurring within 1000 m of the SW Crater. The
parent ash plume, which drifts to the north, is observed at slant distances of 2069-2119 m.
As in Figure 4.6A, the range-time Z measurements show the ash plume rise, followed by a
sedimentation event split into two phases. The first 20 s-long impulsive phase shows the ash
plume detected 100 m above the vent at 14:26:44 UTC. Initially, it is < 50 m wide and then
widens to 150 m in the N-S direction 16 s after detection (Figure 4.7A). 12 s after the detection
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Figure 4.6: A) Ash reflectivity factor (Z) time series recorded on October 2 2015 (15:15-16:10 UTC)
as a function of time (x-axis) and along-beam slant distance (y-axis: range). Five ash plumes are
pointed by white arrows at crater distance (2100 m) while two Long Duration Reflectivity Features
(LDRFs; indicated by white lines), lasting ⇠20 min each, are tracked over 2 km toward the radar
location. Black arrows indicate example of small-scale range-time trends B) Range-time profiles of
radial velocities of the same eruptions.
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onset, a maximum of 16.52 dBZ is reached in the bin at 2081 m. The following 158 s-long
decrease in reflectivity until 14:29:42 UTC marks the ash plume exiting the radar beam. Radial
velocities (vr ) in the emitted plume alternate in time between negative and positive values with
a period of 24 s between the first and second yellow bands (see white arrows at top left in
Figure 4.7B) and 40 s between the second and third yellow bands. The variations of the ash
plume’s internal velocities and reflectivity do not appear correlated.
After the initial ash plume exits the radar beam in Figure 4.7, there is a period of 123 s
without ash detection. We detect ash again between 14:31:45 and 14:40:01 UTC at a lower
altitude in downwind bins closer to the radar (994-1944 m) with a maximum reflectivity of
Zmax = 4 dBZ, which is weaker than that of the initial ash plume. The width of this LDRF
increases from 100 to 300 m from 14:33:30 to 14:34:45 UTC and its average slope indicates an
average speed of 2.3 m/s towards the radar. Similar LDRFs, between 15:22:25-15:43:46 UTC
and 15:47:02-16:08:09 UTC in Figure 4.6A, are detected within 2000 m of the radar location.
In Figure 4.7, three continuous features, with 14.23 < Z < 4.72 dBZ, emerge within
the LDRF 160 s after its initial detection. These features are 25-100 m thick, 50 m on average
and have range-time slopes that are distinct from the average slope of the overall LDRF signal.
At 14:35:07 UTC, we observe three local maxima in Z values located in the middle of these
features at di↵erent distances that have a relatively constant spacing of about 85 m (80 to 95
m) and intervals of 30 to 50 s (Figures 4.7A and 4.7C). These small-scale reflectivity trends
are best described by a constant along-beam slope, indicating a constant velocity component
towards the radar. Thus, the reflectivity of the emitted ash plumes is characterized by an
initial maximum decaying continuously, whereas the LDRFs detected closer to the radar are
characterized by the emergence of multiple small-scale and evenly spaced reflectivity trends
(Figure 4.6A and Figure 4.7A).
In total, 93% of the Doppler velocities within the LDRF in Figure 4.7 are marked by
negative values within 1 < vr < 5 m/s (inset in Figure 4.7B). They show an abrupt
increase in overall vr from  3 m/s to 0.7 m/s around 14:34:00 UTC and a return to  3
m/s closer to the radar around 14:36:30. The horizontal component of the LDRF’s rangetime slope in Figure 4.7A corresponds to a horizontal wind velocity, vw = 2.47 m/s. From
the LDRF’s internal modal vr , 2.5 < vr  3 m/s (inset in Figure 4.7B), a modal radial
velocity vr ,a between 0.2 and 0.7 m/s is found. The corresponding VT ranges from 0.55 to
1.92 m/s (Equation 4.3), indicating detected particle sizes between 0.1 and 0.3 mm (Ganser,
1993; Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2019). A final observation was done on October 2, from 12:19 to
12:25 UTC, when LDRFs emerging in the radar data were accompanied by simultaneous visual
observation of the formation of ash fingers under a dilute weak plume (Figure 4.8; Supplemental
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Figure 4.7: A) Range-time profile of measured radar reflectivity factor, Z, of a single ash plume
emission and subsequent LDRF. Red arrows indicate the small-scale reflectivity trends inside the
LDRF. Inset: sketch of the wind direction according to the visually observed trajectory of the ash
plume relative to the radar beam (at 2100 m and about 14:26 UTC on Oct. 2 2015). B) Rangetime profiles of radial velocities of the same eruption. White arrows indicate the pattern of positive
Doppler velocities in the emission. Inset: Histogram of Doppler (along-beam) velocities (filtered with
threshold Z > 13 dBZ) inside the whole LDRF pattern. Doppler velocities mainly range between
5.5 to 1.5 m/s with a mode between 3 and 2.5 m/s. C) Z-profile across the three main smallscale range-time trends (peaks marked by crosses) at 1506 m from the radar between 14:32:30 and
14:38:30 UTC (black dashed line in A). D) Log-Log plot of the normalized reflectivity ratio (Z ⇤/Z0 ⇤)
as a function of the normalized time scale for wind-driven overturning of rolls observed within the
ash cloud t/(H0 /vw ) (see text). Here, H0 is the width of the parent plumes where the maximum
reflectivity is detected in Figure 4.6 and 4.7A, and vw is the horizontal wind velocity. The three
events recorded by the radar on 2 October at 14:26 UTC (black dots), 15:17 UTC (green dots) and
15:44 UTC (red dots) show a decrease in normalized reflectivity factor.
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information F.2 and supplemental video 2). The same features observed in Figures 4.6 and
4.7 are highlighted in Figure 4.8. Small-scale reflectivity trends are detected within a LDRF
over a distance of 550 m (i.e. from 1256 m to 706 m along the radar beam) and during 284 s
(Figure 4.8). The small-scale features show reflectivity ranging from 16 to 7 dBZ (Figure
4.8A). Finally, the LDRF is characterized by negative Doppler velocities alternating between
4 and 1 m/s (Figure 4.8B).

4.4

Discussion

The LDRFs detected by the radar over a range of 150 to 2000 m downwind from the vent
(Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8) are interpreted as ash sedimentation from the October 2015 eruption clouds. We interpret the temporal correlations between pulses in the sedimentation rate
recorded proximally on the ground by the disdrometer (Figures 4.4 and 4.5) and the smallscale radar reflectivity trends (Figures 4.6A and 4.7A) as evidence that the ash sedimentation
is pulsed and quasi-periodic with recurrence intervals of 20-60 s in the disdrometer data and
30-50 s in the radar reflectivity data. On the basis of this consistency, the observations of
finger-like structures in Figure 4.1B, Figure 4.8 and the observations of ash curtains below
Strombolian plumes in Patrick et al. (2007), we hypothesize that the sedimentation pulses are
ash fingers arising from the same mechanism, which we now explore in detail.

4.4.1

A hypothesis for the origin, geometry and evolution of the
ash fingers: Wind-driven rolls, convective fingering and
sediment thermals

Before comparing the PSD measured by the disdrometer to that detected in the sedimentation
targeted by the radar, several challenges must be addressed. First, the local PSD measured
by the disdrometer only represents the fraction of the PSD falling at the location of the
disdrometer (Figure 4.2). The largest pyroclastic particles are likely to fall out of the ash
cloud before reaching the disdrometer. The disdrometer has also a lower detection limit of
0.230 mm and thus records a local PSD that is not only biased against the largest particles but
also biased against fine ash, the dynamics of which probably control finger formation (Carazzo
& Jellinek, 2012) Nevertheless, Freret-Lorgeril et al. (2019) have shown that the disdrometer
local PSDs matched 75-94% (i.e., in vol%) of the ground PSDs sampled at the same location.
The total concentration measured by the disdrometer consequently sets a lower limit for the
total ash concentration settling at its location. Additionally, transient non-dilute mixture
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Figure 4.8: Simultaneous observation of ash fingering (black arrows) at Stromboli from visible
(snapshots) and radar imagery on October 2, 2015 between 12:19 and 12:25 UTC. A) Range-time
profile of ash reflectivity factor Z. The white dashed line indicates the detected LDRF. B) Range-time
profile of radial velocities vr .
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e↵ects such as enhanced or hindered settling (Del Bello et al., 2017), potentially complicate
VT derived from vr . Bearing this in mind, we proceed with caution, to investigate the origin
of the sedimentation features.
Processes that drive the formation of fingers must explain four principal observations from
the combined disdrometer and radar data:
1. Quasi-periodic sedimentation pulses with wavelengths of 80-95 m and periods of 30-50 s
(Figure 4.7A).
2. An increase in size over time of the initial sedimentation pulses detected (Figures 4.6A
and 4.7A)
3. The 120 - 360 s time scale for fingers to emerge (Figure 4.6A and 4.7A) after initial
detection of ash sedimentation.
4. The overall increase of vr within the sedimentation after 14:33:30 and 12:15:00 in Figure
4.7B and Figure 4.8B, respectively (after 15:28:00 for the first LDRF in Figure 4.6B).
Explosive volcanic eruptions, no matter their size and nature, are commonly characterized
by unsteady mass fluxes at the vent (Ripepe et al., 2013; Donnadieu, 2012; Schar↵ et al., 2015a;
Chevalier & Donnadieu, 2015). If the source mass flux fluctuates significantly over time, we
would expect to see such fluctuations in the radar data acquired above the vent. However,
the reflectivity of the ascending ash plume detected by the radar (Figure 4.7A) does not show
such time-dependent behavior during the emission. Nonetheless, the radar data do show an
alternating pattern of positive and negative Doppler velocities (see white arrows top left of
this Figure 4.7B), which we interpret as internal motions within the plume.
With an approximately constant mass eruption rate (at least over the time scale for sediment fingers to form in our data), one mechanism for the quasi-periodic formation of the
fingers evident in Figure 4.1B and Figure 4.8 is the intermittent growth and detachment of
ash-rich particle boundary layers (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Scollo et al., 2017). If sufficiently
strong, the wind will influence the timing of these convective e↵ects in the Stromboli ash cloud
in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.8. If we assume that the wind is horizontal, from the crater to the
radar site, consistent with qualitative observations made in the field, we estimate the wind
speed as the horizontal component of the overall range-time slope for the sedimentation in
radar reflectivity data as vw = 2.47 m/s (Figure 4.7A). This background wind is larger than
the maximum inferred settling speeds for particles forming the median grain size in the PSD
(Figure 4.5C) and will consequently a↵ect their dynamics at leading order. For a cloud width
H0 (i.e where the maximum reflectivity is detected), wind-driven organization of the ash plume
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will occur over a time scale tw = H0 /vw . Because this time scale is comparable to or smaller
than the time scale for particle settling tp = H0 /VT for much of our inferred PSD, an initial
prediction for particle buoyancy-driven sedimentation is that it will begin approximately at or
shortly after ⇠ 1 tw , which is consistent with Figure 4.7D. We consequently infer that there
is strong particle-fluid coupling and these mixture buoyancy e↵ects are more important than
particle loss by their ejection from the rolls (i.e., so-called Stokes number e↵ects). Moreover, if
this inference is incorrect, the change in concentration in Figure 4.7D would begin at a di↵erent
part of the evolution than where t/(H0 /vw ) = 1.
Although consistent with Figure 4.7D, this heuristic expectation provides little insight
into the underlying mechanisms governing how particles become concentrated into mixtures
sufficiently dense to form fingers (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). Figure 4.7D shows only that progressive particle loss occurs after ⇠ 1 tw . Nonetheless, observations of fingers in the images of
the wind-advected plume taken on October 2, 2015 (Figure 4.1B) indicate that the small-scale
reflectivity trends in Figure 4.6A and Figure 4.7A represent ash fingers. If ash sedimentation
is only controlled by individual particle settling, we would expect to see an LDRF with no
small-scale reflectivity features within.
The maximum finger length, hf below the parent ash cloud is hf = tw Vf , where Vf is the
finger fall velocity (see Equation 23 in Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). If we assume that particlefluid mixtures forming fingers descend faster than individual particles (i.e., a condition for
fingers to form in the first place) then we can take Vf ⇡ VT detected in the LDRFs in Figure
4.7B. With H0 = 100 m we find 189 < hf < 300 m, in agreement with estimates from visual
observations of fingers in Figure 4.1B and Figure 4.8. Additionally, the initial increase in width
followed by a decrease in overall vr of the LDRFs in Figure 4.6A, Figure 4.7A and Figure 4.8B
indicate that the volume of the fingers increases as they fall, which is followed by a decrease
in settling velocity soon after, consistent with the dynamics of sediment thermals (Bush et al.,
2003). On this basis, we propose that these are observations of fingers evolving into sediment
thermals (Ernst et al., 1994; Bush et al., 2003; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Suzuki & Koyaguchi,
2013; Del Bello et al., 2017; Scollo et al., 2017).

4.4.2

A conceptual model for the generation of fingers forming
sediment thermals

To build qualitative understanding of the sedimentation dynamics below wind-a↵ected volcanic
plumes, we conduct simple experiments (described in the Supplemental Information S3) in
which we introduce dilute warm mixtures of 0.030, 0.190, 0.225 and 2 mm diameter silica
particles into water with an imposed constant crossflow velocity to form an advected analog
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for the cloud shown in Figure 4.1. We choose ad hoc properties in the experiments to capture
the range in tw/tp inferred for our PSD for a wind speed of 2.47 m/s, and to explore sensitivity
of the cloud structure to this ratio of time scales (Figure 4.9). In Figure 4.9A, counter-rotating
rolls induced by the experimental crossflow develop along with regularly spaced sedimentation
features in the form of particle-laden fingers. They detach to form sediment thermals but retain
the regular spacing of the features. Descending sediment thermals entrain ambient water and
their buoyancy increases. This entrainment causes them to slow such that entrained particles
sediment from their basal edges to form a second generation of smaller sediment thermals. The
second generation of sediment thermals disperses and the dispersed clouds of both generations
continue to settle to the tank floor at the terminal settling velocity of the modal particle size
(0.03 m/s and 0.200 mm respectively) (Bush et al., 2003; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012).
Guided by the experimental observations from Figure 4.9A, previous studies (Ernst et al.,
1994; Bush et al., 2003; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Scollo et al., 2017), and the field observations
presented in this study we present the conceptual model. We key the main features of this
model to 4 time slices (t1-t4 in Figure 4.9B), which indicate the sedimentation pulses in Figure
4.7A and those inferred in Figure 4.9A. The sketches of Figure 4.9C depict the formation of ash
fingers over a time ⇠ tw evolving, in turn, into sediment thermals at the base of the volcanic
ash cloud, as seen by the radar. The development of counter-rotating rolls in the particle cloud
enhances the delivery of particles to its base, particularly where the flow in the rolls converge
(Front view in Figure 4.9C). This relatively dense mixture undergoes gravitational instabilities
to form fingers, in turn ((t2 in Figure 4.9C; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012, see also figures 3, 5, 6 and
9 in Scollo et al., 2017). Fingers descend, entrain ambient fluid and decelerate (Figure 4.9A,
t3). This basic evolution agrees with the increase in cloud width (point 2 in section 4.4.1) and
overall decrease of cloud settling velocity (point 4 in section 4.4.1)) occurring simultaneously
around 14:33:30. However, Figure 4.7B shows that the overall settling velocity increases after
14:36:30, which could imply that a second generation of sediment thermals has formed, similar
to that observed at t4 in the Figure 4.9A.
Predictions from the conceptual model in Figure 4.9 satisfy the list of observations we
identify in section 4.4) and make additional predictions, in line with our observations:
1. Fingers transitioning into sediment thermals: Periodic structure of the sedimentation
pulses in space and time (Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8).
2. Entrainment and finger/thermal dilution: The volumetric growth of sediment thermals
through entrainment is consistent with observed increases in size in Figures 4.6 and 4.7A,
and the decrease in reflectivity density of the initially detected sedimentation pulses in
Figure 4.7D. Dilution through entrainment is also consistent with the overall increase
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Figure 4.9: A) Photo of polydisperse particle cloud experiment exhibiting regularly spaced particleladen fingers transforming into sediment thermals. Crossflow is from left to right, nearside counterrotating roll indicated by number 1 with red arrows showing fluid motion and sediment thermals are
marked by numbers 2 and 3 with red arrows showing overturning head fluid motion. t4 corresponds
to instance in A), which represents the second generation of sediment thermals. B) Zoomed view
of sedimentation pulses in Figure 4.7A with black bars representing four instances in time (t1-t4).
C) Model sketches of parent ash emission with crosswind generating horseshoe eddies that induce
counter-rotating rolls in resulting ash cloud. t1 and t2 show sedimentation behavior at instances in
time corresponding to t1 and t2 in A), with radar beam in red. t1 shows side and front views of
ash cloud with arrows indicating flow direction for counter-rotating rolls and initial finger instability.
Darker particles at base of ash cloud in Front View and t2 highlight the Particle Boundary Layer
formation enhanced by counter-rotating rolls above. t2 shows overturning motions at head of finger
as it evolves into a sediment thermal (Ernst et al., 1994; Bush et al., 2003; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012;
Suzuki & Koyaguchi, 2013; Del Bello et al., 2017; Scollo et al., 2017).
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of vr within the sedimentation, indicating a decrease in settling velocity, occurring after
14:34:30 in Figure 4.7B and after 12:22:00 and 12:23:30 in Figure 4.8B, respectively.
3. Multiple generations: The entrance of later forming fingers into the radar beam, after
the initial finger enters the radar beam, explains the emergence of periodic sedimentation
structure after the first sedimentation pulse is detected (Figure 4.7A). In particular, the
particle loading supplied by a second generation of sediment thermals may explain the
curious decrease of vr (between 15:26:00 and 15:28:00 in Figure 4.6B; after 14:36:30 in
Figure 4.7B), which indicates an increase in settling velocity, later in the sedimentation.
4. Sediment thermals, entrainment and individual particle settling: The dispersal of sediment thermals leads to individual particle settling, which is captured by the radar and
can explain the modal vr in the sedimentation corresponding to a smaller size range of
particles than that detected by the disdrometer. The faster fall velocity of sediment
thermal mixtures vs the terminal settling velocity of the particles that compose them
can explain the extreme values of vr ,  3 m/s detected in the sedimentation (Figure
4.7B).
5. Theoretical plausibility of sediment fingers: The modal value of the local PSD measured
at the disdrometer (0.345-0.460 mm) and the modal value derived from vr (0.100-0.300
mm) are both consistent with theoretical constraints indicating a 0.060-0.250 mm particle size limit for the formation of fingers for plausible ash concentrations (Carazzo &
Jellinek, 2012, Figure 8). Moreover, the maximum ash concentration derived from the
disdrometer measurements, 0.681 g/m3 , is comparable to the minimum concentration
required (1 g m 3 ) for the development of gravitational instabilities determined from
scaling arguments. (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Manzella et al., 2015). Furthermore,
radar measurements of ash cloud thickness, finger fall and ambient wind velocity predict
a finger length, 189 < hf < 300 m, which is consistent with the observations in Figure
4.1B.

4.4.3

Wind-a↵ected ash finger sedimentation

Ash fingering requires the formation of PBLs, which are expected to govern ash sedimentation
in highly explosive eruptions (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012), as well as the relatively weak events at
Stromboli in 2015 (i.e., type 2 explosions of Patrick et al., 2007, section 4.2.1). It is important
to note that the ash clouds observed in this study are not related to large MERs or high
concentrations of particles, i.e. two mandatory conditions for the formation of gravitational
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Figure 4.10: Ash plume snapshots of A) the Eyjafjallajökull long-lasting plume on 4 May 2010
(Figure modified from Manzella et al., 2015) and B) the 23 November 2013 paroxysmal tephra
plume at Mount Etna (Figure modified from Scollo et al., 2017). White arrows indicate ash finger
location. Are reported on both figures the horizontal plume and wind speed (vplume and vw ), the
plume width (H0 ), the distance from the vent where the first finger is observed (d) or is expected due
to wind-driven organization (d0 ) and the maximum distance d0max assuming vw = vplume .

instabilities in addition to the presence of fine ash, after Scollo et al. (2017). Hence, our new
finding at Stromboli that will enter in consideration for how and when ash fingers form generally
is that wind-driven stirring can modulate the growth and timing of PBLs. In particular,
unsteady wind-driven motions can form spatially local zones of fine-grained ash concentration
where counter-rotating vortices meet (section 4.4.2). We expect the occurrence of these wind
e↵ects on sedimentation to be common features of any ash cloud for which tw ⇠ tp (section
4.4.1). Furthermore, these e↵ects will be enhanced in clouds with higher particle concentration
and a greater proclivity for PBL formation (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012).
However, among the studies relating to ash finger formation (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012,
2013a; Manzella et al., 2015; Scollo et al., 2017, and reference therein), the potential for winddriven dynamics of ash finger sedimentation and potential impact on ground in a natural
system have only been explored by Manzella et al. (2015) during the Eyjafjallajökull eruption
in 2010. This study provides detailed observations of a long-lasting plume emitted on 4 May
2010. The plume horizontal velocity vplume was ⇠7.9 m/s with a horizontal vw at its base of
11 m/s (Figure 4.10A). Considering a plume width H0 of ⇠2100 m obtained from Figure 4.10A,
we derive a wind-driven organization time (see section 4.4.1) tw of 191 s. This value, multiplied
by vp lume, leads to a distance d0 of ⇠1500 m being similar to the ⇠1400 m from which fingers
are continuously observed (Manzella et al., 2015). Therefore, our results for transient weak
Strombolian plumes help to reconcile key observations of sedimentation from the relatively
continuous Ejyafjallajökull event: Fingers appear approximatively or shortly after ⇠ 1 winddriven organization time tw . Also, if we take vplume = vw , we obtain a maximum distance at
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which the first finger should form with dmax
= 2100 m, approximately the width of the plume.
0
Hence, evidence of ash fingers on ground deposit should emerge at a distance greater than
dmax
, depending on the horizontal speeds of the fingers and their settling velocity (Manzella
0
et al., 2015).
We have applied the same reasoning for a weak plume emitted during the 23 November 2013
paroxysm at Mount Etna (Figure 4.10B). For this eruption, less information (e.g. distance of
finger formation and plume horizontal speed) is available except for a wind speed of ⇠ 40 m/s
and a plume width of ⇠3000 m (Corradini et al., 2016; Montopoli, 2016). Considering the
maximum plume velocity to be equal to vw leads to dmax
= 3000 m. Although less precise
0
than the previous calculation for Ejyafjallajökull, this simple estimate seems reasonable at
Etna regarding the visually observed location of the first fingers inside La Valle del Bove from
Figure 4.10B.
Predictions based on our observations and conceptual model constitute a step forward
in understanding the location, timing and overall character of ash sedimentation driven by
wind-a↵ected PBL convective dynamics. Nevertheless, quantitative observations of ash finger
formation remain poorly constrained for most eruptive events. Future field observations should
include high space-time resolution instruments similar to our Doppler radar to more precisely
constrain ash finger dynamics from transient and weak volcanic plumes in-situ. Finally, given
the major control of wind on the three-dimensional structure and dynamics of PBLs, future
experiments should address finger formation in the presence of background wind velocity fields
with varying strength and direction.

4.5

Conclusion

Quantifying the processes leading to ash finger formation in-situ is a key challenge to understand their impacts on ground deposits and how fine ash is dispersed in the atmosphere.
Our joint radar-disdrometer study aims to characterize, quantitatively, the behavior of heterogeneous ash sedimentation from volcanic plumes at high spatial and temporal resolution.
As a case study, the campaign carried out at Stromboli in 2015 demonstrates an e↵ective
approach for monitoring volcanic ash plumes and for characterizing the internal dynamics of
their sedimentation. Our observations of ash sedimentation show that ash sedimentation is
time dependent, potentially periodic, and well explained as a consequence of wind-a↵ected
gravitational instabilities to ash-air mixtures in the form of ash fingers. Our results support
a hypothesis that wind-induced counter-rotating rolls may concentrate ash particles such that
the formation and release of relatively dense ash-air mixtures occurs over a time scale that is
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small in comparison to individual particle settling.
In more detail, we have provided evidence that the maximum particle size and minimum
concentration favoring fingering dynamics at the base of volcanic plumes (Carazzo & Jellinek,
2012; Scollo et al., 2017) may be influenced by ambient wind. Estimates of the in-situ ash size
distribution and concentration across the fingers are, however, required for a more thorough
comparison of these data with existing theoretical constraints on the basis of laboratory experiments. Time-dependent wind-induced counter-rotating rolls in ash plumes are not a new
phenomenon and have been observed for a wide spectrum of eruptive activity (Ernst et al.,
1994; Suzuki & Koyaguchi, 2013). However, their role in ash finger formation was not previously quantified. Accordingly, we show that ash fingers may form approximately at or shortly
after one wind-driven organization time. Finally, if counter-rotating rolls, fingering and sediment thermal dynamics emerge even for very dilute and short-lived ash plumes observed in
this study, we expect these physical processes to be common features of wind-a↵ected explosive
volcanic plumes with higher fine ash concentrations that have a greater proclivity for particle
boundary layer-related dynamics to occur (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012). Our newly proposed
model for the e↵ect of wind on ash finger formation can be tested with future experimental
studies and may need to be parameterized for ash cloud dispersal and fallout modeling in the
framework of ash hazard assessment following explosive eruptions.
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Chapter 5
The dependence of entrainment on the
Pulsation number for eruptions with
unsteady source parameters
5.1

Complexities of eruptions with unsteady source
parameters

Explosive eruption regimes are governed by the mass flux exiting the volcanic vent, geometry of
the vent, the particle volume fraction and the median grain size of the particle size distribution
in the erupted mixture (source parameters; Woods, 1995; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Cioni &
Pistolesi, 2015, Chapter 2). Additional controls on eruptive regime are the density stratification
of the atmosphere (equation 2.4), the ambient wind and interactions between the particles and
fluid in the mixture (equations 2.13 & 2.14; Carazzo et al., 2014; Jessop & Jellinek, 2014;
Jessop et al., 2016; Aubry et al., 2017b). Where the source parameters are well described
by statistically stationary mean (steady) values (Figures 5.1a & 5.1c), the eruptive regime
can be predicted (Woods, 2010; Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012; Carazzo et al., 2014; Jessop &
Jellinek, 2014; Jessop et al., 2016, Chapter 2). However, where the source parameters are
not steady, i.e. magnitude of fluctuations are comparable to or larger than the time-averaged
mean value (Figure 5.1b, 5.1d & 5.3), the source parameters are challenging to define (Cioni
et al., 2008; Bonadonna et al., 2016; Manga et al., 2017). Furthermore, whereas the regime
of eruptions with steady source parameters can be reliably linked to specific structural and
textural characteristics of deposit architecture (Cioni & Pistolesi, 2015; Houghton & Carey,
2015), regimes of unsteady eruptions are poorly defined (Bonadonna et al., 2016; Manga et al.,
2017) and, as a consequence, their expressions in deposit structure remains unclear (Figures
1.5, A.3, A.1 & A.4 Houghton & Fierstein, 2004; Sable et al., 2006; Cioni et al., 2008; Pardo
et al., 2014; Houghton et al., 2014; Sparice et al., 2017).
Unsteady eruption behaviours range from “discrete thermals” to semi-continuous “connected thermals” (Figure 5.2a-d ; Druitt et al., 2002; Webb et al., 2014; Taddeucci et al., 2015;
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Source mass flux, entrainment and environmental parameters govern hazards
a) Steady plume entrainment
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Figure 5.1: a) The e↵ective entrainment coefficient ↵e has been empirically constrained for volcanic jets with relatively steady source parameters facilitating predictions of volcanic jet rise height
(where source parameters are constrained) or inferences of source parameters from measurements of
volcanic jet rise height. Photo reprinted from Castruccio et al. (2016) by permission from Springer
Nature. b) The e↵ective entrainment coefficient ↵e is unconstrained for eruptions with unsteady
source parameters leading to large variations in predicted rise heights of volcanic jets and plumes
with unsteady mass flux. c) Where variations in the eruption source mass flux exiting the vent are
much smaller than the mean source mass flux, eruption source parameters can be considered steady.
Where variations in the eruption source mass flux exiting the vent approach or become larger than
the mean source mass flux, eruption source parameters can be considered unsteady. Thus the ratio
of source mass flux variations to mean mass flux forms the source mass flux amplitude parameter,
which serves a basic metric for distinguishing eruptions with steady and unsteady source parameters.

Clarke et al., 2015; Cioni & Pistolesi, 2015; Houghton & Carey, 2015; Houghton et al., 2015;
Tournigand et al., 2017). Depending on the distribution and magnitude of the mass flux as
well as the character of the intermittency of this flux, events can inject small to large volumes
of ash into the atmosphere. Ash clouds from unsteady eruptions can spread at one or multiple
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altitudes to produce tephra fall deposits notable for their complex stratigraphy (e.g. Figures
1.5 & 2.23b). They can also undergo partial or total collapse to form PDC deposits (Figure
5.2d). Transitions among discrete thermal, connected thermals and steady eruption behaviours
are observed commonly during eruptions at volcanoes worldwide and can occur smoothly or
abruptly (Druitt et al., 2002; Webb et al., 2014; Wadge et al., 2014; Tournigand et al., 2017).
b)

a)

Colima

Stromboli
e)

Discrete Thermal

c)

f)

Sabancaya
g)

Connected Thermals

Montserrat
h)

Steady Plume

Unsteady Partial Collapse

Figure 5.2: Unsteady eruptions of a) Stromboli, Italy, b) Colima, Mexico, c) Sabancaya, Peru and
d) Soufriere Hills, Montserrat volcanoes. Green borders mark volcanoes studied in this thesis. e-h)
Analogue experiments conducted in this study simulating observed unsteady eruption behaviours in
a-d). Photo of Colima from Webb et al. (2014) reprinted with permission from Elsevier. Photo of
Montserrat from Druitt et al. (2002).

Most explosive eruptions on earth are unsteady (Taddeucci et al., 2015; Clarke et al., 2015;
Cioni & Pistolesi, 2015; Houghton & Carey, 2015; Houghton et al., 2015). Consequently, our
inability to define source parameters in a meaningful way as well as the absence of their reliable
connection to cloud structure and, particularly, deposit architecture are critical knowledge
gaps. This reality is an obstacle to building a unifying classification scheme of steady and
unsteady eruptions. Specifically, there are two overall challenges for making progress:
1. An identification of characteristic timescales that capture unsteady eruption
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Figure 5.3: Top) 1D time series of (total) radar reflectivity of ash particles summed along the
radar beam for a semi-continuous eruption of Sabancaya volcano, Peru that occurred from 12:30:0012:41:00 UTC on May 25, 2018 (section 5.3.3). Radar reflectivity time series has been detrended and
demeaned. Background is an image from of this eruption showing an eruption plume with non-linear
variations in plume radius with height. Bottom) Power spectrum of 1D radar reflectivity time series
in top graph identifying 35, 70 and 150 s periods. Image of the geometry of the radar instrument
targeting the eruption plume shown at bottom left. Power normalized to maximum power signal in
the spectrum.

behaviour at the source and that enable a dynamically self-consistent description of source parameters.
2. A reliable quantitative link between these governing dynamical timescales and
their influence on entrainment of ambient atmosphere into eruption plumes.
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5.2

The source Pulsation number

To address these challenges, we start with the hypothesis of Valentine & Gregg (2008) that the
ratio of the interval ⌧p between eruption mass flux pulses exiting the vent, with diameter d0 , to
the characteristic fluid overturn time of the pulse mixture just above the vent ⌧f = ⇡d0 /u0 will
influence the extent of entrainment of ambient atmosphere into the plume. In turn, this ratio
will ultimately determine the maximum rise and spreading heights of the erupted mixture.
However, the duration of an eruption mass flux pulse ⌧open is an alternative characteristic
timescale governing the process of entrainment. Mass flux pulses with ⌧open approaching the
time it takes the flow to rise to its maximum height can be regarded as steady. Accordingly,
we define a “source Pulsation number” in two ways
Pu0,f =
and
Pu0,o =

⌧p
.
⌧f
⌧p

⌧open

(5.1)

.

(5.2)

Hereafter, we refer to the equation 5.1 definition of the source Pulsation number as Pu0,f and
the equation 5.2 definition as Pu0,o . Where we discuss source Pulsation number e↵ects that
apply to both Pu0,f and Pu0,o , we simply refer to Pu0 .
We expect the e↵ective entrainment parameter ↵e (cf. Chapter 2, appendix C) to depend
generally on Pu0 . Where Pu0 > 1 a mass flux pulse exits the source and the flow rolls up into
a coherent vortex structure and rises away from the source before the next mass flux pulse
exits the source (Figure 5.3a). In this case we expect source parameters to be unsteady and
characterized as discrete pulses with an e↵ective ↵e determined for buoyant thermals (↵pl ⇡
0.25; Morton et al., 1956; Turner, 1969), thereby defining the unsteady endmember “Discrete
Thermal” regime (Figures 5.2a & 5.2e). Where Pu0 << 1 we recover a classical “steady
plume” with ↵e = ↵pl ⇡ 0.12 (Figures 5.2c, 5.2g & 5.3c Morton et al., 1956; Turner, 1969). For
0 < Pu0  1 the flow is complex. However, assuming an approximate superposition of the two
endmembers is plausible, we hypothesize the e↵ective ↵e value to be 0.12  ↵e  0.25 (Eaton
& Fessler, 1994; Webb et al., 2014). This transitional regime thus potentially links the Steady
Plume and Discrete Thermal endmember regimes through a continuous Pu0 parameter space.
A primary value of this expected smooth dependence of e↵ective ↵e on Pu0 is a capability to
extend 1D integral models of plume rise to unsteady source parameters of arbitrary character.
To investigate and establish the reliability of Pu0 for characterizing source unsteadiness
and predicting e↵ective ↵e , we perform analogue experiments on periodically forced buoyant
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mass flux pulse interval τpulse
=
τfluid
fluid overturn time
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Caption on next page.
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Figure 5.3: (previous page) a) Conceptual model for a buoyant flow with Pu0 > 1 where the full
development of coherent axisymmetric vortices occurs before the next mass flux pulse exits the source.
Resulting discrete thermals are self-similar but marked by enhanced entrainment compared to steady
plumes (Turner, 1969). b) Model for a buoyant flow with 0.1  Pu0  1 where the evolution of
coherent axisymmetric vortices is perturbed by interaction with subsequent pulses leading to a series
of “connected thermals” (Webb et al., 2014) with entrainment rates expected to be between those
for a) and c). c) Model for a buoyant flow with Pu0  0.1 where relatively small interacting vortices
develop and break down to produce a classic “self-similar plume” with steady source parameters and
entrainment rates less efficient compared to discrete thermals (Turner, 1969).

plumes, connected and discrete thermals (Figure 5.2e-h) that are subsequently modeled with
a 1D integral numerical model to identify timescales that characterize source parameter unsteadiness and influence entrainment of ambient fluid which, in turn, governs the rise height of
plumes and thermals (Figure 5.1b; Morton et al., 1956; Turner, 1986; Woods, 2010, Chapter
2, appendix C). We then test the reliability of two source unsteadiness characterizations for
predicting entrainment of ambient atmosphere into unsteady eruptions of Sabancaya volcano,
Peru using data gathered with a novel ground-based Doppler radar instrument (Figure 5.3
Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2020).

5.3
5.3.1

Methods
Experiments on periodically forced plumes

Following the method described in Chapters 2 and 3, we perform carefully scaled analogue
experiments on water plumes and thermals injected with periodically changing flow rates into
a 1 m x 1 m x 0.7 m tank illuminated from behind and filled with a linear saltwater density
stratification to simulate that of the troposphere (Figure 5.4; Table 5.1). In contrast to the
steady source parameters used in Chapters 2 and 3, in these experiments the flow rate through
the tank nozzle (source) is turned o↵ and on with a solenoid valve controlled by an Arduino©
microcomputer with a minimum time between opening and closing of 0.08 s. When the nozzle
is open, the flow rate is set by the height of a bucket containing the source fluid above the tank
and we measure the exit velocity of flows directly after an experiment to reduce uncertainty
in source parameters. Two digital single-lens reflex cameras capture video of the injected
flow from the front of the tank with one camera zoomed just above the source to capture
the onset of entrainment and mixing with the ambient fluid. The exit velocity and maximum
rise height of the injected flows are measured with frames from the captured videos after
an experiment. With known experimental source parameters (Table 5.1), a 1D integral model
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Exp #
(–)
38
40
41
44
45
46
47

Q0
(m3 s)
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.4 ⇥ 10
4.2 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
2.7 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10

M0
(m4 s 2 )
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

6.4 ⇥ 10
1.1 ⇥ 10
1.0 ⇥ 10
7.2 ⇥ 10
6.8 ⇥ 10
4.2 ⇥ 10
8.7 ⇥ 10

⌧open ⇥ B0
(m4 s 2 )

B0
(m4 s 3 )
6
5
4
5
5
4
5

3.3 ⇥ 10
4.3 ⇥ 10
1.3 ⇥ 10
4.1 ⇥ 10
3.3 ⇥ 10
8.1 ⇥ 10
3.7 ⇥ 10

5
5
4
5
5
5
5

6.5 ⇥ 10
8.6 ⇥ 10
1.9 ⇥ 10
6.1 ⇥ 10
4.9 ⇥ 10
1.2 ⇥ 10
5.5 ⇥ 10

Pu0 (⌧f )
(–)

Pu0 (⌧open )

0.25
2.60
0.00
2.11
0.39
0.26
0.12

1.00
7.75
0.00
10.33
2.00
0.53
0.53

6
6
2
6
6
5
6

Table 5.1: Source parameters for experiments in this study.

(Chapter 2; appendix C) is used to find the e↵ective entrainment parameter ↵e that reproduces
the observed maximum rise height.

5.3.2

Rise height and radius scalings for plumes and thermals

The source volume, momentum and buoyancy fluxes of the flow injected into the tank, combined with an assumed constant entrainment rate of ambient fluid and the buoyancy frequency
of the environmental stratification, can be used to predict the maximum rise and spreading
heights of buoyant plumes (Pu0 << 1) and thermals (Pu0 > 1) on dimensional grounds (equations 2.1, 2.3a, 2.3b, 2.3c & 2.4 in section 2.2.3 in Chapter 2; Morton et al., 1956; Turner, 1969,
1986) to give:
Hpl = Cpl ⇥ ↵e 1/2 |B0 |1/4 N

3/8

,

Hth = Cth ⇥ ↵e 3/4 (|⌧open ⇥ B0 |)1/4 N

(5.3)

1/4

.

(5.4)

Here Cpl and Cth are empirically determined constants for plumes and thermals, respectively,
and are equal to 1.6 for our experiments. Whereas equation 5.3 depends on the source buoyancy
flux, equation 5.4 depends on the total buoyancy force per mass of a pulse of fluid injected
through the source given by ⌧open ⇥ |B0 |.
The e↵ective entrainment coefficient ↵e can be estimated with measurements of the change
in radius dr(z) of a plume or thermal over a given rise height dz with (Morton et al., 1956;
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c)
Source
fluid

Front view experiment apparatus
0.7 m

ρa(z)

1m

1m
r0= 7.5x10-3 m
Solenoid valve
controlled with
Arduino microcomputer

Figure 5.4: Experimental apparatus used in this study. The source fluid is prepared in a delivery
bucket at a fixed height above the tank which sets the source flow rate. An Arduino microcomputer
turns a solenoid valve on and o↵ to inject pulses of source fluid into the tank. A linear saltwater
density stratification is setup in the tank and measured prior to conducting experiments. The tank
is illuminated from behind and video is captured from the front (shown) and zoomed just above the
source (black dotted square).

Turner, 1969, 1986)
5 dr
,
6 dz
dr
↵eth = ,
dz
↵epl =

Plume

(5.5a)

Thermal.

(5.5b)
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θ
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Beam opening angle: 0.8°

Convert vr to vertical particle velocity
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θ=11.875°

up = sin(θ) / vr

Figure 5.5: Top) Image showing Doppler radar location targeting geometry relative to the crater
of Sabancaya. Middle) Sketches showing a range gate volume geometry above Sabancaya crater
with the targeting geometry parameters where ✓ is the elevation angle of the radar beam, vr is the
radial speed of targeted particles towards or away from the instrument, up is the vertical speed of
targeted particles, ft the transmitted frequency, fr the returned Doppler shifted frequency and t is
the wavelength of the transmitted radar electromagnetic wave. Bottom) Radar parameters specific
to this instrument and targeting geometry combined with equations for the deriving vertical speeds
of targeted particles from the Doppler shift of returned frequencies and the elevation angle of the
radar beam.

5.3.3

Measuring eruption source parameters in-situ with Doppler
radar

From May 23-30, 2018 we deployed a 3.2 mm wavelength focused-beam Doppler radar
(VOLDORAD-3; Delanoë et al., 2016) at a location 4.45 km (4.6 km slant-distance, i.e.
“range”) to the NNE of the crater of the active Sabancaya volcano, Peru (Figure 5.5). On May
25, 2018 the radar beam was aimed 100 m above the crater rim to retrieve the radar reflectivity factor Z and Doppler velocity vr of tephra transported by explosive eruptions through the
radar beam (Donnadieu, 2012; Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2020). We choose this target, in part, on
the basis of observations of the plume oriented vertically in this region (see background image
in Figure 5.3), indicating that the influence of the ambient cross-wind does not significantly
influence plume dynamics here. The radar beam is divided into 12.5 m deep range gate volumes that are approximately 65 m tall at the range of the crater. The radar wavelength of
3.2 mm is chosen to include detection of particles with diameters dp  250 µm that are within
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the Rayleigh scattering regime (Donnadieu, 2012; Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2020) and are fully
coupled to the gas phase just above the eruption source (St0 << 1 and ⌃0 << 1; see section
2.2.3) and traveling at the gas phase velocity up = ug (see also Chapter 4). The targeting
geometry of the radar (Figure 5.5) is chosen such that vr represents vertical tephra particle
speeds through the radar beam with up = vr /sin(✓) where ✓ is the elevation angle of the beam.
The unprecedented spatial ( 12.5 m) and temporal resolution ( 0.5 s) of the Doppler
radar instrument, combined with its ability to detect the interior and far side of eruption
plumes, permits estimation of Pu0 and e↵ective entrainment rates into eruption plumes insitu (equations 5.1, 5.2, 5.5a & 5.5b). To identify mass flux pulses in the semi-continuous
eruption observed on May 25, 2018 (Figures 5.6 & 5.7), we focus our analysis on “plume
events” marked by local maxima in vertical speed which are assumed to represent relatively
high kinetic energy eruption plumes rising through the radar beam that are distinct from the
background continuous and relatively low kinetic energy ash emissions. We define the plume
axis by the location of the maximum speed and, following the method of Dai et al. (1995), we
define the plume near- and far-side boundaries as the radial distance from the plume axis dr
where the vertical speed falls below max(up )/e. The associated uncertainty in estimating dr is
the range gate depth ±12.5 m. The cross-sectional vertical plume speed profile is taken along
the plume diameter measured within the radar beam and the characteristic vertical plume
speed is defined with the mean vertical speed along this profile. To estimate ⌧open for Pu0,o ,
after locating the time of max(up ) for a plume event we find the preceding and following times
where up ⇡ max(up )/e and define ⌧open as the interval between these times. To be consistent
with our definition of ⌧p in our analogue experiments, we define ⌧p in the radar vertical speed
data as the interval between the end time of the first eruption pulse and the begining time of
the second eruption pulse. With ⌧p , the plume diameter and mean vertical speed, we estimate
Pu0,f .
To estimate e↵ective ↵e for a plume event on the basis of spreading rate (equations 5.5a
& 5.5b), the height above the plume source dz must be known. We estimate the crater rim
to be 100 ± 25 m above the plume source, the radar beam aimed 100 ± 25 m above the crater
rim and, therefore, the detected plume events to be 200 ± 50 m above the plume source in the
crater. The uncertainties associated with measurements of dr and dz are used to calculate the
uncertainty in ↵e . This approach assumes a point source (r0 = 0) origin for the plume located
at the base of the crater (z0 = 0).
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5.3.4

Spectral analysis of reflectivity and plume speed time series

Time series of eruption plume reflectivity Z and vertical speed up are analyzed to identify
periodic signals that are assumed to represent periodic eruption mass flux signals (Donnadieu,
2012). Reflectivity data are masked below the ambient ash-free air threshold, found to be 18
dBZ during this measurement sequence, to isolate range gates containing ash. The reflectivity
of all range gates are summed along the radar beam for each instance to create a 1D total
reflectivity time series. Similarly, up is masked where Z < 18 dBZ and the maximum vertical
speed along the radar beam is taken at each time step to generate a 1D time series of maximum
vertical speed.
A challenge for the data analysis is that the Doppler velocity data have both data gaps
and variable sampling rates. To carry out spectral analysis we first carefully interpolate the
data onto a uniform grid using an algorithm that introduces no new frequencies to produce a
piece-wise continuous time series. This procedure does not fill 7 s gaps occurring approximately
every 50 s. To fill these gaps, also without introducing new information, we next smooth the
resulting time series with a moving gaussian to produce the continuous time series in Figures
5.3a and 5.8a. As a result, our temporal resolution for the 1D time series is limited to about
14 s. Time series are subsequently detrended, demeaned, and windowed before using a multitaper method to obtain the spectral estimate of the pre-processed time series (Figures 5.3a &
5.8a Thomson, 1982).

5.4
5.4.1

Results
Retrieval of unsteady eruption source parameters in-situ

On May 25, 2018 a sustained eruption of Sabancaya volcano was detected by the Doppler
radar instrument from 12:30:00-12:41:00 UTC (Figures 5.3, 5.6, 5.7 & 5.8). The reflectivity
and vertical speeds vary between 10.0  dBZ  12.5 and 40.2  up  40.5 m/s over
time and space. The majority of local maxima in reflectivity and vertical speeds occur within
the 4550 4800 m range from the radar location and we identify 20 and 35 local maxima
in reflectivity and vertical speeds, respectively, within this range. Within the 4550-4700 m
range, nearside plume speeds vary between positive and negative values, whereas speeds at
farther ranges are predominantly positive. Maxima in reflectivity predominantly correlate in
time and space with maxima in vertical speed, however, there are exceptions to this (Figure
5.7). Space-time trends of local maxima in reflectivity (white diagonal line in Figure 5.6)
and vertical speed moving farther in range with increased time correspond to ambient winds
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Figure 5.6: a) Radar reflectivity masked below -18 dBZ (blue to red color scale) for the semicontinuous eruption of Sabancaya volcano on May 25, 2018 from 12:30:00-12:41:00 UTC. The y-axis
is the along-beam range from the radar instrument to the target. White diagonal bar shows an
example of a space-time trend induced by the cross-wind during the eruption. b) Vertical speeds of
targeted particles in the eruption plume detected in a). Black arrows point to a pair of identified
plume events with corresponding values for Pu0,f , Pu0,o , e↵ective ↵epl and e↵ective ↵eth shown in white
boxes. Dotted black box marks section enlarged in c). c) Zoomed section from b) (dotted black box)
highlighting a pair of plume events occurring in succession with a relatively short interval. Black
dots mark beginning and end of each plume event. Grey bars show measured plume diameters along
which vertical speed profiles are measured to calculate the mean plume vertical speed shown in black
text. White boxes show corresponding values of Pu0,f , Pu0,o , e↵ective ↵epl and e↵ective ↵eth for each
plume event.
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blowing the plumes towards the SSW with a speed away from the radar of 2.5 < uw < 4.5
m/s.
Figure 5.6c shows two plume events that occur in relatively quick succession with ⌧pulse ⇡
0.5 s. With measurements of plume diameter and mean vertical speed (measurement method
shown in Figure 5.6c), we estimate 0.04  Pu0,f  0.05 (equation 5.1), 0.03  Pu0,o  0.05
(equation 5.2), ↵epl = 0.23 (equation 5.5a) and ↵eth = 0.19 (equation 5.5b) for these events.
Similarly in Figure 5.6b, we estimate 1.9  Pu0,f  2.9, 1.5  Pu0,f  2.6, 0.31  ↵epl  0.42
and 0.38  ↵eth  0.50 for two plume events with a relatively long interval ⌧pulse ⇡ 34 s.

Figure 5.7: Vertical speed up of ash detected in Sabancaya plumes plotted as a three-dimensional
surface against range and time. Colors plotted on the surface represent radar reflectivity dBZ. The
black grid marks the up = 0 plane. Data is from a shorter period of that shown in Figure 5.6.

Periodic plume events are also identified in power spectra of 1D total reflectivity and
maximum vertical speed time series (Figures 5.3 & 5.8). 1D reflectivity time series show
relatively long period variations corresponding to ⌧p = 35 ± 5 s, ⌧p = 70 ± 10 s and ⌧p = 150 ± 25
s. In 1D maximum vertical speed time series, relatively long period variations correspond to
⌧p = 20 ± 5 s, ⌧p = 50 ± 10 s and ⌧p = 175 ± 25 s. Missing data and variable sampling rates
during data retrieval prevents identification and analysis of shorter period variations in 1D
time series.
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Eruption plume maximum vertical speed time series
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Figure 5.8: Top) 1D time series of maximum vertical speed of ash particles along the radar beam
at a given time step during the semi-continuous eruption dataset shown in Figures 5.3, 5.6 and 5.7.
Time series has been detrended and demeaned. Bottom) Power spectrum of 1D maximum vertical
speed time series in top graph. At least three distinct peaks are identified in the power spectrum
corresponding to periods of 20, 50 and 175 s. Power is normalized to the maximum power in the time
series.

5.4.2

Entrainment into periodically forced plumes

Experiments on periodically forced buoyant plumes and thermals, where only Pu0 was varied
among the experiments shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 (Table 5.1), show a continuous decrease
in maximum rise height with increasing Pu0 (Figure 5.9; Table 5.2)). Visual observations
of flows just above the tank nozzle show a gradual evolution in turbulent structure as Pu0
is progressively varied. In experiment #41 with Pu0 = 0, the flow above the source develops
relatively small turbulent vortices, with diameters much less than the source diameter that also
appear stretched in the vertical direction. As Pu0,f and Pu0,o increase progressively from 0.12
to 2.60 and from 0.53 to 10.33, respectively, vortices just above the source gradually increase
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Figure 5.9: a) Predicted maximum rise heights using the plume (purple) and thermal (pink) height
scalings (equations 5.3 & 5.4) with constant e↵ective ↵epl and ↵eth , respectively. Black diagonal line
shows where predicted and measured values are equal. Black arrow indicates variation of Pu0 among
experiments. Insets show images of an endmember steady plume experiment (top inset) and discrete
thermal experiment (bottom inset) corresponding to highest and lowest maximum rise height data
points, respectively. b) Predicted maximum rise heights using the plume (purple) and thermal (pink)
height scalings (equations 5.3 & 5.4) with e↵ective ↵e estimated for each experiment using the method
in section 5.3.1.
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Figure 5.10: a) & b) E↵ective ↵e estimated with the method in section 5.3.1 plotted against Pu0
for experimental flows (purple). E↵ective ↵e estimated for observed eruptions of Sabancaya volcano
(turquoise) with equations 5.5a (circles) and 5.5b (triangles) plotted against Pu0 . Black line shows
linear fit to experimental data with corresponding equation shown. Inset of Sabancaya eruption
plume shows inferred range of Pu0 on the basis of qualitative comparisons of the connected thermal
structure in the image to insets of experimental flows in the connected thermal regime with known
Pu0 . Above inset, predicted range of e↵ective ↵e is shown using inferred Pu0 values in the linear
equation. Insets of experimental flows show the visual evolution of turbulent structure just above the
source with corresponding values of Pu0 shown above each inset.
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Exp #
(–)
38
40
41
44
45
46
47

hmax
(m)
2.66 ⇥ 10
1.86 ⇥ 10
4.02 ⇥ 10
1.38 ⇥ 10
2.27 ⇥ 10
3.38 ⇥ 10
2.92 ⇥ 10

Hpl
(m)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2.76 ⇥ 10
1.79 ⇥ 10
4.58 ⇥ 10
1.37 ⇥ 10
2.32 ⇥ 10
3.30 ⇥ 10
3.09 ⇥ 10

Hth
(m)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.16 ⇥ 10
1.64 ⇥ 10
2.96 ⇥ 10
1.16 ⇥ 10
2.27 ⇥ 10
3.65 ⇥ 10
3.42 ⇥ 10

↵e
(–)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.153
0.379
0.111
0.465
0.216
0.133
0.130

Table 5.2: Measured maximum height, predicted maximum heights and estimated e↵ective entrainment coefficient for experiments in this study.

in size, appear more axisymmetric and maintain this structure to a higher height above the
source before coherent vortex structures visually break down into more randomly distributed
turbulence.
In Figure 5.9a, predicted maximum rise heights for plumes using ↵epl (equation 5.3) are
in agreement with measured maximum rise heights within measurement uncertainty for experiments with Pu0,f  0.39 and are not explained for Pu0,f > 0.39. Where plotted against
predicted maximum rise height for thermals using ↵eth (equation 5.4), measured maximum rise
heights are in agreement within measurement uncertainty for experiments with Pu0,f
2.11
and are in disagreement for Pu0,f  0.39. Thus, for experiments with intermediate values of
0.26 < Pu0,f < 2.11, neither the plume or thermal height scalings accurately predict maximum
rise height.
Following the method in Chapter 2, we use a 1D integral plume model to predict measured
maximum heights with known experimental source parameters by varying the value of e↵ective
↵e (section 5.3.1; appendix C). We estimate e↵ective entrainment coefficient values to range
from 0.133  ↵e  0.465 for experiments with 0.00  Pu0,f  2.60 and 0.00  Pu0,o  10.33
(Figure 5.10). In Figure 5.10, ↵e increases linearly within measurement uncertainty as Pu0,f
and Pu0,o increase (equations 5.1 & 5.2).
Using e↵ective ↵e values estimated for each experiment in Figure 5.9a (Table 5.2), we
recalculate predicted maximum rise heights with equations 5.3 and 5.4 and plot them against
measured maximum rise heights in Figure 5.9b. Predicted maximum rise heights with equations
5.3 and 5.4 and estimated ↵e for each experiment are in broad agreement with measured
maximum rise heights (Figure 5.9b), except for experiment #41 where Pu0 = 0.00 (data point
for this experiment is outside of the range shown on Figure 5.9b).
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5.5
5.5.1

Discussion
Periodic signals in eruption source parameter times series

Doppler radar observations of a semi-continuous eruption of Sabancaya volcano, Peru (Figures
5.3, 5.6, 5.7 & 5.8) show periodic changes in total radar reflectivity and maximum vertical
speeds of ash in the eruption plumes ⇠ 200 m above the eruption source. We assume that
changes in reflectivity maximum vertical speeds arise from changes in the mass flux at the
eruption source which agrees with our visual observations of eruption plume intensity and
diameter changing above the crater rim during this period (Supplemental video 1). The longest
periods of 150 ± 25 s and 175 ± 25 s in the 1D reflectivity and maximum vertical speed time
series, respectively, overlap within measurement uncertainty, suggesting that these signals may
be driven by the same mechanism. The second longest periods of 70 ± 10 s and 50 ± 10 s in
the 1D reflectivity and maximum vertical speed time series, respectively, overlap at their
limits of measurement uncertainties, and may also be driven by the same mechanism. Shorter
periods in both time series do not overlap within measurement uncertainty and may arise
from di↵erent mechanisms. Overall, these results show that the source parameters of semicontinuous explosive eruptions can be characterized by several periodic signals, suggesting
several di↵erent mechanisms are operating simultaneously to govern eruption dynamics.
Changes in mass flux during Strombolian, Vulcanian, Subplinian and phreatomagmatic
eruptions are thought to result in part from discrete explosions occurring at the vent or within
the conduit (Taddeucci et al., 2015; Clarke et al., 2015; Cioni & Pistolesi, 2015; Houghton &
Carey, 2015). Such explosions eject tephra at high vertical velocities above the vent, which we
refer to as plume events. On this basis, we argue that along-radar-beam profiles of maximum
vertical speed are more reliable for detecting plume events, measuring plume geometry and
estimating mean plume vertical rise speed, as opposed to using ash radar reflectivity data to
this end. In turn, we interpret plume events as instances marking increases in mass flux pulses
at the eruption source. This approach permits estimation of Pu0 and ↵e in-situ and can be
adpated to thermal observations of unsteady eruptions (Patrick et al., 2007; Patrick, 2007;
Webb et al., 2014; Tournigand et al., 2017). In addition, where the particle size distribution
of ash in the targeted eruption plume can be constrained, the mass flux of ash carried by the
eruption plume can be estimated with radar reflectivity and vertical speed measurements in
real-time (Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2018, 2020). These are key source parameters for running
simple plume-rise models with relatively fast computation time which, in turn, set the source
parameters for volcanic ash transport and dispersal models used to assess ash hazards for
aviation and communities surrounding the eruption source (Folch, 2012; Tadini et al., 2020).
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5.5.2

The dependence of entrainment on the Pulsation number

Our experiments on periodically forced buoyant plumes and thermals provide a thorough test
of the reliability of the source Pulsation number Pu0 for predicting the value of the e↵ective
entrainment coefficient ↵e , which is required to model the rise and spreading heights of plumes
and thermals (section 2.2.3 and appendix C). Using empirically constrained constant values
of ↵e for plumes and thermals (Turner, 1969) in the classic plume and thermal rise height
scalings (equations 5.3 & 5.4), we find that these scalings fail to accurately predict maximum
rise heights of pulsating flows in the connected thermal regime with Pu0 ⇡ 0.39 (Figures 5.2b
& 5.3b). Thus, although these classic rise height scalings work well for flows in the steady
plume and discrete thermal endmember regimes (Figures 5.2a, 5.2c, 5.3a & 5.3c) they are
inappropriate for the intermediate connected thermal regime.
Estimating e↵ective ↵e with the 1D integral plume model for our experiments, with the same
source parameters but varying Pu0 , reveals a positive correlation between e↵ective ↵e and Pu0 .
This is supported by visual observations of the development of turbulence in flows just above
the source. Flows with Pu0 ⇡ 0.00 are characterized by relatively small vortices stretched in
the vertical direction, with diameters much less than the source diameter, that break down into
randomly distributed turbulence at relatively low heights above the source. These relatively
small vortices are less efficient at entraining ambient fluid into the flow (Jessop & Jellinek, 2014)
compared to the larger vortices observed for experiments with larger Pu0 , where vortices evolve
towards more coherent axisymmetric and relatively large vortices, with diameters approaching
the source diameter, that maintain their coherent structure to relatively higher heights above
the source. Further evidence for this interpretation of increased entrainment efficiency for larger
Pu0 is shown in Figure 5.10 where e↵ective ↵e increases linearly with Pu0 . Taken together,
these qualitative observations and quantitative results demonstrate that Pu0 is a simple yet
powerful way to characterize unsteady source parameters among the steady plume, connected
thermals and discrete thermal regimes.
Perhaps most immediately useful, where Pu0 is defined as the ratio of the interval between
source mass flux pulses ⌧p to the fluid overturn time at the source ⌧f (equation 5.1), for Pu0 < 1
e↵ective ↵e can be predicted with the empirical relationship
↵e = 0.120 ⇥ Pu0,f + 0.128

(5.6)

or where Pu0 is defined as the ratio of ⌧p to the duration of a source mass flux pulse ⌧open
(equation 5.2)
↵e = 0.034 ⇥ Pu0,o + 0.120
(5.7)
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for 0.00  Pu0  10.33. These two empirical relationships provide two di↵erent methods for
predicting e↵ective entrainment rates where only one of ⌧f or ⌧open can be estimated.
The dependence of e↵ective ↵e on Pu0 is best understood over a broad range of e↵ective
↵e conditions if Pu0 depends on ⌧open . This result is consistent with the interpretation that
the predominant control is expected to be the buoyancy force released during a given interval.
Practically, this is fortunate as ⌧open requires relatively fewer measurements to estimate (Figure
5.6). This control will be amplified for longer opening times and thus for larger Pu0 . At
Pu0,o  3, ⌧f ⇡ ⌧open so there will be no di↵erence between Pu0,f and Pu0,o .
As a natural test for the dependence of e↵ective ↵e on Pu0 , we estimate both of these
parameters for several plume events observed at Sabancaya volcano (Figure 5.6). For all plume
events analyzed we find that equation 5.6 with estimated Pu0,f predicts e↵ective ↵e within
measurement uncertainty where e↵ective ↵e for Sabancaya’s plumes is estimated with equation
5.5b (Figure 5.10b). However, for these same plume events, equation 5.7 underestimates
e↵ective ↵e for plume events with Pu0,o > 1 (Figure 5.10b). This analysis should be extended
to more plume events in this dataset to more rigorously test the dependence of e↵ective ↵e on
Pu0 for natural volcanic plumes by exploring a wider and finer range of Pu0 . In addition, thus
far we have ignored the e↵ects of the cross-wind that advected ash plumes away from the radar
instrument. The ratio of wind speed to mean plume rise speed is 0.1  W⇤  0.2 suggesting
that the ambient cross wind a↵ects plume rise dynamics (Aubry et al., 2017b). This e↵ect
can lead to an increase in entrainment efficiency on the downwind side of the plume column
(Aubry et al., 2017a,b) and could be responsible for the systematically larger values of e↵ective
↵e estimated for Sabancaya (Figure 5.6). Further evidence for the potential e↵ect of wind
are observations of incomplete plume bifurcation (Ernst et al., 1994) of the semi-continuous
eruption observed in this study, which occurred ⇡ 0.5 1 km above the crater.
Visual observations of eruption events during the measurement campaign at Sabancaya,
which are not analyzed in this study, show multiple jets exiting the crater rim simultaneously.
These observations suggest that the assumption of a point source may not be valid and that the
uncertainty in dr, used in equations 5.5a & 5.5b to estimate ↵e , may be larger than the radar
range gate depth (section 5.3.3). One way to address this in future studies is to deploy two
focused-beam Doppler radar instruments to measure plume diameters at two distinct heights
simultaneously such that dr/dz in equations 5.5a & 5.5b relies solely on measurements of plume
geometry rather than the assumption of a point source.
It is also unclear whether inertial particles, with 0.1  St0  1 or ⌃0 ⇡ 1 (equations 2.13 &
2.14), in periodically forced plumes will enhance or inhibit entrainment of ambient fluid (Jessop
& Jellinek, 2014; Jessop et al., 2016; Lherm & Jellinek, 2019, Chapter 2). Longmire & Eaton
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(1992) observed inertial particles to cluster and increase in concentration locally in flow regions
with relatively high strain rates, for example where opposing flows from successive coherent
vortex structures meet (see Figures 7, 15 &16 in their study; see also Figure 1 in Eaton &
Fessler, 1994). However, Longmire & Eaton (1992) performed their experiments on horizontal
periodically forced jets and a question that arises from this observation in the context of
vertically-oriented and periodically forced plumes is whether clustering of inertial particles can
create regions of gravitational instability that significantly a↵ect e↵ective ↵e and the overall
gravitational stability of an unsteady plume column. We plan to address this question in a
future study where inertial and fine (St0  0.1 and ⌃0 << 1) particles are added to the source
plume fluid mixture in analogue experiments similar to those in this chapter.

5.6

Conclusions

Previous studies have demonstrated that eruption source parameters can vary substantially
during explosive eruptions (Alfano et al., 2011; Schar↵ et al., 2012; Valade et al., 2012; Webb
et al., 2014; Schar↵ et al., 2015b; Todde et al., 2017; Tournigand et al., 2017; Freret-Lorgeril
et al., 2018, 2020), yet a classification of unsteady eruptions, that makes reliable quantitative
links among time-varying eruption source parameters and the gravitational stability and rise
heights of volcanic jets, remains elusive. To make progress towards this goal, we have identified
key time scales of time-varying eruption source parameters that govern distinct regimes of unsteady eruption behaviour. We used these timescales to form the source Pulsation number Pu0
that can quantitatively distinguish unsteady eruption regimes and we established quantitative
relationships between Pu0 and the e↵ective entrainment coefficient ↵e , which is commonly used
for modeling the rise and gravitational stability of volcanic jets.
We summarize our main conclusions as follows:
1. The key time scales governing the behaviour of ash plumes with unsteady source parameters are the interval between mass flux pulses exiting the vent, the characteristic fluid
overturn time just above the vent and the duration of a mass flux pulse exiting the vent.
2. Two definitions of the source Pulsation number Pu0 are formed with the time scales in
1. and define unsteady eruption regimes as follows
(a) Pu0,f < 0.12 & Pu0,o < 0.53 defines the steady endmember “Steady Plume” regime
(b) Pu0,f
2.11 & Pu0,o
regime

7.75 defines the unsteady endmember “Discrete Thermal”
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(c) 0.12  Pu0,f < 2.11 & 0.53  Pu0,o < 7.75 defines the intermediate “Connected
Thermals” regime.
3. Constant values of the entrainment coefficient for experimental plumes (↵pl ) and thermals
(↵th ) are not appropriate for predicting the maximum rise height of flows with classic
plume and thermal height scalings in the connected thermal regime with intermediate
values of 0.26 < Pu0,f < 2.11.
4. Estimations of ↵e for each experimental flow made with a 1D integral model can be used
with classic plume and thermal height scalings to predict maximum rise heights.
5. Estimated ↵e for each experimental flow demonstrate a linear dependence of ↵e on the
Pu0 .
6. More estimations of Pu0 and ↵e for eruption plumes are need to test the reliability of
the linear Pu0 -↵e relationship for predicting entrainment into volcanic jets with unsteady
source parameters or for inferring Pu0 with estimations of ↵e .
Testing of the Pu0 -↵e relationships with natural data from eruptions of Sabancaya volcano,
Peru shows promise for predicting ↵e or inferring Pu0 , however, a more rigorous study of the
reliability of the Pu0 -↵e relationships applied to eruptions is necessary before these relationships
can be used for modeling and hazard assessment purposes. Future modeling studies should also
explore the Ri0 $ 0 $ Pu0 parameter space to gain insight into potentially new eruption
behaviours that have yet to be observed or inferred from eruption deposits. Finally, the source
Pulsation number can be added as a third axis to the Ri0 $ 0 regime diagram explored in
Chapter 2 (Figures 2.7 & 2.21) to create a new overall quantitative classification for explosive
eruptions with steady and unsteady source parameters. This new three-dimensional explosive
eruption classification has the potential to make quantitative links among eruption source
parameters, volcanic jet rise heights and height variations, cloud structures sedimentation
processes and deposit architectures.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion: Towards a new
classification of explosive eruptions
The volcanology community has highlighted characterizations of eruption source parameters
and eruption column and ash cloud processes that govern the partitioning of erupted mass
between buoyant rise and dense collapse as key challenges to creating a more insightful and
useful classification of explosive eruptions (Figure 1.2; Bonadonna et al., 2016; Manga et al.,
2017). In particular, the absence of such a classification scheme constructed explicitly on the
basis of key underlying physical processes has inhibited e↵orts to accurately forecast various
volcanic hazards to human populations as well as consequences for volcano-induced climate
variability. E↵orts to reliably reconstruct eruptive regimes from the structures and architectures of deposits in the geological record have been similarly fraught. Accordingly, in this
thesis we have used analogue experiments, scaling theory, simple theoretical and numerical
models and field data analyses to address and understand how steady and unsteady eruption
source parameters govern the gravitational stability of eruption columns and ash plumes for
a diverse set of observed eruption behaviours (Figure 1.1). Our results significantly modify
existing source parameter spaces for time-independent (steady) source parameters leading to
buoyant plumes and collapsing jets and show that these well-studied end-member regimes are
likely to be rare in comparison to volcanic jets operating in a partial collapse regime (Figures
2.7, 2.19 & 2.21). Crucially, our work also expands this parameter space to include eruptions
with time-varying (unsteady) source parameters, which is the most common situation during
explosive volcanic eruptions (Figures 5.2, 5.3 & 5.10). A remarkable discovery is a recognition that periodic sedimentation waves with a frequency and volume that depends on source
parameters exert a major control on the character of sedimentation in the expansive partial
collapse and total collapse regimes. Critically, in addition to explaining features such as a
common occurrence of layered ash clouds, the excitation and descent of sediment waves also
reconciles for the first time the structures of deposits from historic eruptions such as Mt. St.
Helens (1980) and Pinatubo (1991) with those related to catastrophic caldera-forming events
(Figure 2.10)– among the most impressive volcanic events in the geologic record. Here we summarize our key conclusions that produce a framework leading to a new classification scheme
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of explosive eruptions.

6.1

A new understanding of eruptions with steady and
unsteady source parameters

Eruptions with source parameters that are assumed to be steady have been well-studied since
Pliny the Younger’s insightful description of the devastating Plinian eruption of Mt. Vesuvius,
Italy (1.9 ka; Radice, 2003). Despite this long history of investigation and an increasing
recognition that the majority of Plinian eruptions partition erupted mass between buoyant
rise and dense collapse simultaneously (Kaminski & Jaupart, 2001; Neri et al., 2002b; Di Muro
et al., 2008), a binary view of Plinian eruptions occurring in either the Buoyant Plume or Total
Collapse regimes continues to guide studies of explosive eruptions and their deposits (Woods,
2010).
In Chapter 2 we reviewed a growing body of evidence that combines direct observations with
inferences from deposit architectures to suggest that Plinian eruption columns primarily occur
in the partial collapse regime. Seeking a better understanding of eruption column dynamics
in the PC regime to address the first overarching research question posed in section 1.1, we
conducted analogue experiments on multiphase jets to demonstrate that multiphase jets with
steady source parameters can occur in the partial collapse regime. Our experiments also show
that multiphase jets in the partial collapse and total collapse regimes collapse periodically as
annular waves of sedimentation, which drive the spread of multiple cloud layers and emplace
terraced deposits (Figure 2.10). Crucial for understanding the evolution of eruption column
behaviours during a single eruption, we find that a gradual increase in the source Richardson
number and particle volume fraction causes multiphase jets to transition smoothly from the
BP ! PC ! TC regimes (Figures 2.7, 2.19 & 2.21). This is a distinctly di↵erent view of
eruption column regime evolution than that of the binary BP $ TC model. The smooth
BP ! PC ! TC regime transition of multiphase jets is expressed through a continuous
increase in sediment wave volume, frequency and descent speed (Figure 2.19). The presence of
coarse (inertial) particles show that although inertial particles can enhance entrainment and
drive jet columns towards the gravitationally stable BP regime, their net e↵ect is to cause
periodic collapse as sediment waves. Ultimately, this net e↵ect expands the source Richardson
number and particle volume fraction parameter space of the partial collapse and total collapse
regimes and supports the growing body of evidence that Plinian eruptions with steady source
parameters occur predominantly within the partial collapse regime.
Compared to this new understanding of Plinian eruption column regimes, our understand190

ing of eruptions with unsteady source parameters is nascent (Edmonds et al., 2006; Alfano
et al., 2011; Bonadonna et al., 2016; Todde et al., 2017; Manga et al., 2017). Current unsteady
eruption regimes are loosely defined as Strombolian, Violent Strombolian, Vulcanian and Subplinian on the basis of total erupted volume, observed rise height of ash plumes and area of the
deposit (Walker, 1973; Newhall & Self, 1982). None of these regime definitions nor the parameters used to define them provide insight into mass partitioning between buoyant rise and dense
collapse, thereby limiting their usefulness for modeling erupted mass transport, hazard forecasting or inferring eruption source parameters and the evolution of a single eruption through
di↵erent regimes from deposits. These challenges to modeling unsteady eruptions motivated
our experiments on periodically forced plumes that address the second overarching research
question posed in section 1.1 by testing the reliability of the newly defined source Pulsation
number for characterizing unsteady plume regimes. Indeed, our experimental observations and
results show that the source Pulsation number, defined in two distinct ways (equations 5.1 &
5.2), characterize unsteady plumes into the Steady Plume, Connected Thermals and Discrete
Thermal regimes (Figure 5.3). Moreover, our experimental results show that the e↵ective
rate of entrainment of ambient fluid into periodically forced plumes is generally higher than
for steady plumes and can be predicted with an empirically-determined linear dependence on
the source Pulsation number (equations 5.6 & 5.7). When tested against unsteady eruption
source parameters, characterized in unprecedented temporal and spatial resolution by the novel
VOLDORAD-3 Doppler radar instrument, we find that the source Pulsation number shows
promise for predicting e↵ective entrainment rates into unsteady eruption plumes. The dependence of entrainment rates on the source Pulsation number is not limited to volcanic plumes
and can be applied to 1D numerical modeling of periodically forced plumes in all natural and
industrial contexts, such as hydrothermal vent and industrial plumes in the ocean as well as
the rise of meteorological and industrial plumes in the atmosphere.

6.2

The Eruption Stability Diagram

The Ri0 $ 0 regime diagram presented in Chapter 2 is a quantitative parameter space
where all explosive eruptions with steady source parameters can be classified with smooth
regime boundaries that reflect eruption observations. This is in stark contrast to the commonly used Fragmentation-Dispersal classification (Figure 1.7; Walker, 1973) where boundaries
among eruptive styles are arbitrarily defined and are based on measurable deposit characteristics with poorly understood links to governing eruption source parameters. Although the
Walker classification represented a step change in understanding of volcanic eruptions when
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initially introduced, it is unable to predict the gravitational stability of volcanic jets. Therefore the Ri0 $ 0 regime diagram provides a more quantitative and reliable way to predict
eruption column behaviour where eruption source parameters are known or to infer eruption
source parameters from observations of eruption behaviour or from field studies of deposit architectures. However, the Ri0 $ 0 regime diagram does not account for unsteady eruption
source parameters in its current form and, consequently, is not appropriate for classifying the
most frequently occurring explosive eruptions on Earth.

Eruption Stability Diagram
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Figure 6.1: Newly proposed Eruption Stability Diagram formed by adding Pu0 as a third axis to
the Ri0 $ 0 regime diagram presented in Chapter 2 (sections 2.3.1 & 2.5.2). Photo of Santiaguito
volcano courtesy of CONRED, Guatemala. Photo of Mt. St. Helens from the U.S. Geological
Survey. Photo of Etna used with permission from Giuseppe Famiani. Photo of Colima from Webb
et al. (2014) reprinted with permission from Elsevier. Photo of Soufriere Hills, Montserrat from Druitt
et al. (2002).

We have shown that the source Pulsation number can be used to predict e↵ective entrainment rates into eruption plumes with unsteady source parameters and, in turn, predict their
eruption regime. On this basis, we propose a new “Eruption Stability Diagram” to classify all
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explosive eruptions where Pu0 forms a third axis in the Ri0 $ 0 parameter space (Figure
6.1). In addition to providing quantitative links among eruption source parameters, volcanic
jet height variations, ash cloud structures, sedimentation processes and deposit architectures,
changes in source parameters during an eruption will plot a 3D curve through the eruption
stability diagram. Thus, this new classification facilitates more detailed investigations and
reconstructions of a single eruption rather than being limited to mean values or properties
defined for the entire duration of an eruption.
An additional advantage of the eruption stability diagram over existing eruption classification schemes is that the eruption stability diagram makes predictions for eruption source
parameters spaces yet to be observed, measured or explored by analogue experiments and
numerical simulations. For example, poorly understood dynamics of subplinian eruptions,
which can be just as deadly but more common than Plinian eruptions (Alfano et al., 2011;
Cioni & Pistolesi, 2015; Todde et al., 2017), may occur with intermediate values of Pu0 in the
Ri0 $ 0 parameter space of the partial collapse regime. In addition, Vulcanian eruptions
undergoing partial collapse (Druitt et al., 2002; Wadge et al., 2014) may occupy a similar range
of Pu0 but in a range of Ri0 $ 0 distinct from that of subplinian eruptions. To provide
more links between qualitative observations and quantifications of eruption source parameters,
the eruption stability diagram can be recast in terms of cloud structures and deposit architectures that are diagnostic of specific eruption regimes and, in turn, constrained ranges of source
parameters.

6.3

Exploring the eruption stability diagram with the
next generation of analogue experiments

Although our conceptual models make new links among eruption source parameters, column
height fluctuations, cloud structures, sedimentation processes and deposit architectures for the
full range of observed explosive eruption behaviours, they also raise new questions to guide
future studies. For example, a key question is how much of erupted mass is partitioned into
descending sediment waves versus spreading ash clouds at various heights in the atmosphere.
For our experiments on multiphase jets in the PC regime, measurements of sediment wave radii,
wavelength and descent speed combined with numerical modeling estimates of sediment wave
particle volume fractions begin to constrain the flux of injected mixtures carried by sediment
waves to spreading phoenix cloud layers and the near-field deposit. However, more work
is required to rigorously constrain mass fluxes partitioned to sediment waves and spreading
clouds for given ranges of experimental source parameters. In addition, phoenix clouds rising
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above spreading PDCs during the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo, Philippines (1991) reached the
stratosphere, demonstrating that even if an eruption column occurs in the PC or TC regimes,
erupted mass can still spread at high altitudes in the atmosphere to be dispersed globally. A
critical question related to volcano-climate feedbacks is whether phoenix clouds can transport
significant mass of sulphur dioxide to the stratosphere to induce a global cooling e↵ect. In
the context of catastrophic caldera-forming eruptions and their potential civilization-ending
climate e↵ects (e.g. Chapter 3), the answer to this question is of greater importance because
CCF eruptions have a proclivity to occur in the partial collapse and total collapse regimes. In
addition, our experiments in Chapter 3 simulating shallow water catastrophic caldera-forming
eruptions show that descending sediment waves spread significantly upon impact with the airwater interface. Can evaporation of water at the base of relatively hot spreading sediment
wave mixtures generate enough buoyancy to drive the rise and spread of phoenix clouds in the
stratosphere?
To address these questions, we are putting together proposals to fund a new set of analogue
experiments capable of injecting multiphase jets with steady and unsteady source parameters
using a new microcomputer-controlled injection apparatus that allows for more precise control
of multiphase jet source parameters. For example, one goal of this design is to substantially
reduce the uncertainty of data points on Figures 2.7 & and 2.21 so that the parameter spaces
marking regime transitions can be more precisely characterized. This new design will also
allow for more continuous particle size distributions to be included in injected mixtures where
particle sizes can be color coded such that deposit stratigraphic sections can be extracted and
analyzed post-experiment. The goal of this new design is to further strengthen links between
eruption source parameters and deposit architectures that can be tested with new field studies
of eruption deposits. To formalize my ideas for the next generation of analogue experiments, I
am currently coauthoring a forward-looking paper with other early-career colleagues from the
United States and Europe on the potential roles of analogue experiments in volcanology over
the next decade for a special section of the Bulletin of Volcanology journal. This paper will
include arguments for new large-scale outdoor analogue experiments that can further calibrate
novel eruption monitoring instruments, such as the Doppler radar instrument VOLDORAD3 used in Chapters 4 and 5, which have the capability to precisely measure eruption source
parameters in-situ.
Our newly proposed experiments (Figure 6.2) will focus on exploring the full Ri0 $ 0 $
Pu0 parameter space such that predictions for previously unobserved eruptions can be made
and inferences of ancient eruption deposits be used to reconstruct eruption chronology. These
experiments will also facilitate identification of more cloud structures and deposit architectures
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Figure 6.2: a) Proposed design for new analogue experiments on multiphase jets with unsteady
source parameters. The mass flux of the injected mixture is precisely controlled with electric motors,
which facilitates exploration of various mass flux time series (cf. Figure 5.1c-d)). b) New cameras with
4K pixel spatial and 124 Hz temporal sampling resolution can resolve individual inertial particles and
their motions in relatively small and quickly overturning vortices just above the source that initiate
entrainment into injected flows. Location of this image corresponds to the black rectangle in the tank
marked b). c) The new cameras can capture the fluid dynamics of descending sediment waves to
constrain their mass flux and mixing with the adjacent jet and ambient fluid. Location of this image
corresponds to the black rectangle in the tank marked c). d) A plexiglass deposit cross section trench
can be extracted after the experiment to analyze deposit stratigraphy and topography.

diagnostic of the eruption regimes defined in a Ri0 $ 0 $ Pu0 parameter space, thereby
strengthening the utility of this new classification for characterizing explosive eruptions.
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Appendix A
Additional evidence of unstable
eruption column behaviour and
unsteady eruption source parameters
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Figure A.1: a) Stratigraphic section showing the TF layer sequence (left) vs. PDC layer sequence
(right, coloured) from the 1912 Novarupta Eruption, Alaska, USA. From From Hildreth & Fierstein
(2012) (U.S. Geological Survey). b) Laterally discontinuous deposit thickness and composition for
the proximal TF layers. c) Image and cartoon of stratigraphic section showing alternating TF and
PDC layering in proximal deposit. From Houghton & Fierstein (2004) by permission from Springer
Nature.
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Figure A.2: Stratigraphic section showing rapid changes in grain size for the Greenish-Pumice
eruptive unit at Mt. Vesuvius, Italy. From Cioni et al. (2003) by permission from Springer Nature.
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Figure A.3: Stratigraphic sections, sampled 1-10 km, apart showing lateral discontinuities and closely spaced vertical changes in grain
size and layering, respectively, for units XXVII to XXIV at Ruapehu Volcano, New Zealnd. From Pardo et al. (2012) by permission
from Springer Nature.
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Figure A.4: a) Stratigraphic section showing TF sequence from episode III of the 1912 Novarupta
eruption in Alaska, USA. Note the relatively unchanging PSD characteristics, e.g. median and standard deviation of grain size, from heights 6-2 in the section. b) Stratigraphic section showing TF
sequence from the 900 BP Kaharoa eruption, Tarawera, New Zealand. Note the the finely laminated
bedding of TF layers among units F-G with a marked PDC layer interbedded (top) and the rapidly
changing PSD characteristics among layers G1-G3 (bottom). From Houghton & Carey (2015) by
permission of Elsevier.
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Figure A.5: a) and b) Velocity and reflected power time series acquired with focused-beam Doppler radar for two unsteady eruptions
of Santiaguito Volcano, Guatemala. ⌧pulse is marked in both datasets. e-h) Images of the eruption targeted in b). Used from Schar↵
et al. (2012) with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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Figure A.6: Horizontal radar scan of unsteady eruption column at Sabancaya volcano, Peru on May
30, 2018. Ash cloud diameter, dr , can be estimated from horizontal scans, which represent average
ash cloud diameter over the scan time of ⇠ 5 s. Inset graph: Deviations from this average ash cloud
diameter can be plotted as a profile, taken at constant dr /2, as a function of azimuth, , from point
A to B. The fourier transform of this profile can be taken to identify dominant wavenumbers that
indicate deformation of the ash cloud boundary. Dominant wavenumbers may indicate average ash
cloud boundary deformation due to entrainment of ambient atmosphere.
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Figure A.7: Plot of Weibull curve fitted to samples of median grain size for the Hatepe (Orange)
and Taupo (Blue) eruption deposits, New Zealand. Blue solid line for Taupo shows hypothetical
natural variation around fitted dashed blue line. From Bonadonna & Costa (2013) by permission
from Springer Nature.
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Appendix B
Mixture bulk density, particle drag
factor and Reynolds number
The bulk density of a solid-fluid phase mixture is given by
⇢ = (1
for a monodispere PSD with = cp or
PSD
⇢ = (1
cp

f p,

)⇢f + ⇢p

(B.1)

particle density ⇢p = ⇢cp or ⇢f p , and for a bidisperse
f p )⇢f

+

cp ⇢cp

+

f p ⇢f p

(B.2)

Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2) can be defined at the source with the density of interstitial jet water
⇢f = ⇢w,0 , = 0 , cp = cp,0 and f p = f p,0 (Jessop et al., 2016).
The particle drag factor, fp , which is used to calculate the particle response time in Equation
13 (particle Stokes number), and Reynolds number, Rep , are defined as
fp = 1 + 0.15Rep 0.687 +

Rep =

0.0175
1 + 42, 500Rep

Us L
⌫w

1.16

(B.3)

(B.4)

where Us is the terminal settling velocity of the particle (Burgisser et al., 2005). fp and Rep
can be defined at the jet source with L = dp and ⌫w is the kinematic viscosity of water.
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Appendix C
1D integral plume model: E↵ective
entrainment parameter and jet
conditions above source
One goal of this study is to investigate the e↵ects of two-way and fully coupled particles and
interstitial fluid buoyancy on the process of entrainment for the initial transient jet. Following
the methods of Morton et al. (1956); Bloomfield & Kerr (1998); Carazzo & Jellinek (2012),
we numerically solve a 1D integral plume model with a Boussinesq approximation (density
di↵erences only accounted for in buoyancy terms) in which particles are conserved up to the
maximum height of the jet, where u(z) ! 0, to determine an e↵ective entrainment parameter
value for the initial jet in an experiment. Using Equations 2.3a-2.3c to set the initial conditions
of the plume model, we solve for their change with height
dQ
= 2↵e r(z)u(z)
dz

(C.1a)

dM
= g 0 (z)r(z)2
dz

(C.1b)

dB
=
dz

(C.1c)

N (z)2 r(z)2 u(z)

until u(z) ! 0. To account for the change in 0 with height, we assume conservation of
particles where no particles exit the jet mixture during rise (Carazzo & Jellinek, 2012)
(z) =

0 Q0

Q(z)

(C.2)

This set of equations is closed with Equation 2.1 and the model is initiated with source parameters determined by Equations 2.3a-2.3c and the source particle volume fraction 0 . We
note that this method is limited to modeling the initial jet when it enters the quiescent tank
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environment and, therefore, cannot model re-entrainment of collapsing material or account for
the dynamics of the oscillating overshoot region.
Once an e↵ective entrainment parameter is determined for initial jet rise in each experiment,
we model the jet conditions at the observed LNB height of the jet fluid, where gf0 ! 0, for jets
in the BP and PC regimes. In particular, we estimate the momentum flux, MLN B , buoyancy
flux, BLN B and particle volume fraction, LN B , of the mixture. MLN B and BLN B are used in
Equation 2.12 to predict the oscillation frequency of the overshoot fountain, fOS (see section
2.2.3), whereas LN B is compared with the descent velocity of sediment waves. We note
that during the steady-state period of an experiment, this simple modeling approach does
not capture mass and momentum exchange between the jet and mixture descending from the
overshoot fountain along the jet edge. Additionally, this modeling approach does not capture
processes such as entrainment of collapsing mixture.
To further investigate the e↵ect of coarse and fine particles, with 0.2 < St0 < 6, on
the process of entrainment, we use the Kaminski et al. (2005) and Carazzo et al. (2008)
entrainment parameterization (variable entrainment model) to predict the maximum rise height
of experimental jets
1
1 dlnA 1
)+
+ C
(C.3)
A
2 dz
2
where |Ri(z)| is the local Richardson number. A = 1.1 and C = 0.135 and are constant for the
model run. Maximum jet heights predicted with the variable entrainment model are compared
to measured maximum jet heights during the initial transient phase of the experiment. These
results are then used to determine if the variable entrainment model over- or underestimates
entrainment for jets with particles.
↵e (z) = |Ri(z)|(1
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Appendix D
Supplemental videos for Chapter 2
Here we provide descriptions for the supplemental videos that accompany with Chapter 3:
1. Ch2 SupplementalVideo1.mp4: Fine particle experiment undergoing a late collapse
as undershooting mixtures progressively reach lower heights in the tank over time. These
undershoots eventually reach the tank floor, thereby defining a late collapse.
2. Ch2 SupplementalVideo2.mp4: Experiment with fine and coarse particles in the
total collapse regime. Key observations highlighted in the video.
3. Ch2 SupplementalVideo3.mp4: Coarse particle experiment in the partial collapse
regime showing annular waves of sediment descending around the jet column and spreading of multiple cloud layers.
4. Ch2 SupplementalVideo4.mp4: Coarse particle experiment in the buoyant plume
regime where small non-axisymmetric sediment waves disperse above the tank floor.
Later in the experiment, cloud layers begin to spread below the main umbrella cloud.
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Appendix E
Supplemental videos for Chapter 3
Here we provide descriptions for the supplemental videos that accompany with Chapter 3:
1. Ch3 SupplementalVideo1.mp4: Front view of deep water fountain experiment with
coarse particles showing annular waves of sediment descending periodically around the
upflowing core of the fountain.
2. Ch3 SupplementalVideo2.mp4: Front view of shallow water experiment #2 showing annular sediment waves descending periodically around the subaerial portion of the
fountain and spreading as they impact the air-water interface. Inset video shows plan
view synchronized in time with front view.
3. Ch3 SupplementalVideo3.mp4: Front view of experiment #6 where a raft of plastic
particles floats on the water surface. Annular sediment waves entrain plastic particles
and transport them down through the water column. Some particles are transported
by ground-hugging gravity currents before escaping to float back to the surface. Plastic
particles are also observed to be re-entrained into the jet.
4. Ch3 SupplementalVideo4.mp4: Plan view of experiment #10 showing spoke-like
pattern of interstitial fluid surging outward from the fountain axis at the air-water interface.
5. Ch3 SupplementalVideo5.mp4: Oblique view of experiment #10 demonstrating that
interstitial fluid is spreading at the air-water interface.
6. Ch3 SupplementalVideo6.mp4: Front view of experiment #9 showing sediment wave
mixtures partitioned between spreading at the air-water interface and descent through
the water column.
7. Ch3 SupplementalVideo7.mp4: Oblique view of experiment #9 showing groundhugging gravity currents spreading from the fountain axis in pulses.
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Appendix F
Supplemental information for Chapter
4
F.1

BASTA Doppler radar parameters

Figure F.1: Table of the Millimeter-wave Doppler radar parameters during the measurement campaign.

F.2

Video of ash fingers at Stromboli

Ch4 SupplementalVideo 1.mp4: The video shows an example of visual observations of an
ash finger below a Strombolian ash plume observed on October 2, 2015 between 12:21:15 and
12:22:15 UTC. The speed of the video is accelerated two times and the appearing ash finger
was also detected by the radar as shown in Figure 4.8 of the manuscript.

F.3

Crossflow particle cloud experiment setup

The preliminary experiments shown in our study have been performed in a 1 m3 water tank
at ambient temperature at the Department of Earth, Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences of the
University of British Columbia (Canada). A particle-fluid mixture is composed of 0.6 kg of
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silica particles with diameters ranging from 30-2000 µm mixed in 5 ⇥ 10 4 m3 of water and
heated to 95 Celsius. The mixture is injected at the top of the water column in the tank with
a nozzle. During the injection, the nozzle is pulled across the tank at a constant velocity of
0.2 m/s to simulate a crossflow to form an advected analog for the cloud shown in Figure 1 of
the manuscript. A Digital Single-Lens Reflex camera captures video of the injected mixture
as it develops into a particle cloud and settles to the tank floor.
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